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Marsagl ia and Maclaren combined two I inear congruential generators 
in order to produce a pseudo random number sequence uniformly distributed 
in the range [0,2 35 ). Their method is a considerable improvement compared 
with the primitive I inear congruential method at the cost of greater 
generation time. In this thesis, a simple modification of the Marsagf ia-
Maclaren method is presented in which there is an al f eviation of the 
increased generation time, and a slight furth~r increase in randomness. 
The modified genera:t-or is tested extensively in a variety of statistical 
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A simulation based on random behavior apparently requires a 
mechanism for generat!ng sequences of events, where each sequence obeys 
a probability law governing a particular component of the random behavior 
in question. In practice, many systems include activities that behave 
randomly~ in which case the exact sequence of events is not known. 
Sometimes, the activity is not intrinsically random in nature, 
but complete information about it's behavior is not known and .it should be 
described as a random activity. Possibly, complete information about its 
behavior is avai I able or it can be derived mathematically, but it is so 
complex that it is more convenient to describe the activity as·being 
random. 
· A variable representing the outcome of a random activ.ity is said 
to be a stochastic va.r iab I e. Although the exact sequen~e of values taken 
by a stochastic variable is not known, the range of values over which it 
, 
can vary, and the probabi I ity with which it wi I I take the values may be 
known or assumed to be known. Stochastic variables are therefore discussed 
in terms of functions which describe the probabi I ity of the variable taking 
various va I ues .. 
Numbers wh i ah can: be produced "random I yn by a certain procedure 
are useful in a wide variety of applications. For example, simulation, 
samp I i ng, Numer i ca I Ana I ys is, computer p rogramm i .ng, Decision making etc. 
Actually we. cannot speak about a random number. Rather, we speak of a 
sequence of independent random numbers with a specified distribution. 
D. H. Lehmer ( 1951 >. gave the fo I I ow i.ng definition of a random sequence of 
numbers. 
"A random sequence is a v.ague notion embodying the idea of a sequence in 












certain number of tests, traditional with statisticians and depending 
somewhat on the uses to which the sequence is to be put." At first 
people who needed random numbers in their scientific work would draw bal Is 
out of a wel I-stirred. urn or would rol I dice or deal out cards. Shortly 
after computers were introduced, people began to search for more efficient 
ways to obtain random numbers in computer pro~rams. 
John von Neumman first suggested using the arithmetic operations 
of a computer. His "middle-square" method is well-known. His idea was 
to take the square of the previous.random number and to extract the middle 
digits. This procedure can be repeated in order to get a sequence of 
random numbers. This method has proved to be UI] a very poqr source of 
random numbers, because the period of the sequence seems to be very short. 
D.H. Lehmer introduced an analytical method to produce sequences 
of random numbers. This is the wel I-known Linear Congruential Method. 
The desired random-sequence is obtained by the equation Xn+l. = (aXn + c)modm, 
where Xis an integer, a the multiplier, c the increment and m the modulus. 
We shal I examine this method in more detai I in Chapter one~ 
Other analytical methods which have been proposed are the quadratic 
congruential method [I I], the Fibonacci sequence and the additive number 
generator [11]. But .. neither of the above methods can be compared with the 
linear congruential method [I I]. 
Marsagl ia-Maclaren investigated [12]the possibility of using a 
table of random numbers. This turns out to be practical on a large computer 
with buffered input. The table of random numbers is an obvious alternative 
to the use of numerical procedure for generating random numbers. 
Thei above authors observed [ 12] that the I i near congruent i a I 
generator is unsuitable for high resolution Monte-Carlo problems. They 











(vi i ) 
combined .two linear congruential generators and they found out that the 
new generator has much better statistical properties than the simple I inear 
congruential generator. The algorithm which was given by them is briefly 
described below. (Detailed description o~ this algorithm is given in 
Chapter 2). 
Consider two I inear congruential generators 
( I ) . 
(2) 
Xk+l = (aXk + c)mod 235 . 
Yk+l = Ca1Yk + c1) mod 2 35 
A table of 128 = 2 7 locations in core is fi I led with the numbers X1,X2, .••• ,X128 . 
Then to generate Uk the kth random number to be used, the first 7 bits of 
Yk are used as an index to retrieve Uk fr6m the table.The location of Uk. 
i·n the tab I e is ref i 11 ed with the next number from the generator (I ) • We 
observe that the values from the first generator are re-ordered randomly so 
as to fonn the output sequence. The second generator controls the re-
ordering of the sequence. 
This method has the disadvantage of being slower than the I inear 
congruential method. The time required to generate this sequence is twice 
as long as it takes to generate the sequence Xk alone. We attempt in this 
report to a I I ev i ate the ti me prob(U~m by modifying s I i ght I y the orig i na I 
Marsaglia-Maclaren method. 
Instead of taking two linear congruential ·generators, only one is 
taken which is re-ordered randomly so as to form the output sequence. The 
same generator contro Is the re-ordering of the sequence .• The CPU time 
required to output a random number with the second method is reduced by 
30-35 percent. A comparison is made between the two methods with a variety 
of statistical tests and from the results is noted that the modified method 
has better randomness than the Marsaglia-Maclaren method. 
Many standard results are quoted in the thesis and these are taken· 
mainly from the book, "The art of computer programming", volume 2 semi-
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The whole thesis is divided basically in seven chapters. In 
Chapter I the proper choice of the parameters of the linear congruential 
generator is examined. This w i I I he Ip us to choose proper I y the parameters 
of the auxi Ii ary generator of the modified Marsag I i a-Mac I a ren method. In 
Chapter 2 the original and the modified methods are presented. ·In 
Chapter 3 a comparison is made between the two methods with the best-known 
statistical tests. Chapters 4 and 5 test the modified generator in a 
variety of simulation problems. In Chapter 6 other types of random 
quantities fol lowing discrete and continuous probability distributions are 
generated. In Chapter 7 some interesti.ng queuing problems are solved using 
as a source of random 
1

























I. I. INTRODUCTION. 
In this chapter we shal I be concerned with random sequences 
of numbers and attempts to specify suitable algorithms for generating 
such sequences. 
By random sequence of numbers we shal I mean a sequence in 
which each member is obtained by chance, is independent of any other 
member, but has a specified probabi I ity of fal I ing in any given range 
of values. 
A uniform distribution is one in which each possible number 
is equally probable, and every distribution in this report is under-
.stood to be uniform unless some other distribution is specified. 
Many simulation problems and other fields of application 
require the generation of a random sequence of real numbers {Vn}, 
uniformly distributed between O and I. One convenient way to do this 
is to generate a random sequence of integers {Xn} uniformly distributed 
between 0 and m and use the quotient Vn=Xn/m. 
The end point m would have to be a very large integer. The 
main problem is to ensure that any sequence of integers generated by 
an algorfthm is suitably random. 
We shal I be concerned with sequences generated by the I inear 
congruential generator and various similar algorithms such as the 
Mars~glia-Maclaren generator. 
In this chapter we shal I investigate carefully the choices 
of values for the parameters in these algorithms which are most 












1 .• 2 LINEAR CONGRUENTIAL GENERATOR. 
Since the preceding section has emphasized the desirabi I ity 
of independence and uniformity, it may be surprising to find that the 
most commonly employed random number generation algorithm produces a 
nonrandom sequence of numbers, each number being completely determined 
by its predecessor and, consequently, al I numbers being determined by 
the initial number, but provided the parameters of the generator are 
carefully chosen the numbers appear to be sufficiently independent and 
uniform for many practical purposes. To emphasize their inherently 
nonrandom character, we cal I these numbers pseudorandom numbers. 
This generator, the linear congruential generator, has the 
form: 
(I) X +l=CaX +c)modm n~o n n· 
where X = starting value , X >,o 
0 0 
a= multiplier a>o 
· c = increment c>,o 
m = modulus m>X , m>a, m>c 
0 
When the increment is taken to be zero, the generator is 
cal led multiplicative congruential generator and when c # o, mixed 
congruential generator. 
Let us consider a specific example. 
If a=3, m=S, c=I, X =I the produced sequence will be, 
0 
4,3,0,5,1,4,3,0,5,1,4, •• ; •••. 
We see that after the first 5 terms which are different, the 












The length of the sequence until a number is repeated is 
cal led the period length, and clearly the period is less than or equal 
to the modulus m. In the example, the period is 5. An equivalent 
formulation of the l.c.g. is: 
(2) X +k=(akX +(ak-l)C/(a-l))modm, k>,o, n>,o 
n n · , which expresses the 
(n+k)th term directly in terms of the nth term. This can be proved by 
induction· on k. 
Generally it is highly desirable that our generator has the 
longest possible period. 
As we shal I see rater in this ~hapte~ the restriction c=o 
cuts down. the period length so Thomson [Comp. J. I (1958), 83, 86] pro 
posed the idea of taking c#o in order to obtain longer periods. 
In this report we shal I choose the modulus m to be equal to 
computer size word. 
We make this choice for two reasons. 
First, if the choice is the computer size word,the longest 
possible period can be attained and secondly the computation of the 
expression (aX+c)modm wil I be fast. 
Univac's 1108 word consists of 36 bits, the highest order 
bit denoting the sign of the number. 
So the largest representable positive integer in the machine 
is the number 235-1. If we wish the whole set of integers 
C0,1,2, •••• ; 235-1) to be produced by the generator (I) we should 












1.3 CHOICE OF THE MULTIPLIER A. 
A long period is essential for any sequence which is to be 
used as a source of ran~om numbers, in a simulation problem. 
In this section we shal I show how to choose the multiplier 
a and the increment c, as to give the maximum period length, the 
modulus m. 
The fol lowing theorem tel Is us what the appropriate choice 
of a and c should be: 
Theorem A. 
The mixed I inear congruential sequence has a period of length 
m iff: 
Ci) c is relatively prime tom. 
(ii) b =a-I is a multiple of P, for every prime P dividing m. 
(iii) b is a multiple of 4 if mis a multiple of 4. 
The sufficiency of the conditions (i), (ii), (iii) was shown 
by Hui I and Dobel (Siam review 4 Cl.962) 230-254). 
We shal I restate the theorem to fit to our needs. 
·We observe that the modulus m=235 has only one prime factor, 
the number 2. 
The theorem becomes: 
Theorem 8. 
The linear congruential sequence has· a period -0f length 












(i) c is odd. 
(ii) b =a-I = Omod(4). 
We now turn to a considerat·ion of the parameters which. give 
maximum period length. 
Let us assume a multiplier of the form a=2k+I 2~k<35 (I). 
Apparently multipliers of the form in (I) satisfy the maximum period 
length criterion when the mo~ulus is a power of two. However, some 
five years of experimentation tef.(U )cwith this method show that 
multipliers having the form in (I) must be avoided. 
The· main reason for this is the "I ow poten.cy" of the 
multiplier 2k+I. 
' 
We give the definition of the term potency. 
The potency of a linear congruential ·sequence with maximum 
period is defined to be the least integers such that: 
(2) 
S I : 
b = 0 mod m where b = a - I 
Since b is a 35 ~power of 2 and m=2 such an integer wi I I always exist. 
Let us consider now the linear congruential. generator • 
. (3) Xn+I = <.axn+c) mod 235 • 
Since 0 occurs somewhere in the period, we may take Xo=O, so 
x 1 ,x~ •••• Xn become, 
xi = c mod 2
35 
x2 =foc+c) mod 235 
2 a3-1 
~3 = a c+ac+c · = a:-r c 
• n I 
Xn = ab - c mod 235 
a3.:.1 35 












and if we expand an-I = (b+J)n-1 by the binomial theorem, we shal I 
have, 
[ n h s-1] 35 ( 4) X = c n+ ( 2) b + • • • • • • + ( ) b mod 2 n s 
All terms bs, bs+I, ••• in (4) wi 1.1 be zero, si.nce they are multiples 
of 235 • 
If the potency is I (for example if we take a to be I), we 
have X = nc mod 235 • 
n 
This sequence has too simple a pattern to be considered a random 
sequence. 
n If potency is 2 we have from (4) Xn = cn+cbC
2
> and surely 
this cannot be considered random, as the difference between two succes-
sive terms of the sequence has a very simple form, 
Xn+I - Xn = c + cbn. 
Reasonable results have been reported [I I] when potency 
is five or more. So the multiplier should have potency at least five 
in order to g~t a reasonably random seqeuence~ 
We now turn our attention to the multipliers of the form 
2k+I, 2~k<35. If k=2, ••• , 8 the potency varies from 18 to 5 and 
although these multipliers are acceptable from the standpoint of potency, 
should be eventually rejected as we shal I see later since smal I 
multi pl ie~s do not contribute to the randomness of the I inear con-
gruential generator. As k takes on the values 9,10, •... , 34 the 
size of the multiplier increases but the potency decreases so these 
multipliers are not acceptable from' the standpoint of potency. We 
k 35 . have thereby rejected al I multipliers of the form 2 +I when m = 2 • 
When a multiplier has.the form in (I) it is relatively easy 












A=3141392653, how shal I we find its potency? 
The fol lowing theorem gives the answer. 
Theorem C. 
e 1 e2 et f 1 · ft - Given that m=P 1 .P2 ... P1 and a=l+.kP 1 ... Pt where 
a satisfies the conditions of the theorem A and k is relatively prime 
tom, the potency of Cl. is max( rel/f 11 , .. , ret/ftl>. 
P
1
, P2, •• Pk are prime numbers. With fxl (cei I ing of x) we denote 
the least integer greater than or equal to x. 
Proof. 
e>. 
Let f be 
e >.. · 









sf2 = e2+k2 






>. et I · 






, ••• k4 are integers. 
s >, r:21 .... 
. 2 
The ·calculation becomes easier if the modulus is 235 , since· 














Now we can easily find the potency of a=3141592653. 
We have b=a-1=3141592652=22x785398163. 
35 Since 785398163 is relatively prime to m=2 the potency 
is r ~51 = 18 • 
We now prove the fol lowing important theorem. 
Theorem 0. 
e . 
If m=2 ~8 the ~aximum potency is achieved when a=5mod8. 
Proof. 
If we consider a generator having ful I period, then 
( I ) b - Omod ( 4) Since b=a-1 we have 
( 2 ) 'dl - I mod ( 4 ) or a= I +4k, if now k=2n + 
(3na= I mod8 · and if k=2n+ I + a=5mod8 . (-4). 
From (3) since b=a-1 we have · b=Omod8 and from (4) 
b=4mod8. 
So when a=lmod~+ b=Omod8 (b is a multiple of 8) and 
when a=5mod8+ b=4mod8 or b=4+8k=4+4k.2 = +4(1+2k) orb is an odd 
multiple of 4. 
If now b is an odd multiple of 4 (that is a=5mod8, and bl is a 
multiple of 8, that is a=lrnod8, we shal I show that b has greater 
potency than bl. 
2 Actually b=k4=k.2 where k 
r3i::;l · 
potency is s=\· 2 =18, while 
2 s odd, so (k.2 ) =O mod 235 and the 
. 3 
if bl=k.8=k.2 , bl has ~t most potency 12. 
We see now that in or~er to have the maximum peripd and the highest 
potency", we must choose the mu It i p I i er a., such that a=5mod8. 
Actually the concept of potency is only one criterion for the choice 












"spectral test" for multipliers of I inear congruential sequences. 
This is ah important criterion which includes potency and the sJze of 
multiplier as special cases • 
. 1.4 SPECTRAL TEST. 
As we have seen the multiplier a should be chosen in such 
a way that it sa1isf ies the condition a=5mod8. It has been proved 
by RR Coveyou an R.D. MacPherson (2) that if a random number generator 
' 
is to be used extensively, the multiplier a should also be chosen so 
that it passes their "spectral test". 
This test has been developed to explain the statistical 
behaviour of K-tuples of random numbers from congruential generators. 
This test eventually examines the effectiveness of a 
multiplier a in a linear congruential sequence. The modulus m of the 
congruential generator is taken to be very large, usually the computer 
size word. Let us consider now the spectral test from 9 mathematical 
point of view. 
Given that F<t
1
, •• ,tn) is any complex-valued function defined for 
al I combiriations of integers tk, where O~tk<m for l~k~n, define the 
Fourier transform of F. by the fol lowing rule.· 
This function f is defined for al I combinations of integers Sk; it 
is periodic, in the sense that, 
-27Ti . 
In fact if we take the expression exp<~m~cs 1 t 1 + •• +Sntn)) 



















S by S modm = S +k m n n n n 









+ ... +k t)) = 
m · n n n n 
2'ITi 
= exp<~<s 1 t 1 + ••. +S t )) we arrive at (I). m n n 
-2'ITi . 




+ ••• +k t ~I 1f we take into consideration 
n n · 
E I ' f I i e . e .. u er s ormu a e =cos +1s1ne. 
We shal I prove now that the original function FCt
1
, •• ,tn) can be 
reconstructed by its transform as fol lows. 
I r 
(2 ) F ( t I , ••• , t ) = - 0 S S 
n mn ~ 
1
, •• , n<m 
2'ITi 
exp (-(SI t I+ •• +S t )f (SI , •• , S ) m n n n · 
Taking into account formula (I) we have, 
1 r r 2 'ITi 2'ITi 
F(tl, •• ,t )=- 0 S S 0 exp(-m (Sltl+ •• +Sntn)exp(-m· (Slu·l+ ·n mn ~ 1, •• , n<m ~u 1 , •• ,un<m 
+ •• +S u ) 
n n , 
I 2'ITi · FCt 1, •• ,t >=-LE exp<-< 1 Ct 1-u 1 
)+ •• +s Ct -u )) -+. n n m n n n m 
s 1ct1-u 1) S Ct -u) Ir r w r wnnn) 
F ( t I ' • • 't ) =- 0 F ( u I ' •• ' u n ) ( 0 S < ) ••• <-=o--=-s--
1 • n. ~n ~u 1 , •• ,un<m ~ 1 m ~ n<m 
th 2'ITi where w is the m root of unity. ~
Let us calculate now one of the inner· sums. 
is progressive series. 
SA (tA-uA) 
If now tA-uA ~ 0 modm we have rw = 0 and if 
SA (tA-uA) 













So the above formula becomes 
n 
FCt 1, •• ,tn)' since we can select n values u1, •. un out of min m ways. 
The formula (2) can be expanded into sines and cosines, so it resembles 
an infinite Fourier series. 
n The value (l/m )fCS 1, •• ,Sn) represents the amplitude of an n-dimensional 
complex plane wave with frequences s1/m, •. ,Sn/m if F<t 1, .• tn) is 
written as a superposition of such waves. 
As a consequence of relations (I) and (2), it is possible in theory to 
determine any property 6f F from its transform f and conversely. 
Suppose now that Xo,XI, .. , is a sequence of integers with O~Xk<m and 
let n be a smal I positive integer. We define now, 
(3) FCt 1, •• ,t )= lim ~ g~k<N . n N~oo .. oXktl oxk+lt •• oxk+n-lt 2 n 
, 
that is FCt 1,:.,tn) is the limiting density of the number of appearances 
of then-tuple Ct 1, •• ,tn) as n consecutive elements of the sequence 
XO, X11••• . 
Since al I seque ces X
0
,X 1, .• are periodic, we may assume the I imit in 
(3) exis"ts and we may set N equal to the period length. 
The value now of the expression FCt 1, •• ,t~) should be equal to l/mn, 
since in a truly random sequence for the uniform distribution the 
probability for each possibie n-tuple to appear is l/mn. 
The Fourier transform of (3) has now the form, 














We try now to find the value of the expression fCS 1, •• ,Sn) provided 
that the ·sequence X
0
, Xj , .. , is a tru I y random sequence. 
If s
1
=S2= ••• =Sn=O modm from (4) we have, 
lim IE 27ri 
f(Sl, .• ,Sn)= N~00 N O~k<N exp<--;n-CAIXk+ ••• +AnXk+n-l)m) 
I im I . 
= ~00 N (Eexp(-27TI (Al Xk+ •• +AnXk+n-I )) and taking into consideration 
Euler's formula, the above equation becomes, 
.fCS
1
, •• ,Sn)= N~~m ~ ~~k<N I)= N/N=I, other ~ise we shal I have 
f ( s I , •• , Sn ) =O ~ 
So the fol lowing relations are derive~, 
I if s 1=S2= .• =Sn=O modm f(SI , •. ,Sn)={ 
0 otherwise 
Any theoretical test, which finds the average of some function depending 
only on n consecutive values of the sequence, can, in principle be 
completely determined from the.values FCt 1, •• ,tn). 
For example, the probabi I ity that Xk<Xk+I is the quantity FCt 1,t2) 
summed over the values O~t 1 <t2<m. 
Similarly, any theoretical test can in principle be determined from the 
transformed fu~ction fCS 1,.·.sn) in (4), since this function carries the 
same information as F(t ; •. ,t ) does. n n 
Therefore the deviation of fCS 1, •• ,Sn) from the values (5) corresponding 
to a truly random sequence wi I I be a useful test for randomness. 
We shal I consider now the case of the I inear congruential sequence, 
defined by a=multiplier, m=modulus, c=increment and X =initial value, 
0 . 
having the maximum period in accordance with the theorem A page~. 












We put N equal to the period length m. 
In linear congruential generator the fol lowing formula holds, 
(See page 4 ) . 
Now formula (6) becomes taking into account formula (7), 
2 I n-1 f ( S . S ) I L: ( 7T i ( S X +S ( X a- I ) S ( n- X a - I ) ) --I' 0 ·' n =; O~k<m exp-~ I k 2 a k+a:::rc + n a k+ a-I c 
I L: 2Tii . S(a)-S( I) 
(8) = m O~k<m exp(--;n(S(a)Xk+ a-I c)) 
where 
We assume now that the sequence has maximum period, so that al I values 
xk occur. 
becomes, 
Therefore if we substitute Xk by k where O~k<m 
- L: . ex ( 2 7T i ( S (a) k+ S (a )-S ( 1 ) ) ) or 
m O~k<m P m a-I c 
~ I L: f(Sl,S2, •• ,Sn - O<k< ) m .. m exp( 
27Ti (S(a)K) exp( 27Ti°c (S(a)-S(I)) 
m m . a-I 
27T i 
·l: exp(-~ SCa)k). 
O~k<m m 
But the above sum is a geometric series whose- sum is, 
relation (8) 
exp (-27Ti S(a))-1 
2 7Ti exp(..:.- S(a) )-1 
m 
If S(a)=O modm the geometric series have sum 
equal to I, if S(a)fO modm then their sum is zero. 
So we have finally, 
( I 0) f( SI 'S2' •• 'S ) =exp ,-2 Tiic( S (a)-~ ( I ) ) ) o ( S (a» 
n m . a- m 
where o(S~a»=I if S(a)=O mo~m, otherwise 0. 












congruential sequence of maximum period does not affect the Fourier 
coefficients except to change the argument of the complex number 
f(S
1
,s2, •• ,Sn); in other words the absolute value of fCS 1, •. ,Sn) 
is independent of c. 
Now the natural question arises. Is it possible to choose c so that 
the nonrandom effect of one wave f(S , .. ,S ) might be cancel led out by 
I n 
an 'opposite' effect of another wave fCS 1
1 
, •• ,sn 1 )? 
The answer is no. Since FCt
1




, •• ,S ) and conversely, there can be no genuine cancel I ing between 
. n 
waves with different wave length components. 
But certain statistical quantities calculated from fCS
1
, •• ,S ), such 
. n 
as the serial correlation coefficient can be significantly affected by the 
cho i ce of c (see page ~ 9 ) • 
Recal I that the expression fCS
1
, •• ,Sn)/mn represents the amp I itude of 
a n-dimensional complex wave, and by convention this wave may be 
assigned a wave number v corresponding to its frequency, wh~re, 
( 1 · 1 ) v= ./ 2 2 ' m m 
s 1 + ... +Sn. where - 2 ~Sk~'2 for k=l, •• ,n-1 
The wavelength is given by the formula, 
2 2 2 I L=CS +S2 + ••• +Sn )2. 
It has been shown [3] that such a wave is har~ful if the wavelength 
is long, harmless if it is short. 
In this regard it is clear that low-frequency components are more 
damaging to randomness than high-frequency are. 
It has been proved [I I] that if v is the sma I I est non-zero va I ue of n 
the wave number {I I) for which fCS 1, .. ,S )~0 in a I inear congruential . n 
sequence with maximum period, then the sequence X
0
/m,X 1/m,X2/m, ..• 
represents a sequence of random numbers uniformly distributed between 















consecutive values of the sequence averaged over the entire period. 
Equati9n (10) shows us which waves appear in the Fourier transform of 
FCt
1
, •• 1 t ).' , n 






a+ .•• +Sna =O mod(m) 1 
and in this case I (S S >I I since f(S S )= ( 21Tic(S(a)-S(I»> f 11••1 n = 11••1 n exp m a-I • 
Therefore for I inear congruential sequences of maximum period, the 
smallest non-zero wave number is given by, 





, •• ,Sn must not be all zero, because the wavelength wi I I be infinite. 
The parametric and general solution of the system (12) ~nd (13) is given 
by the equations. 
· · . 2 · n-1 
S
0




It seems appropriate to give, aS a measure·of the randomness the. 
volume of the ellipse inn-space defined by the relation,, 
n-1 2 2 · 2 2 . 
<X 1m-aX2- ••• -a Xn) +X2 + ••• +Xn ~vn since the voiume of this elf ipse 
serves as an indication of the probability that integer points. 
cx
1
, •• 1 Xn)· - corresponding to a solution of the.above system - are in 
the el Ii pse. 







in order to rate the effectiveness of the.multiplier a in a I inear 













In this formula (~) is the gamma function, 




Experience shows, that a multiplier passes the spectral test if the 
One consequence of this discussion is that we can place upper I imits 
on the possible randomness of any congruential sequence. 
Hermite's theorem says that: 
where y takes the respective values, 
n 
The significance of this theorem is that there is an absolute upper. 
limit for v 2 which says that any method of generation of pseudo-uniform 
n 
random numbers of the type we were discussing cannot be made arbitrari Jy 
good.(in the sense of uniformity of distribution of strings of output 
elements) by a favourable choice of patameters. 
Since the spectral test involves formidable Integer arithmetic 
2 calculations, for example the calculation of m -m computer size word 
it was impossible to put it in action since high precision integer 
arithmetic is required, and Univac 1108 lacks this faci I ity. In 
i\ •• 
M7'~ 
this report we present a table, page A3, which contains some of the 












1.5 CHOICE OF THE INCREMENT c. 
The general discussion of the congruential method would be 
incomplete without reference to an impor~ant relation which gives us 
some advice about the proper choice of the increment c. 
We have so far obtained no criterion for choosing c, except 
that it be relatively prime to m. 
Consider the statistic, 
n-1 n-1 n-1 
n l: <U.V.) - (l: U.)(l: V.) 
j·=o J, J J·=o J J·=o J 
<I) C = --------------
' . 2 2 2 . 2 (nl:U. - (l:U.) )(nl:V. - (l:V. )) 
j j j j 
This is the correlation coefficient, which is a measure of the extent 
U and V are linearly related. 
where V. = 
j U ( j + I ) mod n ' 
i . e. 
A special case of the above is the serial 
Uj and U(j+I) mod n are nearby terms. 
A correlation (or serial correlation) coefficient always lies 
between -I and·+1. A zero correlation coefficient imp I ies that 
the variables are I inearly independent of each other. 
A correlation coefficient of± I i~plles that the variables are 
. linearly dependent. 
In the case of the I inear congruential generator we wish nearby terms 
Uj and U(j+l)mod n to be independent and therefore require (2) to 













Greenberger [6] expressed the above formula for C in terms of 
the multiplier a and increment c of The line~r congruential equation 
taken Oler the ful I period m. He gave the fol lowing approximate 
formula for the serial correlation: 
The above formula shows us that smal I values of a must be avoided, 
else the serial correlation wi I I be high. If a=lrTi re I ati on (3) 
takes its minimum value. 
Experience shows [I I] 
rm and m-lrTi. 
that the multipl (er a must vary between 
Similarly the above relation offers us an 
important criterion for choosing c. 
If we choose c so that, in addition to being relatively prime tom, 
we have, 
£~!_!13 then we obtain a low value for the serial correlatio.n. m 2 6 , , 
c since the above value of m is the root of the equation, 
1-6~+6(~) 2 =0 m · m 
1.6 MULTIPLICATIVE CONGRUENTIAL GENERATOR. 
Historically multiplicative congruential generators preceded 
mixed ones. Because their periods depend on x0 and a -as we shal I 
see below - we want to.select these quantities to guarantee a maximum 
period length. 
The fol lowing theorem helps us to choose the parameters 













The maximum period possible when c=O is 2e-2, where 2e is the computer 
size word. 
This period is achieved if, 
I) x0 is an odd number; 
2) a = 3 or 5 (modul~ 8). 




· e e-2 
So by taking the modulus m=2 the maximum period achieved is 2 
e-2 or more simply only m/4=2 numbers are avai I able for use. 
The choice of X as an odd number and the multiplier a satisfying 
0 
e-2 condition (2) guarantees that we run through the 2 avai I able 
numbers, but it is not clear how these 'numbers are distributed over 
e (0,2 ) • 
Because of this the ful I period mixed conQruenTial generator appears 
more attractive. 
In this report we wi I I deal only with mixed -congruential generators. 
1.7 A BAD MULTIPLICATIVE CONGRUENTIAL GENERATOR. 
Unfortunately a "low" correlation coefficient of a 
~multiplier does not guarantee the randomness of the linear generator. 
Naturally a very good multiplier always has "low" correlation 
coefficient, but the converse is not always ·true. 
Consider the multiplicative congruential generator 
Zi+l=aZi modm 
















It satisfies the maximum period criterion (See Theorem F) and comes 
L\ tCf 
close to minimize the correlation (see formula 4 page 19), but sti I I 
remains a very bad multiplier! 
We shal I prove that the above multiplier is really bad. 
write, 
~i+2=(218+3)Zi+I mod 235 = 
= C2 18+3> 2z. mod 235 
I 
We may 
= (6C2 18+3)-2.9+9)Z. mod 235 (the term 236 has vanished because· 
I 
' 35 
it is a multiple of 2 ), and eventually, 
18 35 Z.+2=C6C2 +3)Z.-9Z.) .mod 2 = I I I 
35 Recal I ing that u.=Z./2 we also have the co.ngruence relationship. 
I I 
ui+2=6ui+l~9ui (mod I). 
Suppose now that O<u. ~ · 99 ·=O. I. . I 
From (2) we have 9u i ~6u i +I - ~u i +I j and, 
so f!ui+l-9uj =~ui+J 
( 4) If now 6u i + 1- l6u i + 1j 
9 ui~O. I we shal I have 












Since u. 1=6U 1
-9u.-\6u.+
1
-9u.j 1+ i+ l t l l from Cl) it is clear that for 
6ui+l-~ui+iJ 
O<ui::: ---9--- we have, 
(6) O<ui+2=6ui+ 1 -9ui-~ui+ J <6ui+ 1- ~ui+ iJ 
equation (3). 
, if we take into account 
Now for (6ui+l-~ui+J )/9<ui:;:O. I and taking into account relation 
(5), we shal I have, 
(7) I >u i +2=6ui+l-9ui- ~ui+ J +I >,6ui+l- ~ui+ J+o. I 
From (6) and (7) we have finally, 
ui+2<6ui+l- ~ui+J or ui+2~6ui+I- ~ui+~ +0. J. 
The result shows that, for O:;:ui:;:O.I, ui+2 is excluded ·from a sub~ 
interval oh the unit interval determined by the I ine 6ui+I mod I and 
6ui+I mod l+O. I. 
So the sequence which is generated usi.ng the multiplier 2 18+3 cannot 
be random. 
Conclusions. 
We have already discussed in some detai I the method of 
generating ra dom numbers in the range.[p,235-l]and the appropriate 
se I ect ion of the par.ameters a and c of the ·1 i near congruent i a I generator. 
The mixed procedure for generating random numbers on a 
binary machine with ,36-bit word, (the first bit denoting the sign·of 
the number) may be summarized as fol lows: 
I • 
. ·35 
Choose as modulus m the number 2 , since this makes the computation 
35 of CaX+c)mod 2 fast and quite efficient. 
2. Choose as initial value x0 of the procedure any positive integer 
35· 












3. The multiplier a should satisfy the condition a=5 mod 8 in order 
tohave the highest possible potency and maximum period. 
Also the multipl fer a should be larg!'lr than lrii and smaller than 
m- lrn. (See page 19). 
If the generator. is to be used for high resolution.Monte-Carlo 
prob I ems, the mu It i p I i er must pass the spectra I test. (See page I 0). 
A table of some good multipliers which have passed this test is 
given on page A3. 
4. The increment c of ihe generator must be an odd number. 
According to Greenberger's formula (page f~) the value of c which 
satisfies the condition~=~ - i 13wi11 minimize the first order 
serial correlation between the pseudo-random numbers. 
This characteristic - that is the minimization of the serial 
correlation - is a highly desirable property of the random number 
generator as explained in page 18. But we must point out the 
deficiency of either the mixed or multiplicative generatof in 
high reso I uti on Monte-Car·I o prob I ems [ 12]. 
Maclaren and Marsaglia were among the first who observed the 
weakness of the LCG in some tests - as maximum of t tests, which 
wi I I be discussed in chapter 2 - and they proposed a new generator 
·which is a combination of two I inear congruential generators. 














· C H A P T E R 2 
COMBINATIONS OF CONGRUENTIAL GENERATORS. 
·l. 
















2.1 MARSAGLIA'S - MACLAREN METHOD. 
Marsag Ii a and Maclaren were among the first to notice the 
bad statistical properties of the multiplicative generator with im-
proper multipliers [12]. Th$y suggested a new method which is a 
combination of two I inear congruential generators. 
The values from the first generator are re-ordered randomly 
so as to form the output sequence. 
ring of the sequence. 
Let us consider the generators, 
( I ) 
(2) 
= (a.X + c) mod m 
n 
The second controls the reorde-
An auxi I iary table of K locations CK is usually taken to be 
\64 or 128) is f i I led with K values of the X-sequence. The Y-sequence 
determines which entry i_n the tab le is to be output as the next random 
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In box.3 initial entry with actual 
parameters X , Y is provided. 
. 0 0 
In Box 
4, two temporary storage locations store 
the last used values of the two generators. 
In Box 5, two new random numbers are 
generated. In Box 6 a random integer j 
where o~j<k is determined. This integer 
determines the table entry V
0 
to be out-
put in Box 7. In Box 8 a new table entry 
. replaces the entry just output. 
In their o~iginal p~per[l2] Marsaglia and 
Maclaren used the generators 
(3). \1+1 = (217+3)Xliil mod 235 
C4) Y r:i+ I = C 2 7 +I ) Y n:'° I mod 235 • 
The va I ue of · k was taken to be 128. 
They compared their method with each of 
the abov~ generators and they found it 
superior in al I statistical tests they 
used to make the comparisons. 
We observe that this is not surprising for generator (4) where 
they used a very bad multiplier. indeed! This· multiplier is too smal.1 
to be efficient. 
We have seen (page 19) that a multiplier should be larger 
I I 35 than vm and smaller than m-vm where m=2 • 
From Greenberger.'.s formula C=J..c1-es£i-6Cc) 2) (page 19) if we a m m 












to be equal This value is too high to be good. 
Since the mu1tiplier a does not .. satisfy the condition 
a_ 5 mod 8, neither the maximum potency is achieved (it is only 5) 
nor the maximum period length is attained. 
This is the reason why they found rejectable values when they applied 
the frequency, serial, maximum of 2 etc. tests to this generator. 
But the poor performance of the second generator proves the 
power of their method! 
When the above generators were combined and tested with a 
variety of statistical tests, they found ou~[l2]that the statistical 
performance of their method was superior compared with each generator 
separately. 
The main drawback of this method is the time required to 
generate a sequence of random numbers. It is easily seen that this 
is twice as long as it takes to generate the sequence (I) alone. 
We try in this report to alleviate this problem by modifying 
slightly the original Marsaglia - Maclaren method. 
We shal I show that this modified generator is preferable to 
the original one for two reasons. 
'I. the modified generator is faster than the original one, and 












2.2 A MODIFIED GENERATOR. 
In order to reduce the CPU time required to generate a random 
sequence using Marsagl ia - Maclaren's method, we do not use a second 
generator, but use the X-sequence to control the output position as 
wel I as the value. 
The output position j is determined by the value of the 
previous term in the generator {Xm}. The fol lowing flow-chart des-
technique. 
A l<lh~.e, Yo;,'11,--., v14-~ 
i ~ J? ~ .Qt.e.d.. c.v : v.-. ~ 
-{i~~\ \(-vc..lu.e.) ~ 
~ ')(- $ e<; U. UAC.€.,.., 
~) X·= l~ 'i'\!!.:'t x -tC) 
f)VI c vl'WI 
In Box 3 a starting value for the X~ 
·generator is provided. 
In Box 4 a temporary storage location 
stores the last used value of the X-
. generator. 
In Box 5 a new random number is generated. 
In Box 6 a random integer j where 
o~j~k is produced determined by PREVX. 
This integer determines the table entry 
Vj·to be output in Box 7. 
In Box 8 a new table entry replaces the 
entry just output. 
In this report the value of K is taken 
to be 128 and the modulus m equal ~o 235 • 
A subprogram which puts in action the 













!RAND - Modified Generator. 
Purpose. 
This function sub-program generates a random sequence of 
integers from the interval [0,235 ) using the modified Marsaglia -
Mac La ren method. 
Entry. 
IRAND has three entry points: two are for normal usage; 




MS is an arbitary starting number (integer) for a table of 128 
pseudo-random numbers. 
On return to the cal ling pr.ogram MS contains the last number 






is the name of the sub-program and contains the result of 
the random number generator upon exit from the sub-program. 
is an arbitrary starting number. On succeding cal Is, MS 
contains the last number generated by the auxi I iary generator 
In this report, we cilways take as starting number of the sub-
program !RAND, the last number of the table, which is given 

















is the multiplier for the auxi I iary generator • (INPUT). 
is the increment for the auxiliary generator (INPUT). 
Programming method. 






Other sub-programs required. 
None. 
Special considerations. 
ln·order to generate a sequence of random integers, the 
fol lowing logical sequence of instructions may be used: 
DIMENSION IR(n) 
MS = i 
CALL PINAXCMS) 
DOIL=l,n 
IR(L) = IRANDCMS) 
SETP as.we have seen is not a separate routine; it is an 
entry point within IRAND. The user can ignore the SETP entry if he 
wishes. The purpose of this entry is to enable IRAND to become any 













The multiplier, and increment c, of the auxi I iary generator 
35 can be set (via SETP) .to any integers between 0 and 2 . If SETP is 
not cal led, then the values that wi I I be used are a=2718281821 and 
c=726 I 067265. The PINAX entry must be used to initialize the table 
from which al I the other random numbers are generated. 
Comments. 
For a coding of the su?-program !RAND see page Cl. 
2.3 COMPARISON OF THE TWO METHODS. 
The !RAND sub-program represents the modified Marsaglia-
Maclaren method. Univac's I 108 MRAND generator represents the original 
Maclaren method. 
We describe briefly MRAND generator. 
MRAND has three entry points; 
a) Entry for sub-program modification. 
CALL SETM(al,cl,~,c2) 
where al =multiplier of the first generator, cl = increment for the 
first generator, a2 = mu It i p I ·i er for the second generator and c2 = 
increment for the second generator. 
b) Initialization entry. 
CALL TABLECMS) 
This entry is analogous to the entry point PINAX (see page 29) 
c) Standard entry. · 
l=MRANDCM,N). 
where M,N are the starting numbers for the auxiliary generators. 
On succeding cal Is, M and N contain the last number~ generated by 












In this report we wi l I try to compare these two generators 
in respect of the speed of generation of random sequences of equal 
lengths and in respect of their statistical performance. 
The latter is done in chapter 3. 
taken to be equal to 2718281821 (see table 
IRAND's multiplier a is 
3 page A3). This 
multiplier passes the spectral test and the values of C2,C3,C4 are 
2.59, 1.15, I. 75 respectively. 
As an increment c we take the number 7261067265 which 
satisfies Greenberger's formula (see page 19). 
MRAND's multipliers and increments are taken as fol lows: 
1st generator al= the same as IRAND's multiplier. 
cl= the same as IRAND's increment. 
2nd generator a2= 3141592653 
c2= Cl 
The multiplier a2 also passes the spectral test (see table 
I, page A3). 
As far as the speed of generation is concerned thirty thousand 
random numbers were generated by both generators. 
The CPU time required for :the_ generator I RAND to produce them 
was 1713 miliseconds while for the MRAND was 2637 miliseconds (for pro-
gram and output results see pages C2,C3}, 
duction of CPU time was achieved~ 
We see that a 35 percent, re-

























3.1 STATISTICAL TESTS OF RANDOM NUMBERS 
The statistical properties of random numbers generated by the 
method outlined in the previous chapter should coincide with the 
statistical properties of numbers generated by an idealized chance 
device that selects numbers from the interval (a,b) where 0 ~ a,b t; 2 35-J, 
independently and with al I numbers equally I ikely. Clearly, the 
pseudo-random nu~bers produced by computer programs are not random in 
this sense, since they are completely determined by the starting data 
and have I imited precision. But so long as our pseudo-random numbers 
can pass the set of the statistical tests imp I ied by the aforementioned 
idealized chance device, these pseudo-random numbers can be treated as 
"truly" random numbers even though they are not. 
The fol lowing statistical t.ests are.among the more important 
tests for randomness cited in ·the I iterature [9]. 
3.2 CHI-SQUARE GOODNESS OF FIT TEST 
The Chi-square test is perhaps the best-known of al I statistical 
tests. Let us define the statistic, 
(I) X 2 
K = number of 




y = the number of s. . 
. ; 
observations which fa 11 
into category s, p the probability that each observation fa 11 s s 
into category s and n = the total number of independent observations, 
then X2 is cal led the ~hi-square statistic. The number of degrees 
of freedom is K-1, one less than the number of categories. A table 
of the chi-square distribution is given on page Al. This table 












look in row with the v = I we can see that 0,00016 corresponds to 
99 per-cent entry. The meaning of that is as fol lows: 
"The quantity X2 wi11 be greater than 0,00016, 99 per-:-cent of the titne. 11 
This indicates that the observed values are too close to the expected 
values. If we look at the values 6.635 we see that the quantity X2 
wi I I be greater than this value only one per-cent of the time. 
This represents a significant depart~re from the expected values. 
We can describe the chi-square test as fol lows: 
A fairly large number, n, of independent observations is made.. We 
count the number of observations falling into each of K categories, 
and compute the quantity X2 given in equati~n (I). .Then X2 is 
compared with the numbers in Table I (page Al) with v = K - I. If X2 
is less than 99% or greater than the one-per~cent entry, we reject 
the numbers as not sufficiently random. For examp.le ff X2 ls less 
than 99 per-cent entry this indicates that the observed values are so 
close to the expected values, we cannot consider the result to be 
random! 
If X2 I Jes between 99 and 95 per-cent or 5 and I per-cent, 
the numbers are "suspect". If .X 2 lies between 95 and 90 per-cent, or. 
10 and 5 per-cent, the numbers might be 'almost suspect'. 
If we apply the chi-square test at least three times on 
different sets of numbers, and if at least two of the three results 
are suspect the numbers are considered as not sufficiently random and 
therefore are rejected •. We apply these ideas to a variety of statistical 













3.3 EQUIDISTRIBUTION OR FREQUENCY TEST 
One of the more usual tests which is applied to random 
integer sequences in order to investigate whether the sequence is 
uniformly distributed between and d is the frequency test. 
In general each test is applied to a seuqence Vo, V1, 
of rea I numbers, which purports to be uni form I y distributed between 
· zero and one. This test is designed for integer-valued sequences, 
instead of real-valued sequences. We shal I examine if integer 
valued-sequences between I and d-where d is a power of 2 in a binary 
machine, are uni form I y distributed in this range. It is a simple 
matter to convert a fractional sequence V1, V2, .•. to an integer 
valued sequence, where we wish the integer values of the sequence to 
be located between I and d. We simply form the sequence V1, V21 •••• 
where V = LdV J + l . 
n n 
To make this test we count the number of times V. = r for 
I 
I ~ i ~ n where I ~ r ~ d and then we apply the chi-square test, using 
I K (number of categ.ories) = d, and probabi I ity p = d for each category, since 
if the· above sequence was really uniformly distributed between 
and d the· theoretical probability would be l/d. The degrees of 
freedom are v = K-1 = d-1. The computer program which puts into 
action the above procedure was given the name TEST I . 
PROGRAM TEST I 
Programming Method 













NT EST is the number of tests performed. 
NN is the number of random numbers tested. 
NG is the number of groups 
NS is the starting number of !RAND generator 
NF is the number of degrees of freedom 
v is:the chi-square statistic 
VAR is the perceritage of the time the qui-square stati~tic 
is greater than value V. 





CHI is a I ibrary routine[l9] which computes the probabi I ity 
of getting a chi-square value le~s than V. The input to this function 
is the variable V and the number of degrees of freedom NF. 
Comments 
The fol lowing results were obtained using the default multi-
plier and increment of IRAND (see page 31 ). · TEST I was executed 
ten times to test !RAND for uniformity. In each of the five tests, 
100 numbers were sorted in 5 groups.. In each of the last five 1000 
numbers were sorted into 50 groups. Detai Is of the output of TEST I 
can be found in our appendix on page C5 . The ori'I y "a I most suspect" 
value is the value 5.63%. The other nine tests were passed successfully. 














TEST I Input · 








NTEST, the number of tests to be performed. 
FORMAT (4X,14,Il2,I2) 
NN is the number of pseudo-random numbers to be 
generated by IRAND. 
NS is the starting number of the generator. 
NG denotes the number of groups. 
































The same program TEST I was run using in the place of IRAND generator, 
Univac's I 108 random number generator MRAND. (For output results and 
program see pages C7,C6.). The entry SETMCMl,Nl,M2,N2) of the f 
function MRAND is· cal led for parameters modification. 
The multip~ iers. Ml and M2 and increments NI and N2 were 
set equal to their corresponding values of the page ••• 32 We 














99.13% -. and another one as "almost. suspect" value, namely 8.23% 
Concluding this discussion we can say that both generators 
passed the frequency test successf u I I y. 
MRAND TEST! INPUT DATA 
10 
100 1111 4536 5 
100 1112 5849 5 
100 1113 67930 5 
100 2468134327 1765437890 5 
100 2468135790 2468135180 5 
IOOO 928 180 50 
1000. 929 456 50 
IOOO .930 982467 50 
IOOO 931 831 50 
1000 2468134325 7594325678 50 
3.4 WEAKNESS OF THE EQUIDISTRIBUTION (FREQUENCY) TEST 
Th is test does not intend to be a strong er i ter ion for 
randomness of our generator for the fol lowing reasons: 
Let u and v be real numbers, 0' u < v' I. If V is a random variable 
which is uniformly distributed between zero and one, the probability 
that u ' V ' v is P(u ' V ~ v) = J: dx = v - u. 
For example if u = 0, v = t the probabi I ity that Vi, is between O,t is 
v - u = t. 
Now as infinite seuqence V0 ,V1, ••• is said to be equi-distributed if 
the .fol lowing relationship holds: 













where I Cnr is the number of valu~s of j, O' j < n such that 
u' V. < v for al I real numbers u,v 0' u < v' I. 
J 
The ratio I (n)/n 
is -0pparently the probability P(u 'V 'v). 
n 
Now we wi 11 give an 
example of a sequence which Is equidistributed without being random. 
Let the sequences Vo,V1 1 .... ·, u1 ,u2, .... which we suppose are equl-
This sequence is also equidistribut.ed, since the sequence t Vo, t V1, ... 
is equidistributed (see proof below) between 0 and f while the 
alternative terms are equidistributed between t and I. 
In the sequence of w1s a value less than t is always fol lowed 
by a value greater than or equal tot and conversely. The sequence 
• 
w has a very simple pattern to be considered as a random sequence. 
Proof why the sequence i V1, ••.• is equidistributed between O,t. 
Since V0, V1, .... : is equidistributed between 0,1 then 
(I.) PCu' V 'v) = v - u 
. n 
From (I ) we al so have 
and v = I we have the 
.P1 CO ' tv .. ' i) -
J.. 
n 2 • 
3.5 SERIAL TEST 
for a II u,v between 0, I • 
u .l.V P1 (2 ~ z n 
relation 
,. 
' ~) 2 
v 
2 - ~ and if we put u 
Program TEST2, tests pairs of integers CX 2j, X2j+l) bf 
numbers generated by IRAND to see' if they behave as though drawn 
independently from a population of uniformly distributed pairs of 
integers. 
To make this test we count the number of times the pair 
CX 2j, X2j +i) = Cq,r) occurs for I ' j < n, Xn 
0 ' U < I. n 













These counts are to be made for eac~ pair of integers Cq,r) with 
I 'q,r < d, that is the region of the plane into which the pairs can 
fal I is divided into squares of equal area and the number of pairs 
fal I Ing in each square is counted. The number of categories ~re 
now K = d2 and each p~ir has probabi I ity l/d 2 to fal I into a certain 
square. So we apply the chi-square test to the above categories with 
prob ab i I i ty I Id 2 • 
Contrary to the frequency test, we chose d to be a 
smaJ ler number in order to avoid having too many categories. A 
.val}d chi-square test should haven (number of observations) greater 
than 5K where K is the number of categories [I I]. 
PROGRAM TEST2 
Programming Method 
TEST2 is coded in Fortran V. 
Nomenclature 
NT is the number of tests performed. 
NP is the number of pairs, c_x2j, X2j+1l. 
NG is the number of groups. 
. 
MS is the starting value of the generator !RAND. 
NF is the number of degrees of freedom. 
MA (I,J) is an array which is used as a counter. It contains the 
number of points which fal I in a certain square. 
V is the qui-square statistic. 
VAR is the percentage of time the qui-square statistic is less 
than value V. 
















As in frequency test. 
Comments 
TEST2 was executed 12 times to test for uniformity of pairs 
of numbers. In each of the first four tests 60 pairs of numbers were 
sorted in 4 groups; in each of the next four 200 pairs were sorted 
into 16 groups; in the last four,. 2.00Q pairs were sorted into 100 groups. 
From the output (see page C9 ) we can see that only two tests gave 
"almost suspect" results, namely 93.8% and 5.98%. The other 10 









NT, the number of tests to be performed. 
FORMAT (215, 112) 
· NP, the number of pairs of random numbers to be 
generated by IRAND. 
NG, is the number of groups. 
NS, the starting number of generator IRAND. 
TEST2 INPUT.DATA 













60 2 19 
60 2 23 
60 2 12345 
60 2 543212 
200 4 5 
200 4 9 
200 4 3141592 
2000 10 122070314 
2000 JO 117 
2000 10 131 
2000 10 8924681 
2000 . 10 1591917152 
The same program was run using MRAND in the place of IRAND generator. 
-
From the output of MRAND (see page CIO) we see that one test gave the 
'reject' value 0,629; while the other I I were passed successfully. 
The same data have been used as previously. For the second generator 

























3.6 RUN TEST 
A sequence of numbers may be tested for "run up" and 
"run down". This means we examine the length of monotone subsequences 
of the original sequence i.e. subsequences which are increasing or 
decreas i hg. 
Let us consider the sequence of ten numbers, 
1,2,9,8,5,3,6,7,0,4. Putting a vertical I ine at the left and right 
between Xj and Xj+l whenever Xj > Xj+l. we obtain 
I l,2,9l8l5l3,6,7I0,41 which displays the runs up. Putting now 
a vertical line of the original sequence at the left and right and 
between X j and X j + i,· whenever Xj < Xj + i we obtain J 1 I J 2 I 9853] 6 I 70 j 4 I 
which displays the runs down. 
We observe that there is a run of length I fol.lowed by a run of length 
! 
1, followed by.a run of length 4 followed by a run of length I followed 
by a run of length 2 fol lowed by a run of length I. 
Let us consider the sequence, 
NX(I), NX(2), •..• , NX(LG) (I) of.length LG and let us put 
MIN r LG2+ I · 1. T t . I P th t t t . = hen he probab1 ity, , a he sequence con a1ns 
a run up or down of IBngth greater or equal to LG/2 is given by the 
formu I a [I I] 
(2) P = 2*[( MIN+i )*LG -(MIN**2+M.IN-I )]j (MIN+2). 
This is the probability of success to have a run up or down of length 
greater or equal to LG/2, if the sequence (I) consisted of numbers 
rea I I y random. The run test is made by taking a variety of samples 
from the examined sequence of random numbers, each sample containing 
a certairi .number of subsequences.of length LG. We count the total 
number of runs (up and down) of length greater than or equal to LG/2 
and we apply the function BIN (see below) which calculates the 
probability that a random variable binomially distributed is less than 












(Here the "given va I ue" is the actua I number of runs up and down). 
PROGRAM TEST4 
Purpose 
TEST4 tests the distribution of runs of numbers. TEST4 cal Is IRAND 
to generate a sequence, 
(XI, •.•. , \ 8 ), (XLG+l, ..•. , X2LG), .•.. ,(X<NG-l~LG+1),···,X(NG)(LG)) 
where LG (length of the subsequence) and NG (number of groups) are 
set by the user. TEST4 then calculates the total number of runs of 
length greater than LG/2 that occur among the NG different groups. 
Using the binomial probabi I ity model, the result is compared with the 




TEST4 is coded in Fortran V. 
Nomenclature 
N is the tota~ number of tests 
NG is the total number of groups observed. 
LG length of each group. 
NS start'i ng number of IRAND. 
MIN equals to LG 12 l 
. -• 






contains the total number of runs of length greater or 
equal to LG/2 at the end of the computation. 
is used to store the length of the runs up. 
is used to store the lengths of the runs down. 
denotes the expected number of runs if the numbers were 














denotes the probability of success to have a run up or 
down of length greater than or equal to LGl2. 
is the probability that a random variable binomially 
distributed with known parameters is less than or equal to 
a given value. 
Other Subprograms Required 
I) !RAND function. 
2) BIN function. This is a I ibrary function (6) which calculates 
the probability PL. 
The cal I ing sequence of this function is, 








is the name of the function subprogram containing 
the computed va I ue of the bi nom i a I probab i 1· i ty on 
return to the ca I Ii ng program. 
is the variable whose cumulative probability is 
completed • 
. is th  number of observations in the sample. 
is the probabi I ity of success. 
TEST4 is executed 39 times to test the occurrence of runs 
In each of the first thirteen tests, 500 sequences of 
length 3 were tested for runs of length 2; in each of the next 
thirteen tests, 1000 sequences of length 5 were tested for runs of 
length 3 or greater; in each of the last thirteen tests 3000 
sequences of length 10 were tested for run of length 5 or greater. 
The results are presented in page Cl2. Three of them are 'almost 
suspect', namely 6,2551%, 8~ 1945, 94,4%, three 'suspect', namely 












The other 32 tests were passed successfully. Generally the behaviour 
of !RAND with regard to this test ·is satisfactory. 
For a Flow-chart and program see pages Bl, Cl I.· 
TEST INPUT 
TEST4 input data has the fol.lowing format. 






N, the number of tests to be performed. 
FORMAT (215, 112) 
NG, the number of groups of numbers to be generated. 
.LG, the length of each group. 
MS, starti.ng number of the generator lRAND. 
TEST4 INPUT DATA (see page C14L 
The same program TEST4 was run using instead of lRAND the 
function MRAND. The results of this test are presented in page Cl3. 
We see from these results that 5 of them are 'almost suspect' namely 
7,5098%, 90.5298%, 90.0454%, 5.9648%, 5.9648% and one lsuspect' namely 
96.0363% while the rest 33 tests were passed successfully. 
MRAND TEST4 INPUT 
Same format as 1RAND 1s. 
MRAND TEST4 INPUT DATA 
The same as previously. As a seed for the secnd auxi I iary 
generator of MRAND the last number generated from subroutine TABLE~ 
this is an entry point to MAAND and corresponds to the entry point 












3.7 GAP TEST 
Let us consider the sequence; 
V0 , V1, V2 1 •••• (l) of real numbers, which purports to be uniformly 
distributed between zero and one. Let us assume two real numbers a,b· 
where 0 ~a< b ~ I and a subsequence of the original sequence 
Vj, Vj+li··~·' Vj+r in which Vj+r lies between a and b but the other 
V's do not. We say that a 'gap' of length r has been found. 
For example if we have the sequence Vo, V1, V2, Vs where a ~ Vs ~ b 
and the numbers Vo, V1 1 V2 do not lie. in the range (a,b) then the gap 
of the above sequence of numbers has length 3. An efficient algorithm· 
in order to tabulate a gap of length r is given below. 
Algor·ithm A. 
The fol lowing algorithm applied to the' sequence (I), counts the number 
of gaps of I ength 0, I, 2, .•. ·, t-1 and· the number of gaps of . I ength ~ t, 
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From the above algorithm it is clear that COUNT(r) contains the gaps 
of length r, while COUNT(t) contains the gaps of length t. 
After this algorithm has been performed and n gaps have been 
tabulated, the chi-square test is applied to the K = t + I categories, 
COUNT (0), •••• , COUNT(t) using the following probabi I ities: 
Po = P, P1 ;:: P( 1-P), P2 = P( l-P) 2, •••. ·, Pt-1 = PC 1-P) <t- 1) 
Pt= Cl-P)t, where p = b-a. 
a ' vj < b. 
Here p = b-a is the probability that 
The above probabi I ities can be easily derived if we note that a gap 
of length r means, than r numbers are outside the range (a,b) while the 
(r+I )th. number I ies in the range Ca,b). So the event to have 
a gap of length r, consists from two simple events. 
I • r numbers ·to be outside the i nterva I Ca, b) ·-+ probab i I i ty ( 1-P) r 
and 
2. the (r+l)th number to be inside the interval (a,b) -+ probabi I ity P. 
So the probabi I ity a gap of length· r occurs is Pr= P(l-P)r. 
Program TEST5 
Purpose , 
TEST 5 examines the length of gaps between occurrences.bf Vi in a 
certain range (a,b). 
Nomenclature 
NN is .the total number of tests. 
A is the left point of the interval (a,b). 
B is the right point of the interva I (a, b). 
T is the maximum length of a gap. 
N is the number of gaps desired. 
COUNT is an array which holds the total number of gaps of 












D is the number of categories . 
. . 
NF is the number of degrees of freedom. 
Pl is the probabi I ity to have a gap of length 0. Pl equals to 
8-A. 
p is an array. The elements of the array denote the probability 
P2, Ps, ••••• , Pt. 
VV is the chi-square statistic. 
VAR .ls the probabi I ity of getting a chi-square value greater than 
v. 




Twenty different sequences of random numbers were examined 
for gaps of various length and for various intervals. The output 
IRAND is given in page Cl6 From the output results we observe 
that four are 'almost suspect' namely 7.66%, 8.929%, 91 .6Q6%, 92,042% 
and four 'suspect' namely 96.626%, 96.57%, 97,877%, 97.639 while 
twelve tests were passed successfully. Concluding we can say that 
the "gap" test is passed by IRAND although the found chi-square values 
are not quite good •. 
For a coding of TEST5 see page Ci5. 
TEST INPUT 
TEST5 input data has the fo I I owing format. 
Card I FORMAT (15) . 
col 1-5 NN is the total number of tests. 
card 2 FORMAT C2F3.2, 121 14, 112) 
' . 












co I '4-6 B, is the right point of the interval. 
col 7-8 T is the maximum length of a gap. 
col 9-12 N, the number of gaps desired. 
col 13-24 MS is the initial number of generator IRAND. 
TEST5 INPUT DATA 
See page C 17. 
The same program was run using instead of IRAND the MRAND generator. 
The output resu I ts are present_ed in page Cl 8. From the output 
results we observe that two of them are lalmost suspectr namely 
5.318%, 92.735% and one 'reject' namely'0.333% w_hi le the remaining 17 
' tests were passed successfully. We can see that MRAND has much better 
behaviour than IRAND in respect to this test. The input data are 
exactly the same as above. As Initial number for the ·first generator 
of MRAND the last number generated by the entry point TABLE was used, 
while for the second generator the input value MS was used. 
3.8 POKER (PARTITION) TEST 
The Poker test considers n groups of five successive integers, 
<V5j, Vsj+l_, ••••• , Vs'j+i+)_ 0 ~ j < n. 
We observe which of the fol lowing seven patterns each quintuple matches: 
Al I different: abcde Fu I I house: aaabb 
One pair aabcd Four of a ki.nd: aaaab 
Two pairs aabbc Five of a kind: aaaaa 
Three of a kind: aaabc 
A chi-square test is based on the number of quintuples in each 
category. A simpler version of this test is simply to count the 
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5 different = . a 11 different 
4 different· = .one pair 
3 different = ·two· pairs or three of a kind. 
2 different· = f u I I house, or four of a kind. 
different· ·five of a kind. 
In general we can consider n groups of K s'uccess i ve numbers, and we 
can count the number of K-tuples with r different values. A chi-
square test is then made, using the probabi I ity, 
p = 
r 
d(d-1 ) ..•. Cd-r+I) 
dk 
that they are r different. 
. k 
The numbers{ }are the Stirling numbers of the second kind (see page 57) 
r 
Since the probabi llty Pr is very smal I when r = I or 2 we can lump a 
few categories together before the chi-square test 
In order to derive the above formula we must prove 
i s a p p-1 i ed. 
. k 
f i rst that{ } 
r 
is the number of ways to partition a set of k:.elements into exactly 
r parts. For example the set. {1,2,3,4} can be partitioned into two 
subsets in{i}= 7 ways: 
" . { I , 2 I 3} , { 4 }; -0;2 I 4}, { 3 }; { I , 3, 4}, { 2} ; { 2, 3, 4} , { I} ; { I , 2} , { 3, 4} j 
. {l,3},{2,4}i{l,4},{2,3}; 
we shaf I use the fact that{~}= r{k~I }~{~=:} · (2). 
Let f(k,r) be the number of partitions o{ {1,2, ••.• :.,k} into r parts. 
Clearly f(l,1) = I. 
If k > I the partitionings are of two varieties. 
(a) The element k alone forms a set of the partition; there are 












(b) The element k appears together with another element; there are 
r ways to 1nsert k into any r-partition of. {1,2, •... , k-1}, hence 
there are rf(k-1,r) ways to construct partitions I ike this. 
We therefore conclude, f(k,r)= f(k-1,r-I) + rf (k-1,r) and by 
induct 1 on - taking 1 nto ·Consideration formu I a (2). - we have 
f(k,r) =·{k}· 
r 
So in order to derive the formula for Pr' we must count how many of the 
dk k~tuples of numbers between 0 and d-1, - where d ls an integer~ k -
have exactly r different elements, and we divide the total by dk·. 
Since the number of ordered choices of r things from a set of d objects 
is given by the formula d(d-1) ... (d-r+i) (3) and the number of ways 
to partition a set of k. elements into r parts by the formula { ~! (4) 
then the number of ways the dk k·-tup I es of numbers between 0 and d-1 
to have exactly r different elements is found if 'we multiply the 
relations (3) and (4). So the formula (I) for Pr is fully justified 
A flow-chart for this test is given On page 54.· 
In Box 2 the categories CATEG · are initially set equal to zero. 
Similarly in boxes 5 and 6 the variables OCCURS and DIF are set equal 
to zero. 
In Box 8 we generate a random number U uniformly distributed between 
zero and one. 
In Box 9 we find .a random integer L, where I ~ L ~ d. 
In Box 10 we ask if OCCURS (L) is equal to zero. If yes we put 
OCCURS ( U equa I to· I (any number w i I I work) and increase DI F by one. 
This means that we found a distinct element in the range [1,d]. If 
now the answer is no, this means that we found an element L, equal to 
the previous ones (not different) and we generate another. random 
variable U Cwe go to box 8) and the process is repeated unti 1 the 
., 
generated numbers U become equa I to k .. 
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In box 17 we ask whether the group of random numbers under examination 
are exhausted and if no, the whole process is repeated again (we go 
to box 4) and if yes we compute the chi-square statistic. 
NOTE: the length of each group is K. 
The computer program which puts into action the above procedure was 
given the name TEST 8. 
Programming Method 
TEST 8 is coded in Fortran V. 
Nomenclature 
The variables which appear in the program have been previously defined. 
Other Subprograms Required 
I) Function KORDER to calculate the number of ordered choices of r 
things from a set of d objects. (see supporting information) 
2) Function ISTJR. This function calculates the Stirling numbers 
of the second kind •. (see supporting information) 
3) IRAND function. 
4) CHI function. 
·comments 
The output from I RAND is presented in page C20. 
From the output .we observe then two values are 'suspect' namely 98.77%, 
95.02%; three values 'almost suspect', namely 9.62%, 5.43%, 94.51% 
and one 'reject' namely 0~37%. The other 10 tests were passed. 
successfully. For a coding of TEST 8 see page Cl9. 
TEST 8 INPUT 
TEST 8 input data has the fol lowing format: 
card I FORMATCI5) 
col 1-5 NN is the number of tests performed 












col 1-8 NG denotes the number of groups which wi I I be 
tested. 
col 9-12 D. The random numbers which are generated by 
IRAND are subsequently converted into integers, 
which I ie in the range [l,D] . 
col 13-24 MS is the seed for the generator !RAND. 
col 25-26 T is the group length. 
TEST INPUT DATA 
16 
300 6 5 
300 6 12398 5 
300 7 3452890657 5 
300 7 1276054768 5 
1400 8 444098906 6 
1400 8 666666 6 
1600 9 554987 6 
2000 9 44388899 6 
6000 10 . 553376 7 
6000 10 438767. 7 
14000 11 321232 7 
14000 11 200900000 7 
60000 12 2 8 
60000' 12 33 8 
90000 13 444. 8 
90000 13 288847 8 
The same test was run using MRAND instead of IRAND. 
The resu I ts of this test a re presented in page C 'ii. 
Four of them are 'suspect' namely 2.00%, 96.31%, 97,09%, 96,88% and 
two 'almost suspect'· namely 5.73%, 90.58%. The other 10 tests were 
passed successfully by MRAND. We can see from these results that 
MRAND behaves slightly better than IRAND in respect of this test. 













As i.nitial number for the first auxi I iary generator for MRAND, the 
last number generated by the entry TABLE was used, while for the 
second generator the input value MS was used. 
Supporting Information 
As we have previously seen, it is necessary to find the number of 
ordered choices of L things taken from a set of N objects. 
Subprogram KORDER below does it for us. 
Subprogram KORDER 
Entry 
Function KORDER has one entry: 
where: Description 
N is the number of elements in set of objects. 
Integer ( INPUT)· 
L is the number of things, which are taken from the 
N objects. Integer (INPUT). 
The output variable M equals to 
N<N-l)(N-2) •••. (N-L+ I). 
Restrictions 
L must be less or equal to N. 
Error Returns 
None. 
Other Subprograms Required 
None. 
For a coding of KORDER see page C 'ii.. 
FUNCTION ISTIR 
Purpose 
To compute the stirling numbers of the second kind. We denote these 
. n 












involving Stirling numbers. 
en l: ·n ) km(-l)k (-1 )n! . {m} where I k < k = ::; n. k . ·n 
(2) . { n} · n-1 · n-·I if = m { m } + . { I} n > o m m-
Speci a I va I ues: 
0 0 . { n} I .. n .. n n n. { n} = (n) = ( 2> {o} = o, { I } = I , , ' { n-1} n 
. { n} = 2n-1_ 1 if n· > o. 2 
In order to· generate the Stir! ing numbers we wi 11 use formula (.I.) and 
the special values. 
Entry 
Function !STIR has one entry. 
L = I ST I RCM,N). 
where: Description 
M is an integer (INPUT) 
.N is an integer CI NPUT) 
The returned value L equals to (~) 
Restrictions 
The input arguments M,N must be positive integers or ·zero. 
Error Returns 
• None 
Other S.ubprog rams· Required 
Funct·i on !COMB. This function finds the combinations 
Comments , 





·This function finds the combinations ( K) • These combinations are 
given by the formula (N")=· ··N?.··· 
K . K! CN-KJ ! 
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So given a sequence of integers ~o,yi, .... with 0' Yj < d this 
algorithm counts the length of n consecutive segments in order to get 
a comp I ete set of integers in the range 0, d-1 . At the end of the 
computation COUNT(r) contains the number of segments with length r 
for 0' r < t is a given integer, and COUNT(t) contains the numbers 
with length ~ t. In Boxes 4 and 5 the counter COUNT(r) is set 
init·ial ly equal to zero for r ~ 0, .•. , t. 
In Boxes 7,8 OCCURS(k) is set equal to zero and in box 9 a random 
) 
number y.,O 'y. < d is generated while the i~dex r is increased by 
j . I 
one. 
In Box I 0 if OCCURS Cy.) is zero this means that the va I ue y. is for the 
j j 
first time generated so OCCURSCy.) is set equal to one and the 
j 
variable q is increased by one. The variable q counts the distinct 
values of y .. If OCCURS(y.) f 0 this means that the value y. has 
j j '1 j 
appeared before so we go to box 9 to generate a new random number. 
I;.:.,_ 
If q equals to d (Box 12) this means that we have a complete set, so 
we increase COUNT(r) by I if r < tor COUNT(t) by one btherwise. 
17 
In Box 17 a test is made-to see ifs< n and if yes we go to box 
6 and the process is repeated again, if no we go to box 18 to compute 
the chi-squ·are statistic. 
The chi-square test is to be app Ii ed to COUNT (d), COUNT Cd+ I), •.. , 
COUNT(t) with k = t-d+I. categories after the above algorithm has 
counted n lengths. 
The corresponding probabilities are: 




d ~ r < t, Pt I - d! = t-1 
d 
denotes the stirling numbers of the second kind. 




where the· { } 












with d = 3 and n = 7. 
The seven subsequences are I 1012 (length 5), 210 (length 3) 
22120 (length 5), 202001 (length 6), 21220 (length 5) 10102 (length 5) 
and 0112 (length 4). 




i The input sequence yo,y1 1 ••••• where 0 ~ yj < d is tested for the 
I engths of the subsequences y. 
1
, ••••• y. required to get a comp I ete 
J+ . J+r. 
set of integers from 0 to d-1. A chi-square tes~ is then applied 
to the above lengths. 
Nomenclature 
Al I variables have been defined in the text. 
COLLECT INPUT 
COLLECT input data has the ·fol lowing format. 
card I FORMAT (I3) 
col 1-3 NN, is the number of tests performed. 
c~rd 2 FORMAT CI6, 14, IS, 112) 
col 1-6 N denotes the desired number of lengths of segments, 
.. 
which are required to get a complete set of integers 
from 0 to d-1. 
col 7-10 D is the integer d, as explained in the text. 
col 11-15 T is the maximum length of a "coupon collector" segment. 
co I 16-27 MS is the startlng number of the generator IRAND. 
COLLECT INPUT DATA 












- 63 ..... 
12 
500 5 8 
500 5 8 II 
500 5 8 1234 
500 5 8 2 
3000 6 10 4444444 
3000 6 10. 5643789 
3000 6 10 3400000 
3000 6 10 111006509 
14000 7 12 346777777 
14000 7· .12 89 
14000 7 12 123456 
14000 7 12 66665555 
Other Subprogram~ Required 
I) !RAND function 
2) I PROD function to ca I.cu I ate d factor i a I (see page 59 ) 
3) !STIR function, (see page ·57 ) 
4) CHI function 
Comments 
Twelve different sequences of random numbers were tested. The 
results are presented in page C27. 
Four of them are 'almost suspect' namely 90 .• 61%, 93.58%, 90.76%, 91,23% 
and one 'suspect' namely I .51%. 
The same test was run using MRAND instead of !RAND and the results of 
this test a re presented in page C29. 
Two of them are 'suspect' namely 97.41% and 97.17%. 
We can say that both generators have almost the same behavio~r in 
.. 
respect to this test. A coding of program COLLECT is given on page C26, 
3. 10 PERMUTATION TEST 
In this test we divide the input sequence into n groups of 












The elements in each group can have t! possible relative orderings; 
the number of times each ordering appears is counted and a chi-square 
test is applied with number of categories k =·t! and with probabi I ity 
I/ t ! for each category. 
A convenient way to find which particular relative ordering a group 
of t elements has, is giveh below. 
A I gori thm 8. 
Given a set of distinct elements Cu 1 ,u 2, ••• ,u ) we compute an integer . t 
fCu1 1 ••• , Ut) such that 0 ~ f(U1, ••. , Ut) < t! and 
f Cul, .•.• , ut) = f cv l I ..... , v t) i ff <u l,. ~ .. I u t) and cv ~I •••• I v t) . 
have the same relative ordering. 
Step I 
set r = t 
Step 2 





Set C ( r) = s- I • · 
++ u . s 




function vaiue is now given by_ the formula 
(I) f = c(t)+tC(t-l)+t(t...,l)C(t-2)+ ...... +t:c (I)., 
From step 2 we observe that 0 ~ C(r) < r so in particular C(I) is 
a I ways zero. Since CCr) may take on r different values we can see 
that 0 ~ f < t! 
A function which finds which particular relative ordering a group of 















The value of this function is an integer which uniquely characterizes 
the initial order of a group of elements. 
Entry: 












is the name of the function. 
is an array of real numbers: (INPUT) 
is the size of the array. U: (INPUT) 
is the integer value of the function KF, 
where 0 ~ L < IT! which uniquely 
characterizes the initial order of the 
group of elements U. 
Other Subprograms Required 
Subroutine MAXIM. This subroutine finds the position of the maximum 
element in a group <V1, ••••• , v t). For further detai Is see 
supporting information below. 
Prog ramm i ng Method: 
KF is coded in Fortran V. 
Comments 













As we have seen in step 2 of the algorithm B it is required to find 
the position of the maximum element V among the elements of an s 
array (V1,V2, .... , V ). 
. t 
Subroutine MAXIM below does it for us. 
SUBROUTINE MAXIM 
Entry: 
MAXIM has one entry: 
CALL MAXIM(V, IT, IS) 
where: Description 
v is an array of real numbers, which wi I I be 
searched to find the position of the maximum 
element in it. (INPUT)~ 
1:r is the size of the er ray V. Integer. Cl NPUT). 
IS is the position of Tie maximum element of the 





Other Subprograms Regu1red 
None 
Comments 
For a flow chart and coding of the subroutine MAXIM see pages 83, C30. 
TEST 6 
Purpose: 
The input seuqence is divided into NG groups of T elements each. 












The number of times each ordering appears is counted and a chi-
square test is appli~d with K = T! and probabi I ity l/T! for each 
ordering. 
Prograrn~ing Method 
TEST 6 is coded in Fortran V. 
Nomenclature 
M is the number of tests performed. 
N denotes the number of elements of the input sequence. 
NG is the number of groups into which the input sequence is 
divided. 
T is the number of elements In each group 
T NN is the number of categories. 
ORD is an array which represents the NN categories. 
pp is the probab i Ii ty 1/T! 
NF is the number of degrees of freedom. -·· 
vv is the chi-square statistic. 
Other Subprograms Required 
I) IPROD function to calculate th'e T factorial (see page 59 ) 
2) KF function 
3) Subroutine MAXIM (see page 66 ). 
·comments 
Twelve different sequences were tested. Each of the first four 
was divided into 100 groups of 3 elements, each of the next four 
was divided into 400 groups of 4 elements and each of the last four 
was divided into 5000 groups of 5 elements. 
The output is presented on page C32. 
Two results are 'almost suspect' namely 7.47%, 91 .61%'whi le the 
remaining 10 tests were passed successfully. 
see page c3 I. 












TEST 6 INPUT 
TEST 6 input data has the fol lowing format. 
card I FORMAT (13) 
col 1-3 M is the number of tests performed. 




N is the number of elements of the inpµt sequence. 
T is the number of elements in each group. 
MS is the starting number of the generator !RAND. 
TEST 6 INPUT DATA 
12 
300 3 11 
300 3 345 
300 3 34567890 
300 3 123409 
1600 4 I 
1600 4 2 
1600 4 33 
1600 4 1111 
25000 5 1443256 
25000 5 12300098 
25000 5 44445566 
25000 5 4456 
The same test was run using MRAND instead of I.RAND. The results 
of this test are presented on page C33 .• 
We observe that one of them is 'almost suspect' namely 6.47%, and 
one 'suspect' namely I .9% while the others were passed succ~ssf~I ly. 
Concluding we can say that !RAND function behaves slightly better 
than MRAND in respect of this test. Format and input data is 
exactly the same as above. As initial number for the first generator 
of MRAND the I ast number generated by the entry TABLE wa.s used, 












KOLMOGROROV-SMIRNOV TEST <K-S TEST) 
The K-S test I ike the chi-square test is a non-parametric test 
used to determine whether an empirical distribution agrees with some 
hypothesized distribution. The difference between the two tests is that 
the chi-square is based on class frequencies while the K-S test is based on 
the cumulative distribution function. 
(F(x), say where f(x) = P[X~x]). 
Furthermore, strictly speaking the K-S test is only applicable to continuous 
distributions and where the distribution is completely specified. 
Define No. of observations ~ x F (x) = ----------- where n = total number of n n 
observations. 
Now suppose that we haven ordered observations x1 ~ x2 ~ •••• ~ Xn. It 
therefore fo 11 ows that, 
[
? X<X 1 · 
< 1) F <x) = .J.. x.~x~x.+ 1· . 1 2 1 n n J J , J= , , ••• ~, n-
1 x~x 
n 
The test statistics are 
(2) +K = rn max CF Cx)-F(x)) n. x n 
(3) -K = rn max ( F(x)-F (x)) n x n 
Here +K measures the greatest amou.nt of deviatton when F is greater than n n 
and -K measures the maximum deviation when F is less than F. 
n n As in the 
F 
chi-square test we may look up the values +K and ~K in a percentile table to n n 
determine if they are iignificantly high or low. We present a table on page A2 
which may be used for this purpose. For example, the probabi I ity that +K4 is 
greater than 0.01943 is 99%. As already indicated the compui-ation of Fn(x) 
requires the ordering of the observations x1, .•.• ,Xn into ascending order. 
For a convenient flowchart of this algorithm see p'age 84. 
. J., . 
The point is now, how many observations should be taken in order that the K~s 












If the random variables X. belong to the distribution function G(x) whl le 
. . . j 
they are assumed to belong to the distribution FCx), it wi I I take a large 
value of n to prove G(x)fF(x); on the other hand large values of n wi I I 
average out locally non-random behaviour. 
A good compromise wou Id be to take n equa I to, say, IOOO [I I] and to make 
a fairly large number of calculations of +K 1000 on different parts of a 
random sequence, thereby obtaining the values. 
<4) +KIOOO (l), ••.. ,+KIOOO(r). 
Our test, which is cal led TEST 3, was applied to 20 different parts of the 
random sequence so r=20. We can again apply the K-S test to the above values, 
' 
and in this case the empirical distrib~tion GCx) of the above values has been 
-2x2 found [I I] to be equa I to 1-e , x>,O for n-roo. So for a I arge va I ue of 
n=IOOO the distribution function G1000 Cx) is closely approximated by the 2 . 
2x expression 1-e- . The same remarks apply to ~Kn, since +K and -K have the n n 
same expected behaviour. 
The effectiveness of the K-S test compared with that of the chi-square test 
is a very difficult problem which is beyond the scope of this report. 
Frank J. Massey <AMERICAN STAT. ASSOCIATION JOURNAL, MARCH, 1951) has found 
some indications that the K-S test is superior to the chi square test. In 
support of this .we shal I see in what fol lows that when MRAND (Univac's I 108 
generator) was tested for uniformity in the range [O,I) using the K-S test it 
highlighted some really bad results while when, the same generator was tested 
for uniformity with the frequency test (see page 38) it passed it with flying 
colours. 
It should be mentioned however that there are cases in which the chi-square 
test gives more significant results [I I]. 
Program TEST 3 
Purpose: 
TEST 3, tests the h-pothesls that a sequence of random numbers are unifor~ry 
distributed between 0 and I, using the K-S test with population distribution 
FCi) = x for 0 ~ x ~ I. 

























is an array which holds the KS values for n 1000 
(see table 2 page A2 ). 
is an array which holds the corresponding 'percentage' 
va I ues to the above va I ues. (see tab I e 2 page A2 ) • 
is the number of tests performed. 
is an array which holds the initial seed for the generator 
!RAND for each test performed. 
is an array whi.ch holds the 1000 generated real random 
number between 0 and I by IRAND. 
is an array which contains the values of the expression 
of the form (j_ - F CX.)) (see p_age 84 ) • 
n J 
is an array which holds the values of the expressions of 
·-1 
the form (F(X.) - ~ ). (see page 84 ). 
J n 
is the maximum of cl - f(X.)) I 'j ' 1000. 
ill j 
is the maximum of (f(X.) - l:J_ ) I 'j ' 1000 
J n 
is an array which holds the values +K (1), ....• , +K (20) 
1000 . 1000 
is an array which holds the values -K (I ),.~ ... ,-K (20) 
1000 1000 
is the probab i I i ty of getting a KS va I ue greater than 
(r) 
+K1000 , r = 1, .•.. ,20 
is the probab i Ii ty of getting a KS va I ue greater than 
(r) 
-Kio o o , r = . I , ...• , 20. 
The fol lowing variables are used to the output report. 
K+20 is the +KS statistic of the values +K (I ), .... ,+K. (20) . 1000 1000 
K-20. is the-KS statistic of the values +K100 61),~ ... ,+K10 6?0) 
K+ (-20) is the +KS statistic of the values 
- K ( I ) , ••• , -K ·. ( 20) 
1000 1000 














Other Subprograms Required 
!RAND function. It generates integers in the range [0,2 35 ), which 
are subsequently converted into real numbers in the range [o, I) 
SORTRL subroutine. This subroutine sorts the real numbers X1 ,X 2 , ••• X . n 
into ascending order. For further detai Is see 'supporting 
information' below. 
INTER subroutine. This subroutine outputs the values YE and YEI 
by interpolation of the table 2. For further detai Is see 
'supporting information' below. 
AMAX'I· this is an intrinsic function which selects the maximum value 
in a set of n elements. 
Comments 
20000 numbers were tested. They were divided into twenty different 
groups using twenty different starting numbers for the generator IRAND. 
The output results appear in page C35 . Two values out.of twenty 
of KPLUSN are 1 suspect', namely 96.871% and 4.587%, while only one 
"Value of ~INN, namely 91.826% is 'almost suspect'. The values 
of K+20, K-20, K+(~20), K-(-20), are quite good. For a program see 
page C34. 
TEST 3 INPUT 
TEST 3 input data has the fol lowing format: 
card - card 2Q FORMAT (I 12) 
col 1-12 MS, the starting number of the generator !RAND. 
TEST 3 INPUT DATA 


































The same program TEST 3 was run using instead of I RAND the generator. 
MRAND. The results appear in page C36 . Six values of KPLUSN out 
of twenty are 'suspect', namely 95.205%, 95.854%, 3,983%, 95,218%, 
I ,205% and 6.585% while 3 values of 1¢111NN are 'suspect', namely 
95.784%, 97.373%, I ,31%, two 'almost suspect', namely 9k,976%, 94~818% 
and one 'reject', namely 0.548%. We see that IRAND behav~s much 
better than MRAND in respect of this test. 
CMRAND) TEST 3 INPUT 
card I - card 20 FORMATC2I2) 
col 1-12 MS, the starting number for the first generator 
of MRAND. 


































S~pportlng · lhf6t~~tlon 
As we have seen the main program TEST 3 uses the subroutine 
SORTRL which sorts a set of real numbers X1, ..•. ,Xn Into ascending 
order. The technique we consider here for sorting the data Is 
cal led the method of Interchanges. We proceed as fo I I ows: 
Step I. 
At the Mth stage of the process the head of the I 1st contains the 
M-1 smallest elements In Increasing order. 
Step 2 
The remaining N-CM-1) elements are searched by successively comparing 
the Mth element with each other element In the I 1st. Anytime an 












interchanged. The result after N-M comparisons is to have the 
next smallest element in the Mth position. 
Step 3 
After N-1 steps the I ist wi I I be in order of increasing magnitude. 
Figure below is a flow chart for this technique. 
1::.J 
il\l\h"('cM0<.'111.~e.. 
All) o..vi~ Ad) 
Figure: Sorting by interchanges. 



















Subroutine SORTRL has one entry for normal usage: 
CALL SORTRL(N,A) 
where: Description 
SORTRL is the name of the sub~outine. 
A is the array of the real numbers to be sorted 
( INPUT, OUTPUT) . 
N is the size of the array (INPUT). 
Restrictions 
None 





For a coding of the subroutine SORTRL see page C24. 
Subroutine INTER 
Mathematical method 
As we have seen subroutine INTER is used to interpolate the table 2 
(page A2 ) in order to find intermediate va I ues for the KS va I ue 
when this I ies betweentwoentries of the table; say 99% and 95%. 
We describe this method mathemat i ca I I~: ·· 
! 
Linear interpoJation is the process by which values of a function 

















two adjacent functional values. 
Figure: Linear Interpolation. 
The pairs (X ,Y ) are given and denote points of the curve f (x); 
n n· 
If a point XE where Xn-1 <XE< Xn is given and we want to calculate 
the corresponding YE. in such a way that the part (XE,, YE) be longs to 
the curve f (X), we apply the fol lowing formula: 
Y n:-Yw-1 
YE = Y n:- l + ------
Purpose: 
Subroutine INTER interpolates Table 2, (page A2) to find the 
corresponding probabi I ity if the KS values lies between two entries 
of the table. 
Entry 
Subroutine INTER has one entry for normal usage: 
CALL 
where 




are real arrays of the pairs CX ,Y) which represent 
n n 
points on the curve f(X). (INPUT> 
is a real array of points, where Xn- 1 ~XE~ X for .n 












YE is a real array of the corresponding interpolated 
values of the points XE. (OUTPUT). 
N is the size of the array X or Y Integer. (INPUT) 
NI isi~he size of the array XE or YE Integer (INPUT) 
Zn if this formal argument of the sub. INTER and 
RETURN 7 (see program page C3i') is encountered (the 
first Z is the 7th argument in the I ist) control 
transfers to a statement number n in the main program 
and a diagnostic appears (see below error returns). 
Znl the same applies as above. 
Restrictions 
The input array X must have been sorted into ascending order. 
Error Returns 
Two 
I. Subrouti~e INTER checks for XE values less than smallest X 6n 
a curve. If such a value is detected control is transferred 
into a statement with label n in the main program and an appropriate 





CALL INTER (X, Y,XE, YE,N,NI ,$5,$6) 
GO TO JOO · 
5 WRITE (5,10) 
10 FORMAT(JX, 1 ERROR. INPUT VALUE X IS LESS THAN 
THE SMALLEST X ON CURVE') 
GO TO END 














. ( 3) 
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2. Similarly sub. INTER checks for XE larger than the largest X 
on curve. The same applies as above. 
Programming Method 
INTER is coded in Fortran V. 
Comments 
For a flow-chart and program of the sub. INTER see pages 85, C37.· 
Maximum of t TEST 
Let us consider the sequenc~ Uo,U 2 , ••••• ,Un- 1, where Ui are uniformly 
distributed in the range [0,1 ). 
For 0 ' j < n I et V j = max ( U t j , Ut j + 1 ~ ..... , Ut j +t-:- 1 ) ( I ) 
Now the sequence V0 ,V1, .... ,Vn-i (2) has distribution function 
F(x) = xt 0' x < I and we apply the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to the 
sequence (2). 
function F(x) 
We prove now that the sequence (2) has distribution 
·t .x • 
Let Va random variable, we can define B.function F(X) 
which is the distribution function of V. 
Let us now consider the quantity, 
I , 
where X1,X2 1 •••• ,Xt are uniformly 
distributed vari~bles between 0 and I. 
So, 
X1 has distribution function F1(X) ~ 
X2 has distribution function F2Cx) = x 
Xt has distribution function Ft(x) = x. 
Now V 'x or max CX 1,X2, .... ,Xt)' x lff X1' x and X2' x and ... Xt' ~. 
But the probabi I ity that t Independent events occurlng simultaneously 
is the product of the Individual probabl I I ties. 












Program TEST 11 per forms the·maximum of t tes.t with t taking the 
values 2,3,4,5 respectively. 
Program TEST 11 
Purpose: 
This program performs the maximum of t test, where t takes on the 
values 2,3,4,5 respectively. 
Nomenclature 
The same terminology was used as in TEST 3 (Kolmosporov-Smirnov test). 
Other Subprograms Required 
. I. !RAND function, which generates integer values uniformly distributed 
in the rang;?[0,2 35 ) which are subsequently con-
verted into real .values in the range [0,1 ). 
2. AMAX I ,, this is an intrinsic function which chooses the 
maximum number in a set oft elements. 
3. Subroutine INTER. This subroutine interpolates the Kolmogorov-
-
Smirnov table (see page C37). 
4. Subroutine SORTRL. This subroutine sorts a set of real numbers 
Vi I ..• , Vn into ascendi;ng order. 
TEST llllNPUT 
TEST I I input data has the fol lowing format. 
card FORMAT (I4,I8,,I3) 
col 1-4 M is the number of total tests performed. 
col 5-12 N is the number of random numbers examined in each test. 
co I 13-15 T is the value oft (see text) 
card 2-21 FORMAT (Il2) 
col 1-12 MS, the starting number of IRAND generator .. 
Comments 
The output results are presented on pages C39-C46. 















t Almost Suspect Reject Acceptable Almost Suspect Reject Acceptable 
suspect values suspect values 
2 2 3 I - 35 2 3 - 35 
3 3 2 - 35 4 3 I 32 
4 6 4 - 30 I 2 4 33 
5 3 I - 36 3 I 2 34 
We observe that in the maximum of 2 test both !RAND and MRAND have the 
same statistical behaviour, while in the other tests IRAND was proved 
superior to MRAND generator. For a program of TEST I I see page C39. 
Serial Correlation Test 
The last test examined in this report is the serial correlation test. 
In chaper I, page 18 we!have seen that the correlation coefficient 
between nearby terms V-1 and Vci+l)mod of the I inear congruential . n 
generator - where Vi are real numbers between 0 and I - is given by 
the formu I a: 
(I> . c = 
nCVoV1+ ..... +Vn-2 Vn-1+Vn-1Vo) - CVo+V1+ ..... +Vn-1) 2 
nCVo 2 + .••... +Vn!1) - CVo+ .•.•.. +Vn-1> 2 
We observe from formula Cl) that the terms Vi Vi+l are not completely 
independent of Vi+1 Vj+ 2, so the serial corre.lation coefficient is 
not expected to be exactly zero. 
Since the exact distribution of C's is not known it has been con-
jectured [I I] that the value of C should oe between µn - 2crn and 
µn + 2crn, 95% of the time. 














a I I n(n-3). 
n = Ci1-T) n+ I ' n > 2 
TEST 9 is the name of the program which examines whether the correlation 
coefficient C of n uniformly distributed number I ies between the above 
(2) I im its. 
Program TEST 9 
Programming Method 











is the value of the expressionµ (see formulas (2) in 
n 
the text). 
is the value of the expression a . 
n 
is the left point of the interval [µn-2crn, µn+2crnJ 
is the right point of the above interval. 
is the numerator of the expression Cl) in the text. 
is the denominator f }he expression Cl) in the text. 
is the ~robabi I ity the serial correlation coefficient 
to I le in the range [MD,SD] . 
is the probabi I ity the serial correlation coefficient 
to I le outside the above range. 
is the correlation coefficient. 
Other Subprograms Required 
I RAND function. 
Comments 
Both generators that is !RAND and MRAND - were tested using the 
same input data. The output resu I ts are presented in page C48 . 













TEST 9 INPUT 
TEST 9 input data has the fol lowing format. 
card I FORMAT CI4) 
col 1-4 M, is the number of tests performed. 
cards 2-31 FORMAT CI6 ,112) 
col 1-6 . N, is the number of random numbers examined in each 
test. 
col 7-18 MS, is the starting number of the generator !RAND. 
'For a program of TEST9 see page C38,! . 
CONCLUSIONS 
Thirteen tests were executed to "prove" the hypothesis that 
the statistical properties of random numbers produced by the generators 
!RAND and MRAND approximate sufficiently wel I ·the statistical properties 
of numbers generat~d by an idealized chance device which selects numbers 
from the interval Ca,b) where 0 ~ a,b ~ 235 -1 independently and with 
al I numbers equally likely. 
of the tests performed. 
Table 3 of page 85 summarizes the results 
First of al I we observe that both generators pass al I the 
tests successfully. Particularly IRAND generator indicates better 
behaviour in seven tests (frequency, serial, permutation, KS test, 
maximum of 3, maximum of 4 and maximum of 5) while MRAND generator in 
four tests (Run gap, Poker, Coupon col lector 1s test). In two other 
tests (Maximum of 2 and serial correlation test) both generators have 
the same expected behaviour. 
As we have seen the K-S test and the maximum oft tests examine if the 
cumulative step function of a random sample of N ob~ervations is close 
enough to the theoretical population distribution FCX), which equals 












of t test. In these tests the behaviour of !RAND generator is much 
better than MRAND 1s. This indicates that the empiri~al distribution 
of random samples produced by !RAND generator approximate better the 
theoretical curves F(X) = X (uniformity), an-d Ft(X} = Xt W ~ X < I) 
than those of MRAND generator. 
In chapters 4,5,7 we 'test' generator !RAND in a variety 
of Monte Car Io prob I ems, and as we sha I I see this generator· gives some. exce-
l lent .results. Taking into consideration the speed of the modified 
generator compared with that of MRAND and the better statistical 

















2 Serial 2 
3 Run test 3 
4 Gap test 4 
5 Poker test 3 
6 Collector's 4 
test 
7 Permutation 2 
test 
8 KS test I 
9 Maximum of 2 
2 test 
10 Maximum of 3 
3 test 
II Maximum of 6 
4 test 
12 Maximum of 3 
5 test 




































ALMOST SUSPECT REJECT ACCEPTABLE BETTER 
SUSPECT VALUES GENERATOR 
I - I 8 !RAND 
- - I 11 !RAND 
5 I - 33 MRAND 
2 - I 17 MRAND 
2 4 - 10 MRAND 
- 2 - 10 MRAND 
I I - 10 '!RAND 
2 9 I 28 !RAND 
2 3 - 35 Same 
behaviour 
4 3 I 32 !RAND 
--
I 2 4 33 !RAND 














C H A P T E R 4. 
APPLICATIONS OF THE UNIFORM DEVIATES 












4. I INTRODUCTION. 
In the preceding chapter we tested the !RAND generator in a 
series of statistical tests and it was proved that this generator can 
be considered as a random device which can output sequences of numbers. 
independent of each other and fol lowing the uniform distribution. 
The purpose of this chapter is to test those numbers in a 
variety of practical appl I cations known as Monte-Carlo problems. 
These are a set of procedures for solving certain types of problems 
through the use of random numbers. 
Perhaps the main reason for doing extensive testing of 
random number generators is to convince ourselves t~at these generators 
can be reliably used as a source of random numbers which are needed by 
Monte-Carlo problems. 
Five Monte-Carlo problems are examined in this chapter. 
First, a mathematical solution for these problems is derived and 
subsequently the theoretical results are compared with those 0hich 
have been found by a simutation process. 
As we shal I see the simulated results are very close 
approximations to the theoretical ones. 
The first application we shal I ·consider is a special case 













4.2 A RANDOM WALK PROBLEM. 
A dog is lost in a square maze of corridors. (Fig I). 
At each intersection he chooses a direction at random and proceeds 
to the next intersection, where he again chooses, at random and so on. 
What is the probability that a dog starting~at intersection Ci,j) 
wi I I eventua~ ly emerge on the south side? 
This is a special case of a random walk in the plane[5]. 
We suppose that there are 9 interior points as shown in the figure I. 
with P(i,j) we symbolize the probability that a dog starting at inter-
section Ci,j) wi I l eventually emerge on 
(1,i.) u.,'l..) 
~2., i) (2,'l) 




the south side~ Assuming that at each 
intersection he reaches, a dog is as I ikely to 
choose one direction as another, and having 
reached any exit the walk is over, pro-
.babi lity theory [5] offers the fol lowing 
nine equ~tions for the PCt,J)~ 
F"~~.l 
4PCl,l) - PC 1,2) -P(2,l) = 0 
-PCl,l) + 4P ( I , 2) PCI ,3) - P(2,2) = 0 
-PCl,2) + 4PC1,3) P(2,3) = 0 
(A) -P ( l , l ) + 4P(2,I) - PC2,2) - PC3, I) = 0 
-P(l,2) PC2, l) + 4P(2,2) - P(2,3) PC3,2) = 0 
-P( 1,3) - P(2,2) + 4P(2,3) - P(3,3) = 0 
-P(2,l) + 4PC3,I) - P(3,2) = 
-P(2,2) PC3, I) + 4P(3,2) PC3,3) = 












First.we·wi I I try to find the theoretical solution of this 
system and then to compare these theoretical values with those which 
we wi I I find simulating the random walk in the plane. 
We observe from the above system that the main diagonal 
coefficient in each row· dominates the other coefficients in that row, 
so the best policy is to attack this problem using the Gauss-Seidel 
method. This method is described briefly below. 
4.3 GAUSS SEIDEL METHOD. 
Let us state briefly the method in terms of a system of 
three simultaneous equations in three unknowns. 
where 
( I ) a .. > I I a .• ' IJ 
= ( ,2,3 
Suppose we made guesses at the values of x2and x3, zero 
wi 11 work. 
Then we solve the first equation f6r x
1
, writing a prime 




Now using the new value for x 1 and the initial guess at 
x3, we solve the second equation for x2: 
I 













Finally, using the new approximations to x1 and x2, we 




This process of computing a new value for each of the 
variables constitutes one interation. 
We now perform another iteration, always using the most 
recently computed value of each variable. Since condition (I) 
holds the approximations wi I I converge to a solution of the system 
[16], regardless of the initial guesses used. 
On page 92 a convenient flow-chart of this method is 
presented. 
Box 2 c I ears the array for. the unknown x putting them equa 1· 
to zero. (Initial guesses for the unknowns). 
Box 3 contains the input to the subroutine. This input 
includes the number of the equations n, and test for convergence E 
to decide when the approxi.mations are close enough, and an iteration 
counter to stop the process if for' any reason it fai les to converge. 
permitted. 
MAX denotes the maximum number of the i~erations to be 
The coefficients a .. and the constant terms are Included 
IJ 
in the input of the subrout!ne as wel I. 
The connector I, takes us to the part of the flow-char~ that 
begins an iteration. If the maximum absolute difference between the 
last two a~proximations to any variable is less than E, the iteration 
scheme wi I I be stopped. The variable that represents the largest 












The I ine i=I represents part of a DO statement action. 
The SUM=O box is the start of the computation of a new 
approximation to one variable. 
This involves accumulating a sum of products (a .. x.) in 
I j j 
SUM, which we accordingly set to zero. 
The decision box i=I forms the sum of the off diagonal 
terms in one row. 
Except for the first and last equations, al I other 
equations have some terms before the diagonal and some after. Here 
we use two DO loops, one running from I to l-1, the other from 
!+1 to n. 
The first DO loop is skipped for equation I and the second 
for equation n. 
At connector 3 we set TEMP equal to the new approximation, 
and we ask whether the absolute value of the difference between the 
new and old values is greater than BIG and, if so, set BIG equal to 
the difference. 
The temporary storage location TEMP keeps the new 
approximation and we go back to connector 2 if more equations remain. 
If 1i=n at this point an iteration has been completed. 
If BIG is less than Ethe iteration scheme has finished, 
and the unknowns are returned to the main program. Otherwise we 
ask whether the iteration counter exceeds the MAX value and either 
return the values of the knowns to the main program or i·ncrement 
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This sub-routi'ne finds the soluti.<?n of n I inear simultaneous 











GAUSS has one entry. 
CALL GAUSS(A,B,N,EPS,MAXIM,X,ITER) 
Description 
is an array which contains the 
coeff jcients of the equations. 
Type 
Rea I INPUT. 
is an array which contains the Real INPUT. 
constant terms of the equations. 
is the size of the array A or B. Integer INPUT. 
is the convergence criterror. Real INPUT. 
is the maximum number of the Integer INPUT. 
.interations desired. 
is the solution vector. 
is the actual number of the. 
interations perf?rmed at the end 
of the computation. 
Real OUTPUT. 
. Integer OUTPUT. 












The main program which utilizes the above sub-routi'ne in 
order.to find the solution vector of The system (I) 6n page C25 
is described below. 
PROGRAM MA I N I . 
Purpose. 
This program solves the system of the nine linear equations 
on page 88. 
Programming method. 
MAIN I is coded in Fortran V. 
Comments. 
Our task consists of making the.coefficients of the 
unknowns and the constant terms of the system Cl) (Page 89) avai I able to 
the sub-routine GAUSS. 
One way is to punch al I this data onto cards. Because of 
the fact that only the numbers 4, -1,0 are involved an alternative 
procedure can be i 11 ustrated (see program MA IN I, page C24). 
The output results are, (see page C50). 
P(J,I) = XJ = 0.07143 
p( 1,2) = x = 0.09821 
2 
P(l,3) = x3 = 0.07143 
(A). P(2,I) = X4=o.18750 
PC2,2) = X5 = 0.25 
PC2,3) = x6 = 0.18750 
P(3,I) = x7 = 0.42857 
PC3,2) = x8 = 0.52679 












Our present intention, however, is to solve this problem 
using.the random number generator IRAND. 
The fol lowing program carries out this task. 
PROGRAM WALK. 
Purpose. 
WALK simulates dog's random walk in the plane. 
Programming method. 
WALK is coded in Fortran V. 
General description of the method. 
Choosing one of the interior points of the maze (see fig. I 
page 88), as the starting point, a random number is to determine 
which direction is taken. The new position of the dog must be then 
recorded, after which similar steps fol low unti I a boundary position 
is reached. The walk just finished i~ then counted as either a 
success or failure - depending on which side of the maze has been 
reached - and another walk is begun. After a number of such trials -
in our program 30 000 - the ratio of successes to total trials may 
be taken as the probability PC 1,1 ), that is, to emerge the dog from. 
the south side of the maze starting his walk from the position (i ,j ). 
A different starting point may then be chosen and the whole process 




is set equal to 233 . 
size word). 

















dog starts his walk. 
This location contains the number of successes when 
a random walk is over (that is, when the dog reaches 
the ~outh boundary of the maze). 
35 is a random number in the range [0,2 ) which is 
generated by !RAND. 
equals to (NUM/KK) + I, that is, one of the integers 
I or 2 or 3 or 4. These integers are interpretated 
as directions N,E,S,W respectively. 
When this program was executed, the fol lowing values of the 
°(-:. 
prob ab i Ii ty P ·were found. · (See page C52 for the output results). 
P ( I , I ) = 0.0715 
P( 1,2) = 0.0974 
P(l,3) = 0.07 
(8) P<2, I) = 0.187 
P(2,2) = 0.2491 
P<2,3) = 0. 1848 
p(3·, I) = 0,4299 
P(3,2) = 0,5299 
P<3,3) = 0.4262 
We can easily check that the values (8) are very close to 












4.3 NUMBER OF PRIMES IN THE RANGE [0,235 1. 
According to the ce I ebrated "Prime Number Theorem" [8], 
the number of primes less than xis asymptotically x/lnx (I) and tends 
to be a I lttle higher than this value. 
For example, if x=IOOO, the number of primes <x is 168 and 
the value given by the formula (I) is 145. 
We wi I I try now to find the approximate number of primes in 
th [o 235 th t . h 235 . I . t h . e range , }, a 1s, wen x= using samp 1ng ec n1ques. 
Let us first find the theoretical values· which are given by 
the formula (I) when x=235 • The number of primes, in this case, ls 
found to be 1416303520 (2) approximately and if we wish to find the 
probabi I ity a number to be prime in the range [o,235J, we simply 
divide the above value (2) by 235 • This probability is equal to 
0.0412 (3) approximately. 
Now in order to find the probabi I ity of a number to be prime 
in the above range using sampling techniques, we think as fol lows: 
We generate twenty different samples of integers .in the 
[ . 35 range 0,2 ) and in each sample we determine the number of primes. 
This number is divided by the sample size, and the proportion of a 
number to be prime in this sample is found. We add the proportions 
together, and the sum is divided by 20, thus getting the "population"· 
probabi I ity of any number to be prime. Population here, is considered 
th t f · t · th range [0,235) • e se o 1n egers 1n e 
If we multiply the population probability by 235 we find the 












Detai Is of the output of the program which carries out this technique 
are given on page C54. 
The population probabi I ity is found to be 0.045 and the 
number of primes 1541034160. Comparing these results with the above 
theoretical ones, we note that the discrepancies are due to the fact 
that the number of samples and the size of them (size 1000) is too 
sma I I. 
We did not take a larger number of samples with greater size 
because the computer time required to calculate these prime numbers is 
very I ong. . The execution ti me of the program which gave the above 
results was 33 minutes and 39 seconds. 
Program PRIMEPROG. 
Purpose: . 
This program was designed to find the approximate number.of 
35 primes in the range [0~2 l. 
Nomenclative. 
NTEST denotes the number of samples. 
!SUMP This location holds the number of primes in each sample.·· 
SAMSIZ is the size of the sample. 
pp is the probabi I ity of a number to be prime in a certain 
sample. 
POP PR is the population probabi I ity of a number to be prime. 
Other subprograms required. 













2. !PRIME function,· to determine if a given integer is prime or not 
(see supporting information). 
PR I MEPROG INPUT. ' 
PRIMEPROG input data has the fol lowing format:· 
Card I. FORMATCI4,I6) 
co I 1-4. NTEST is the number of samp I es. 
cal 5-10. SAMSIZ is the size of the sample. 
Card 2-22. FORMATCI2). 
col 1-12. MS, is the starting number for the generator !RAND. 


































Program PRIMEPROG cal Is function !PRIME, which determines whether a 
given integer is prime or not. 
Subprogram IPRIME has one entry and the cal I ing sequence is: 
L=IPRIME(N), 
where N is the input integer. The returned value L wi I I be I if N 
is prime or 0 if N ~s not prime. 
The general procedure on which this function is based is the fol lowing: 
We divide the input number N by the numbers 2,3,5,7,1I,13,17, 19,23, .. 
IN" (I) and we check the remainder in each division. If we find a 
zero remainder for some number of the above sequence, the algorithm 
terminates and the number N is not prime, otherwise the number N is 
prime. 
We observe from sequence (I) that after the first three terms we 
alternatively add 2 and 4. This is done to save computer time, since 
the above sequence does not contain the numbers which are multiples of 
2 or 3. 
For a flowchart and program of the function !PRIME see pages B6,.C55. 
4.4 CESARO'S THEOREM. 
Cesaro proved in 1881 the fol lowing theorem. 
Theorem: 
If u and v are integers chosen at random, the. probabi I ity that 
gcd(u,v)=I is 6/n2 or approximately 0.60793. 
With the symbol gcd we denote the greatest common divisor of two integers. 












number generator IRAND. 
Ten thousand pairs of random integers are generated which Ii~ in the 
35 range [0,2 ). For each pair the greatest common divisor is cal-
culated and the number of pairs which are relatively prime is found. 
We divide the found number of relatively prime numbers by 10000 and 
we compute the approximate probability a random pair of integers 
to have gcd the unity. 
Detai Is of the output and coding of this program can be found on 
pages C51, C56~ · 
The found probabi I ity _0.6033, is close enough to the theoretical one. 
The only subprograms required for this program are !RAND generator and 
IGCD function, which calculates the greatest common divisor of two 
integers. 
This function is based on the fol lowing algorithm: 
Euclidean algorithm. 
This algorithm finds the greatest common divisor, given two non-
. negative integers u,v, where u>v. 
Step I. 
If v=O the algorithm terminates with output u. 
Step 2. 
Set r=u mod v, u=v, v=r and return to step I. 




















is a negative or zero or positive interger (INPUT). 
the same as U. 






If the input parameters are negative integers or at least one is 
negative, a test i~ made (see program on pageC57) and the sign of the 
integer is changed so eventua I I y the gcd of I u I and Iv I is found. 
The first argument need not be greater than the second one. If 
u<v the function .IGCD changes the order of u and v so always the 
greater of the two is divided by the smaller. 
The function IGCD cal Is the intrinsic function MOD which finds the 
remainder of two positive integers u,v. 
4.5 NUMERICAL INTEGRATION. 
We compute the area of the first quandrant of a unit circle. 
This numerical integration prob rem wi I I serve to i I lustrate the use 
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(where O~r 1 ,r2 <1) defined 
over the unit interval corresponds to a point within the unit square 
2 2 . 




=I I ie on 
the circle • 
. , L t ( . ) /l 2 If ( O \ O th · · e g r i = - r 
1 
• g r 
1 
·.· , ;<r 
2 
, e 
I; ·. • t ( 0 0 ) I . b th .. po 1 n r 1 , r 2 1 es a ove e curve. 
\ 
·Now accepting and counting the first type 
.of random occurrences and dividing this 
count by the total number of pairs 
Numerical integration 'generated, we obtain a ratio corresponding 
to the proportion of the area of the unit square lying under the 
curve. 
This ratio will approach.to the area o'fthe circle as the number of 
random pairs increases. 




_x2 xr-f I I 7T 
.O dx=2 1-x +2 are sin x]0 =4 =0.78539. 
58. 
The program.'given on page C58Js selfexplanatory. . . . The output of this 
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This chapter examines two useful applications of random numbers. 
Random samp Ii ng and random _shuff Ii ng. Two pro.b I ems are so I ved, using 
random sampling techniques for the first, while for the second random 
shuff I ing is needed. The results compared with the theoretical ones are 
again extreme I y good. 
1 
5. I RANDOM SAMPLING 
One of the most useful applications of random numbers is 
an unbiased choice of n records at random from a file containing N 
records. This problem arises for example in some statistical 
applications where sampling is needed. In order to select n records 
at random from a set of N, where 0 < n' N the fol lowing algorithm 
(ref I) may be used. 
Algorithm: Sampl Ing 
Step I 
Set t = 0, m = 0. 
Step 2 
Generate a random number U, uniformly distributed between zero and 
one. 
Step 3 
If CN-t)U ~ n - m go.to step 5. 
have been already selected). 
Step 4 
Cm denotes the number of records which 
Select the next record from the samp I e, and set m = m+ I, t = t+ I. 
If m < n go to step 2; otherwise the sample is complete and the 
algorithm terminates. 
Step 5 
Skip the next record (do not include it In th~ sample), increase t 
by I and go to step 2. 
From the above algorithm we observe that at most n records are selected, 
since the algorithm terminates when m = n, (step 4). At the other 
hand, ·at least n records are selected, since step 3wi11 never go to 
step 5 when the number of records left to be examined is equal to 
n-m. 












The more obvious approach for selecting n records out of N is to 
pi ck each record with prob ab i Ii ty n/N. From step 3 we observe that 
only the first record is selected with probabi I ity n/N. The (t+ I) th 
record is picked up with probability~=; where mare the records which 
have already been selected. 
This apparent contradiction is due to the fact that the probabi I ity 
of selecting the (t+I )th record is an "aposteriori" probabi I ity. 
We explain this more clearly. The quantity m depends randomly on 
the selection which took place among the first t elements: if we take 
the average overal I possible· choices which could have occurred among 
these elements, we wi I I find (n-m)/(N-t) is exactly n/N on the average. 
For example, consider the second element; If the first element was 
selected in the sample (this happens with probabi I ity n/N), the second 
e I ement is se I ected with prob ab i I i ty ~=: ; If the f i rst e I ement was 
not selected, the second is selected with probabi I ity ~-I. The overal I 
n n-1 n n n 
probability of selecting the second element is N. N-I + (1-N).N-I = N" 
So eventually each element of the file is selected with probabi I ity n/N. 
Subroutine SAMPLE 
Purpose: 
Subroutine SAMPLE selects n records at random from a set of N, where 
0 < n ~ N. This sub. is based on the above algorithm. 
Entry: 
SAMPLE has two entries: 
I) The first is for normal usage; 
; 
2) Subroutine SAMPLE cal Is sub,routine PINAX which initializes the table 
from which random numbers in··the range (0,2 35 ) are generated. 
(see page 62) .. In order to avoid reinitialization of the table 














CALL SAMPLE (X,Y,N,l,MS) 
where Description Type 
x is an array containing N 
records. 
Integer ~INPUT) 
y is the output random samp I e. Integer 
N is the size of the array x. Integer 
L is the size of the array y Integer 
MS is the starting number to Integer 
the function IRAND which is 
contained in the subroutine 
SAMPLE. At the. end of the 
computation MS contains the last 
number generated by IRAND. 
Restrictions 









The arguments of this entry have the same meanlng as above. 
Special Considerations 
The output sample depends only on the starting value MS. Different 
values of MS wi I I result in different output samples. MS should be 
chosen in the range [0,235 ). 
Other Subprograms Required 
IRAND function to generate random numbers in the range [0,235 ) which 
are subsequently converted into real numbers uniformly distributed 













For a flow-chart and coding of the subroutine SAMPLE see pages 87, C64. 
5.2 RANDOM SHUFFLING 
The sampling problem as previously described can be regarded 
as the computation of a random combination according to the definition 
of combination of N things taken n at a time. Let us consider now 
the problem of computing a random permutation of n objects. 
We sha 11 ca 11 this the' "shuff Ii ng" prob Lef!!, s i nee shuff Ii ng a deck of 
52 cards is nothing more than arranging the cards to a random permutation; 
We give now an algorithm which shuffles a set of t numbers and which 
is due to R. Durstenfeld, (CACM 7 (1964) page 420). 
Algorithm: Shuff I ing 
Let X1,X2, ... ,Xt be a set oft numbers to be shuffled. 
Step I 
Set j = t. 
·step 2 
Generate a random number V, uniformly distributed between zero and one. 
Step 3 
Set K = LjVJ + J. (Now K is a random integer between I and j). 
Exchange XK +r Xj. 
Step 4 
Decrease j by I. If j > I return to ?tep 2 otherwise the algorithm 
terminates. 
A subroutine which puts in action the above algorithm is descr-ibed below. 
Subroutine SHUFFL 
Purpose: 













SHUFFL has two entries 
I) The first is for normal usage. 






CALL SHUFFL (X,N,MS) 
Description 
is an array of N numbers to be 
shuffled. 
is the size of the array X. 
is the starting number of th~ 
subprogram !RAND which is con-





the end of the computation MS contains 






CALL PERMUT (X,N,MS) 
The arguments of this entry point have been explained above. 
Special Considerations 
The same as in SAMPLE subroutine. 
Other Subprograms Regui red 
I RAND function. 
Comments . 












5.3 A STATISTICAL PROBLEM 
An interesting application of the random sampling theory is 
the fol lowing statistical problem. 
Table 
. 
Heights Deviation Frequency f d x2 f.X2 d = X-A (f) 
61 -6 5 . -30. 3721 18605 
64 .-3 18 -54 4096 73728 
A+ 67 0 42 0 4489 188538 
70 3 27 81 4900 132300 
73 6 08 48 5329 42632 
:_ 
N= L:f= Ef d= HX 2 = 
=100 45 455803 
-
Consider that a university class consists of a hundred students. The 
; heights and the corresponding frequencies of these students are given 
in Table I. In order to find the arithmetic mean of the heights of 
the students we use the formula. 
E.fd 45 µX =A + C~N~) = 67 + 100 = 67.45 inches 
The standard deviat1on is given by the formula, 
· EfX 2 EfX 2 ax = I -- - (-) = 2.92 inches N N 
Let.us suppose that 60 samples of 6 students each are selected (with 
rep I acement) from the above tab I e. 
The theoretical mean of the sampling distribution of means, given by 
µX should equal to population mean 67.45 inches. 
O) so µx = 67 .45 












means, given by crX should equal to cr//N where cr 2.92 from relation 
(2) and N = 6. So (4) crX = 1.191. 
Program STAT below is designed to find the mean and standard deviation 
of the sampling distribution of means by drawing 60 samples of size 
6 from the population of the 100 students. Th.en these results are 
compared with the above theoretical ones .. We use the digits 0, 1,2 ... ,99 
to number each of the 100 students. Thus the 5 students with height 
61 inches are nu~bered 0-4, the 18 students with height 64 are numbered 
5-22 etc. Program STAT is described below. 
Program STAT 
Nomenclature: 
x As we have seen each student has a number assigned to him. 
x·is an array which holds the student numbers. 
is the size of the array X. N 
y is an array holding the sample numbers of each student which 
are drawn from .the population of··the 100 students. 
L is the size of the array y (sample size). 
is the array of heights. 





is the mean of the samp Ii ng distribution of means. 
is the standard deviation of the samp Ii ng distribution 
Other Subprograms Required 
Subroutine SAMPLE (see page C62) which draws the random samp I es. 
STAT ·1NPUT 
.STAT input data has the fol lbwing format. 
card FORMAT C2I5,Il2) 
col 1-5 N is the population size. 
col 6-10 L is the sample size. 













card 2 FORMAT (5F4.I) 
col 1-4 H, is an array which holds the student heights. 
STAT INPUT DATA 
100 6 6400812 
61 .0 64.0 67.0 70.0 73.0 
Comments 
STAT cal Is SAMPLE at the beginning of the program in order to initialize 
the PINAX sub. which is incorporated in the subroutine SAMPLE and to 
output the first random sample. Subsequent references to subroutine 
SAMPLE are made through its entry point QUICK (see SAMPLE page C62 
and this is done to avoid reiniti I ization of the sub PINAX. 
The found values of mean and standard deviation are respectively 67.42 
and I .19 which are very c~ose to theoretical ones. 
::;~ '+ 
For a program 
and output results see pages C63, C64. 
5.4 THE GAME OF THIRTEEN 
An interesting application of the "shuffling" theory is 
the fol lowing game. 
Let us consider two players A and B. 
A deck of 13 cards of the same colour is thoroughly shuffled. One of 
them starts throwing the cards one at a time.· If at the i th "throw" 
where I ~ i ~ 13 a card happens to have the number i on its face, the. 
game is considered won by A, otherwise the game is won by B. 
Find the probabi I ity of the game to be won by A. 
For n cards - numbered from I ton - the probability theory [2] 
gives us the answer. 
The probability pA (the game to be won by A)= 
= I 
I .. I . . ""'i ... I 












and Pg = I 
I I I --+----+ I I .2 I .2 .3 1.2 .... n 
. (2). 
When n + 00 then we have pA = - e- 1 and Pa = e- 1 or 
PA= 0.632120055 .... (3) and Pg= 0.36787944 (4). 
Since series(/) and (2) converge rapidly for relatively smail values 
of n to the corresponding values (3) and (4), it has been found [2]· 
. ' 
that for n = 13, pA = 0.632120559 (5) and Pa= 0.367879441 '(6) 
approximately. 
Our intention is to play this game on a computer using subroutine SHUFFL 
(see page C62) to shuff I e the deck of 13 cards. ·The game is' p I ayed 
20000 times and the corresponding probab i Ii ti es are found. The simulated 
value of pA is found to be 0.6334 and for Pa 0.3666 which are close 
enough to the theoretical values (5) and (6). Detai Is of the output 
and coding of the program can be found on pages·C5Q·,C25.The flow-chart 
on which the program - cal led MEET - was based is on the next page. 
This flow-chart is very easy to fol low. The only thing we want to 
add is, that the variable ISUM 1 keeps track of the successes of player 
A and ISUM 2 of the successes of player g._ 
The corresponding probabi I ity for player A is found (Box 16) by dividing 
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6. I OTHER TYPES OF RANDOM QUANTITIES 
The general requirement in simulation Is for~ sequence of 
random numbers drawn from a distribution that is continuous and non-
uni form. 
The most common method of deriving such numbers is fr0m 
a uniformly distributed sequence of random numbers .. A real-valued 
distribution may be expressed in terms of its !' cumulative distribution 
function" FCx). This function can be stated mathematically as fol lows: 
(I) F(x) = PrCX ~ x) = fx f(t) dt. FCx) Is defined over the range 
('\ 
0 ~ F(x) ~ I and always increased monotonlcal ly from zero to one. 
If this function is continuous and strictly Increasing then It takes on 
all.values in the range CO,I) and there is an inverse function. F- 1 (y) 
such that If 0 ' y ' I, 
(2) y ~ F(x) lff x = F- 1 Cy). 
The function f (x) 
dF(x) 
dx is cal led a probability density function 
(provided that F(x) is continuous). 
A general way to compute a random quantity X with the continuous, 
strictly Increasing cumulative.distribution F(x) Is to set X = F- 1CV) (3), 
where V is a uniformly distributed random number in the range (0,1). 
F1~1Av-e_ G.. l. Ge'V\e'<'o..-.\tc..., cf ""<1""-
'·'"'"~ ~o""""" c.c-v,~(""-u..05 ...--o...,,,J-..:,""" M.V.;.,.,-' 
be~s 
For PfCX' x) = PrCF- 1 CV) 'x) 
= PrCV' F(x)) = F(x) since V 
is uniformly distributed between zero 
and one. 
To demonstrate the val ldity of the 
result (3) we give an I I lustrated 
example: Jn figure 6. I the 
curve represents the cumulative 













Consider now a smal I interval b.x on the x-axis between x and x + Sx 
and the interval b.F defined by the corresponding points FCx), F(x +.b.x). 
For a number of the output sequence to fal I in the interval ~x, the 
input number must fa I I in the i nterva I b.F. 
Suppose now that the input numbers are uniformly distributed between 
0,1, then the probabi I ity of an input number fal I ing in the interval 
b.F .equals to b.F. The average va I ue of the prob ab i I i ty density function 
for x over the interval b.x is therefore ~F/b.x. 





which is by definition the probabi I ity density functio  of x. 
This. method which generates random variables x having cumulative 
distribution FCx) is cal led the inverse t'ransformation method. 
Unfortunately, for many probabi I ity distributions it is either impossible 
or extremely dif~icult to express x in terms of the inverse transformation 
function F- 1 CV). In this case we use the fol lowing method. 
6.2 THE REJECTION METHOD 
lf the probability function FCx) of a variable X is bounded 
and x has a finite range say a' x ' b, the fol lowing technique can 
be used to generate random quantities having probabi I ity function 
F Cx). 
This technique requires the fol lowing steps: 
I) Normalize the range of F by a scale factor C, such that 
C F Cx) ' I, 
2) Define x as a I inear function of V CV is uniformly distributed 
between 0,1) that is 
X = a + (b-a)V 
3) Generate pairs of random n0mbers CV1,V2) uniform~y distributed in 












4) Whenever we encounter a pair of random numbers that satisfies 
the relationship 
V2 ' C.f[a + {b-a)V 1] 
then accept the pair and use X a+(b-a)V1 as a generated random 
variable. 
These variables wi I I have as probabi I ity function the function 
F(x). 
· ·Proof 
We have already seen that the cumulative distribution function is 
defined as 
F(x) Pr<X' x), and if X is uniform variate we have 
F(x) = Pr(X' x) = x, Xe; CO, I). 
Now this method can be easily proved. 
We have Pr<V 'CF(x)) = C.F(x), since V is uniform variable in the 
range CO,I ). Consequently if x is chosen at random for the range 
Ca,b) according to step (2) a~d then rejected if V> C.F(x) the 
probabi I ity density function of the accepted x's wi I I be F{x). 
An application of this method was given ih page 1~2 where we computed 
the area of the first quandrant cif a unit circle. 
6.3 CONTINUOUS PROBABILITY DISTRIBJTIONS. NORMAL DISTRIBUTION. 
The normal distribution is the best known and most frequently 
used probability distribution. There are at least two explanations 
that seem to support its popularity. 
11Mathemati ca I proof te I Is us that, under certain qua I ify i ng conditions, 
we are justified in expecting a normal distribution, while statistical 
experience shows that, in fact, distributions are often approximately 












If a random variable X has a density function f (x) given as fol lows: 
2 
(X-µx . ) e-t - ·oo'< X < + 00 ( I ) f{x) = ---
then X ls said to have a normal distribution with mean µx and standard 
deviation ax. If µX = 0 and ax = I the distribution function is known 
as the standard normal distribution with density function given by 
(2) f·(z) I e - !Z2 - 00 < z < + = /2rr 00 
Any normal distribution can be converted into the standard form by 
the substitution 
(3) x - µx z = ax 
It is customary to create generators that determine numbers 
distributed according to the function F(Z) and to derive the variable 
x that has mean µX and standard deviation ax by the transformation 
Neither the cumulative distribution function nor 
its inverse can be expressed in terms of simple mathematical functions 
but approximation methods are available for their evaluation. 
In this report we shal I examine the method for generating 
normal variates which are bas~d on the central I lmit theorem, CtLT). 
6.4 USE OF THE CLT FOR GENERATING NORMAL DEVIATES 
In order to simulate a normal distribution with a given 
expected value µX and standard deviation ax the fol lowing mathematical 
interpretation of the C~T may be given. 
If r1, ...••. ,rN are independent random variables each having the same 













l: r·-N8 I b 
( I ) I im Pr[ a < 
i =I < b] I J tz 2 .dz e -
N+oo crlN 12n a 
where 
N 
(2) E (l: r i ) NS 
i =·I 
N 
(3) var ( l: r· ) = Ncr 2 I 
i =I 
l:r. -N 8 
(4) z = 
I 
cr/N 
It fol lows from the definition of the standard normal .distribution. 
(page 119/ and from equation 3 (page! 19) that z is a standard normal 
deviate. 
The procedure for simulating normal deviates on a computer involves 
• 1. . 




, .... ,rk 
where 0' ri ' I. The expected 0alue (mean) .if the uniform sequence 
a+b. , b-a I 
r 1 , ••• ,rN is 8 = ~ = 2 and cr = 712 = 7i2 so (4) becomes 
K K r r· - -. I 2 
i =I 
(5) z = -----
IK/12 





From (5) arid (6) we finally have, 
(Q) 
1/2 K K 
X = cr c r r. - -) + J.lx x K. . l I 2 1= 
(7) 
Equation (7) now provides us with a simple formula for generating 
normally distributed random variates with mean equal to J.lx and variance 
The value of K is usually taken to be 12 [2] and 
formu I a· C7) becomes, 
(8) 
.12 
X = cr t l: r· -6) + J.l 
X i=I I X 
·The above method has been programmed in FORTRAN and subroutine RANDNR 
















This subroutine generates a random sequence of normal variates with 
given mean and standard deviation. 
Entry: 
RANDNR has two entries: 
I) The first is for normal usage. 
2) Since RANDNR subroutine cal Is subroutine PINAX (see program pageC38) 
to initialize the table from which the function !RAND wi I I pick up 
the random numbers and additional entry has been provided in order 
to avoid reinitialization of the subroutine PINAX for each 
subsequent reference. 
· Standard Entry: 
CALL RANDNRCX,N,EX,STDX,MS) 
where Description Type 
x is an array of N random numbers Rea I COUTPUT) 
normally distributed. 
N is the size of the ~rray X Integer (INPUT) 
EX is the desi·red mean of the output Rea I ( INPUT) 
random numbers. 
STDX is the desired standard deviation Rea I ( INPUT) 
MS is the starting number of the Integer (INPUT, OUTPUT) 
generator !RAND which is incor-
















with meanµ and standard deviation~' the fol lowing logical sequence 










The arguments·of this entry have the same meaning as above: 
We give. an example to indicate how the entry FASTNR may be used in 




STDX = cr 
NI = K 




EX = Ml 
STDX = al 
N2 = Kl 




Qther. Subprograms Required 
















6.5 THE EXPONENTIAL DISTRIBUTION 
( I ) 
(2) 
(3) 
Throughout our daily I ife we observe time intervals between 
the occurrenc~s of distinct random events. We receive lnf6rmatlon 
about numerous events that take place In our environment such as 
births, deaths, accidents etc. on the basis of a completely independent 
time schedule. 
If the probability that an event wl I I occur in a smal I 
time interval Is very smal I, and if the occu~rence of this event Is 
statistically independent of the occurrence of other events, then 
the ti me I nterva I between the occurrence of events of .this type is 
exponentially ~lstributed. 
A random variable X Is said to have an exponential 
distribution 1f its density function is aef ined as, 
f(x) = ae-ax 
for a > o and x ~ 0. 
The cumulative distribution function of X Is 
x 
F(xj = f a§at dt = 1-e-ax 
·o 
and the mean and variance of X are given by the fol lowing formulas, 
EX*= J.. 
a 
and (4) VX 
Since F(x) exists in explicit form, the inverse transformation 
technique provides a straightforward method. 
From (2) we get r = 1-e-ax. Because of the symmetry of the uniform 
distribution rand I - rare interchangeable so the above relation 
becomes r = e-ax (5). 
= - EX I og r ( 6 ) . 
1 · 
Solving for x we get~= - a logr = 
Formula (6) provides us with a simple way of generating exponential 
variates. 
Subroutine EXPR 
*The reason for using this notation in preference to the usual notation 













This subroutine generates exponential variates using the method 
described above. 
Entry 
EXPR has two entry points. 
I) The first is for normal usage. 
2) For the second entry point the same applies as in RANDNR 
subroutine (see page 121). 








is an array of N random numbers 
exponentially distributed~ 
is the desired mean of the 
pseudo-random numbers. 
is the size of the array X 




CALL EXPQ (X,EX,N,MS) 
Type 
Rea I (OUTPUT) 
Rea I ( INPUT) 
Integer ( INPUT) 
Integer CINPUT,OUTPUT) 
The arguments of this subroutine have been explained above. 

















6.6 THE GAMMA DISTRIBUTION 
(2) 
If a process consists of K successive events and if the 
. tota I e I apsed ti me of this process can be regarded as the sum o.f K 
independent exponent i a I variates each with parameter a., the probab i I i ty 
distribution of this sum wi I I be a gamma distribution with parameters. 
a. and K. 
The sum of _!S (where _!Sis a positive integer) exponential 
variates each having the same parameter~ is also cal led an Erlang 
distribution. 
Mathematically, the Erlang distribution is a convolution 
of K exponential distributions. Furthermore, the sum of K 
exponential variates with identical a is also a gamma distribution 
if K fol lows th~ negative binomial or geometric distribution. The 
most general form of the gamma distribution arises when JS is positive 
tiut is not restricted to integral values. The gamma distribution is 
described by the fol lowing density function~ 
f (x) 
a K x K-1 8-ax 
(k-1) ! 
, where a> O,K > 0 and 
x. non;,.negati ve. 
The mean ·and the variance of. (I) are given by the formulas, 
EX K 
a 
and VX K ( 3) 
a 2 
Since the cumulative distribution function for a gamma distribution 
cannot be formulated exp I icitely, we must consider an alternative 
method of generating gamma variates. 
Erlang variates may be generated by slmply reproducing the random 
. . 
process on which the Erlang dlstrlbwtion Is based. This can be done 
by taking the sum of JS exponential variates 
















Therefore the Erlang variate X can be expressed as 
K 
x = L X· 
I 
i =I 
Since x1 = - ~ log ri 
I K 
x = - - ~ · I og r · 




(see page 123 ) the above formula becomes, 
I K 
- -( I og II r ., ) 
a i =I 
The problem of generating gamma variates when K Is not an Integer wl I I 
be based on an approximation method. 
For example If K = 4.8 we generate a mixture of Erlang variates with 
K = 4 and K = 5, but with expected value of K = 4.8. 
Say, we want to generate N gamma variates and K = A.8 where 
I ~ 8 ~ 9 (decimal part of A); 
We want the expression Ap 1 + CA+ J)p 2 = A.8 (I) to be satisfied for 
p1,p2 where p1 and p2 are the probabi I itles to pick up A and A + 
in such a way so that the mean of A and A+ .I be equal to A.8. 
We clearly have the two relations, 
A·x +(A + .I )y 
x + y 
x + y = N 
= A.8 
Solving this system we get X = N - 0.8N, y = 0.8N 
so p1 = N - O.BN = 1. - 0.8 and p2 = O.BN = 0.8 
N N 
In the above example we therefore have p1 0.2 and P2 = 0.8, so 















Thfs subroutine generates a random sequence of numbers having the 
Erlang distribution. 
Entry: 
ERLANG has two entries: 
I) The first is for normal usage. 
2) For the second entry point the same applies as In RANDNR 




CALL ERLANG (K,A,X,N,MS) 
Description 
is a parameter of the 
distribution. 
Type 
Integer ( INPUT) 
A This variable is also a para- Real (INPUT) 
meter of the Erlang distribution. 
X is an array of N numbers having Real. (OUTPUT) 
the Erlang-distribution. 
N is the size of the array X. Integer (INPUT) 




CALL ERLANF (K,A,X,N,MS) 
The arguments of the entry point ERLANF have the same meaning as above. 
Special Considerations 














Other Subprograms Required 
I RAND generator 
Comments 
For a flow-chart and coding of this subroutine see pages Bl I~ C68. 
Subroutine GAMMA 
Purpose: 
This subroutine generates a random sequence of numbers having the 
GAMMA distribution~ 
Entry 
GAMMA has two entries: 
I) The first is for normal usage. 








CALL GAMMA (RK,A,Y,N,MS) 
Description 
is a parameter of gamma 
di~tribution. The meaning 
of this number has been 
-explained in the text. 
is a parameter of gamma 
distribution. 
is an array of N random 
numbers having the gamma 
distribution. 
is the size of the arr_ay. 




Rea f ( J NPUT) 
Rea I ( INPUT ) 
Rea I (OUT PUT ) 
Integer ( INPUT) 













CALL GAMMAF CRK,A,Y,N,MS) 
The arguments of the entry point GAMMAF have the same meaning as above. 
Sp~cial C~nsidera~ions 
As in RANDNR. 
Error Returns 
None 
Other Subprograms Required 
I) I RAND generator. · 
.2) Subroutine ERLANG. This subroutine produces a mixture of Erlang 
' variates w.f.t,h K =: lRKJ and K1 = LRKJ + .l as we have seen in the 
text. 
Comments 
As we have seen in the text we choose K = LRKJ with 
probabi I ity p1 and K1 = LRKJ + .l with probabi J ity p2 • To do so in 
the program, we generate a random number V uniformly distributed between 
0 and I and compare it with the probabi I ity p1. If 0 ~ V < p1 then 
the ERLANG subroutine - through its entry point ERLANF - wi I I generate 
the output number Y(I) with parameter K = LRKJ but if V ~ p1 ERLANF 
w i l I generate the output· number Y (I) with parameter Kl = LRKJ + I .. 
For a flow-chart and coding of this subroutine see pages 812, C65. 
6.7. LOGNORMAL DISTRIBUTION 
If the logarithm of a random variable has a normal distribution, 
the random variable has a continuous distribution known as the 
lognonnal distribution. 
If the logarithm (to the base e) of a random variable X has a density 
-r 













(I) f(y) -----.- exp [ ( -t 
(Jy l2TI 
-oo < y < + 00 
where logX = y and only positive values of X are considered, then 
I 
. X is said to have a lognormal distribution. The parameters µy 
and cr correspond to the mean ·and variance of y, where y is normally 
y 
distributed variable. The mean and variance of the lognormal 
distributed variate ~are.given by the fol lowing formulas: 
(2) EX = exp (µ · + cr 2 ) 
y _y_ 
2 




Simulation of lognormal variates with given mean and variance requires 
expressing µy and dy 2 in terms of EX and VX. 
and (3) cari be easily found the relation: 
From equations (2) 
Now thatµ and cr 2 have been expressed in terms of the mean and y y 
variance of x, the lognormal variate to be generated, the standard 
normal variate z, can be defined as 
y - µ 
i . y 
a 
. y 
logx - ).l 
a 
y 
From (6) we have ~ = exp(µ +. a z) y y 





0 and I. 
where r. are uniformly distributed variates between 
I 
Substituting the value of z in (7) and taking K to be equal to 12, 
formula (7) becomes, 
12 
X = exp[ µ + a ( L: r i - 6)]. 











- 131 ... 
In order to generate lognormal variates X1,X2 1 ••••• with EX and VX 
g iven, we must findµ and cr from equation (4) and (5) and substitute . . y y 
these values into equation (8). 
Subroutine LOGNOR 
Purpose: 
Subroutine LOGNOR generates lognormal ly distributed random numbers 
with given mean and stand~rd deviation. 
Entry: 
LOGNOR has two entries: 
I) The first is for normal usage. 
2) For the second entry, the same applies as for RANDNR (see pagel21) 
Standard Entry 
CALL LOGNOR (X,N,EX,STDX,MS) 
where Description Type 
x is an array of N random numbers Rea I <OUTPUT) 
lognor~al ly distributed 
N is the size of the array X Integer C INPUT) 
EX is the desired mean of the Rea I (INPUT) 
lognorm~I ly distributed numbers 
STDX is the desired standard deviation Real (INPUT) 
of the lognormal ly distributed 
numbers. 


















T~e arguments of the entry LOG~RF have the same meaning as above. 
Other Subprograms Required 
I RAND generator. 
Nomenclature 
EY is the mean of the numbers y = logX which are normally distributed. 
Vy is the standard deviation of the numbers y = logX. 
Comments 
For a flow-chart and coding of LOGNOR see pages Bl3, C66. 
6 .8 DISCRETE PROBABILITIES DISTRIBUTIONS 
A significant number of probabi I ity distributions are 
defined on random variables that take only discrete, non-negative 
integer va I ues. 
The cu mu I at i ve probab i I i ty d I str i but ion for a discrete 
random variable X is defined in a manner similar to continuous 
probab i I i ty 
F (x) = 
distributions: 
x 
- L: pCX ::; x) - -- . 
x = 0 
f (x) 
where f (x) is the frequency or probabi I ity function of x defined 
for integer x va I ues such that 
f(x) = p(X=x) forx = 0,1,2, ..... 
We examine the more important discrete probability distributions. 
6.9 THE GEOMETRIC DISTRIBUTION 
The geometric distribution has probabi I ity function 
f(x) = fXlx, ·x=·o,1,2, ...• wherep denotes the probabilityof success 
and q the probabi I ity of failure. 
x 












SJnce FCx) = pCX' x) and pCX = 0) = FCO) p (from (I)) the 
range of FCx) is therefore p' F(x)' I. 
On the other hand pCX > x) I- FCx) (2) and p(X > 0) = I - FCO) I - p = q • 
Simi I a r I y p C X = I ) = F ( I ) = p + q ·P and p C X > I ) = I - F CI ) = q .2 , 
and generally pCX > x) = qx+ 1 and from (2) we have I - F(x) = qx+l (3). 
1-F(x) x x 
From (3) = q and since 0 'q ' I the range of 
q 
1-F(x) is unity and we can.write r = qX (4) where r is a 
q 
uniform' number in the range CO,I). 
From (4) we have x = ~ since x must be an integer we truncate the logq 
above result, that i ·s we take x = L 1 09 r J. logq 
Note: As we have defined the G.D. we consider that x includes the 
st number of fa i I ures occur i ng. before I- success. However X can also 
be defined to include the no. of failures plus the first success. 
In this case we have, 
FCx) = pqx- 1 , x = 1,2 ..... while x is given now by the formula 
x = rlogrl 
logq 
To check this formula we observe that 
~ . x-1 < 
1 
. ' x, that 1 s, ogq . 
uniformly distributed we 
( 1-p )X-1 
r J.S?.9.c l = logq 
x 
~ ( 1-p) 
= f x dy = p(l-p)x- 1 as required. 
( 1-p) 
x iff 
and since r is 
If the probabi I ity of success p is big enough and we need more 
accuracy we can use the foi lowing method which is based on the rejection 
117 
method ·cpage I 17 ) • 
First, we define a variable x, which is to be used as a counter and 
set it equa I to I • (In this case we suppose that x contains the 
st · 
number of failures plus the I- success) Then we generate. a sequence 












reach a va I ue of r. I ess than p. 
I 
For each value of r. greater than p, 
I 
we increase x by one. That is we count the number of failures or 
r. 1 s greater or equal top. 
I 
When we reach the f i rst va I ue of r. I ess 
I 
than p, the sequence is terminated, and the value of x corresponds to 
the value of the geometric variate. Two subroutines are constructed. 
The first generates geometric variates using the formula~= r:~~~ l 




This subroutine generates geometric variates using the formula 
x = rlogrl 
logq . 
·Entry 
PASCAL has two entries: 
I) The first is for normal usage. 
2) For the second entry the same comments apply as in RANDNR 
(see page 122). 
Standard Eritr'j 
CALL PASCAL<Q, IX,N,MS) 
Where Description Type 
Q is the probabi I ity of failure Real (INPUT) 
IX is an array of N random Integer (OUTPUT) 
numbers having the geometric 
distribution. 
N is the size of the array IX Integer (INPUT) 
MS is the starting number of the Integer CINPUT,OUTPUT). 
generator IRAND which is 













CALL PASCO CO, IX,N,MS) 
The arguments of the entry point PASCO have the same meaning as above. 
Error· Returns 
None 
Other Subprograms Required 
!RAND generator. 
Comments 
For a flow-chart and coding of the~broutine PASCAL see pages 814, C67. 
Subroutine PASBIG 
·Purpose: 
This subroutine generates geometric variates using the rejection 
method (page 118). This method is usually preferred when the 
probabi I ity of success p is very large. 
·Entry 
PASBIG has two entries: 
I.) The first is for normal usage. 
2) For the second entry the same applies as RANDNR (page 125). 
Standard· Entry: 
CALL PASBIG CP, IX,N,MS) 
Where Description Type 
p is the probabi I ity of success. Real· (INPUT) 
IX is the array of N random numbers Integer (OUTPUT) 
geometrically distributed. 
N is the size of the array IX Integer (INPUT) 
MS the user must set MS equa I to any Integer (INPUT ,OUTPUT) 
number in the range [Q,2 35 ) .• See 













CALL PAFAST (P, IX,N,MS) 





Other SQbprogt~m~ R~guired 
I RAND generator. 
Comments 
For a flow-chart and coding of the subroutine PASBIG see pages Bl7, C74. 
6.9 NEGATIVE BINOMIAL DISTRIBUTION 




Suppose we have a series 
of Bernoul Ii trials repeated unti I K successes occur (K > I) then 
the random variable denoting the number of failures wi I I have the 
negative binomial distribution. Negative binomial variates are 
therefore the sum of K geometric variates. In this case K is an 
integer and the distribution is cal led a Pascal distribution. 
The probabi I ity function for the negative binomial distribution is 
+ 
f(x) = (K+~-1) PK qx x = 0,1,2, ..... 
where K is the number of successes out of K+X trials and x is the 
number of failures that occur before K successes occur. 





-· From these two relations we find 
. EX 
p = -vx 
· . EX 2 












Now if the computed value of K in equation (4) is not an integer 
the simulation procedure is comp I icated considerably. 
When K is an integer, Pascal variates can be generated by taking the 
sum of K geometric variates. 
K r: logri 
·: i = r · · 




. I 'I I= , 
logq 
If K is not an integer, we must rely on approximation methods for 
generating negative binomial variates. One method, which we shal I 
' ' 
use to generate negative binomial variates is exactly the same as we 
used When we were generating gamma variates (see page 126. We 
wi 11 generate a mixture of variates with two different integral values 
of K. 
For example if K = 3.4 we generate a mixture of Pascal variates with 
K = 3 and K = 4 but with expected value of K = 3.4. 
So we choose K = 3 with probabi I ity 0.6 and K = 4 with probabi I ity 0.4. 
The fol lowing two subroutines put the above theory in action and generate 
negative binomial variates with K = integer and K = real respectively. 
Subroutine NBIN 
Purpose: 
This subroutine generates a random sequence of negative binomial 
variates with K = integer. 
Entry 
NBI~ has two entries: 
I) The first is for normal usage . 



















is the parameter K of the 
negative binomial distribution 
·It represents the number of successes. 
is the proba~i I ity.of failure 
is the output array of N .random 
numbers binomially distributed. 
Type 
I flteger (INPUT) 
Rea I (INPUT) 
Integer COUTPUT) 
N is the 'size of the output array Integer (INPUT) 
MS the user must set MS equal to any Integer CINPUT,OUTPUT) 






CALL NBINF CK;Q, IX,N,MS) 
The arguments of the entry NBINF have the same meaning as above. 
Other Subprograms Required 
I RAND generator .. 
Comments 
For a flow-chart and coding of NBIN see pages 815, C67. 
Subroutine RBIN 
·purpose: 
This subroutine generates a random sequence of numbers fol lowing the 
negative binomial distribution when the parameter KI integer. 
Entry 
RBIN has two entries: 
I) The first is :for• norma I usage. 













CALL RBIN CRK,Q, IY,N,MS) 
Where Description 
RK is the parameter of the negative binomial 
distribution. 
Q is the probability of failure 
IY is an array of N numbers having th~ 
negative binomial distribution. 
N is the size of the array IY 
MS the user must set MS equal to any number 
Type 
Rea I ( l NPUT) 
Rea I ( INPUT) 
Integer (OUTPUT) 
Integer ( INPUT) 
Integer (INPUT,OUTPUT) 




CALL RBINF CRK,Q,IY,N,MS) 
The arguments of the entry RBINF have the same meaning as above. 
Error Returns 
None 
Other Subprograms Required 
I ) I RAND generator. 
. . ' 
2) Subroutine NBIN. This subroutine generates a mixture of n~gative 
binomial variates with K = LRKJ and K1 = LRKJ + I as explained in 
the text. 
Comments 
As we have seen in the text (page 137) we choose K = LRKJ with 
probabi I ity p1 and K1 = LRKJ + I with probabi I ity p2. To do so in 
the program, we generate a random number U uni formally distributed 
between 0 and I and compare it with the probabi I ity p1 • If 
0 ~ U ~ p1 the NBIN subroutine - through its entry point. NFINF - wi I I 












the entry NBINF wi I I generate the output number IY with parameter 
K1 = LRKJ + .I. 1 For: a flow-chart and coding Of the sub. RBIN see 
pages 816, C74. 
6. 10 THE HYPERGEOMETRIC DISTRIBUTION 
Consider a population consisting of N elements such that 
each element belongs either to class I or class I I. Let Np denotes 
the number of e I ements be I ong i ng. to c I ass I I , where p + q = I . If 
a random sample of n < N elements is taken from the population of N 
elements without replacement, then x, the number of cJ~ss I elements 
in the sample of n elements, has the hypergeometric distribution 
[2]. Applications of the hypergeometric distribution are found 
in the areas of qua I ity control and production control. The 
hypergeometric distribution is described by the following probability 
function. 
( I ) 
(.NP.,) ( Nq ) 0 ~ x ~ Np 
f(x) ·x .n-x 
( N ) 
0 ~ n-x ~ Nq 
n 
where x, n, N integers. 
The generation of hypergeometric variates involves simulating a sampling 
experiment without replacement. That is, we merely alter the Bernoui I Ii 
trials method of generating binomial variates, so that N and p vary 
depending respectively on the total number of elements that have been 
previously drawn from the population and the number of class I elements 
that have been drawn. 
As each element in a sample of n ~lements ls drawn, the original value 
of N = N
0 
is reduced according to the f6rmula, 















In a simi Jar manner, the value p =po when the 1th element in a 
sample of n elements is draw~ becomes, 
Ni-i P1_1-S 
·1,2, ...... ,n 
where S = when sample element (i-1) belongs to class I and S 0 
when sample element (i-1) belongs to class I I. 
The starting values No and p , of course, correspond to N, the initial 
0 
population size, and p, the proportion of the total population 
consisting of class I elements. 
Subroutine HYPGEO 
Purpose: 
This subroutine generates a random sequence of integers fol lowing the 
hypergeometric distribution. 
Entry: 
HPYGEO has two entries: 
I) The first is for normal usage. 
2) For the second the same applies as in RANDNR (see page 121). 
·Standard· Entry: 
CALL HYPGEO (NP,M,P, IX,N,MS) 
Where Description Type 
NP is the population size Integer (INPUT) 
M is the sample size Integer (INPUT) 
p is the proportion of the total population Real (INPUT) 
con~isti~g of CLASS-I elements. 
IX is an array of N random numbers fol lowing Integer (OUTPUT) 
the hypergeometric distribution. 
N is the size of the array IX Integer (INPUT) 
MS the user must.set MS equal to any number Integer (INPUT ,OUTPUT) 













CALL HYPGEF (NP,M,P, IX,N,MS) 






For a flow-chart and coding of the sub. HYPGEO see pages BIB, C68. 
6. I I POISSON DISTRIBUTION 
This distribution is related to the exponential distribution 
as the binomial distribution is related to the geometric. It 
represents the number of occurrences, per unit time of an event which 
can occur at any instant of time; for example, the number of alpha 
particles emitted by a radioactive substance In a single second has 
a Poisson distribution. If we take a s~ries ·Of n independent 
Bernoul Ii trials, in each of which there is a smal I probabl lity p of 
an event to occur, then as n + ~ (n represents the trials) the 
probabi I ity of x occurrence, is given by the formula 
( I ) x =_0,1,2, ••... 
when we al low p to approach zero in such a manner that A np remain 
fixed. 
Poisson distribution has (I) as a probabi I ity function. The mean 
and the variance of the Poisson distribution are equal to parameter A. 
To simulate a Poisson distribution with parameter A, we take advantage 
of the relationship between the exponential and Poisson distribution. 
We describe this relationship. 












time t is given by the formula F(x) (2) 
X-.1 
(Another form of Poisson distributiOn). 
If we put x = 0 in (2) then the probabi I ity of no events occurring 
in the time interval t wi 11 be f(Q) = e-A.t. 
If we now symbolize with T the waiting time of an event to occur then 
-A.t -A.t dp(T~t) -A.t 
pCT>t) = e and pCT,t) = I - e and d; = A.e which is 
the exponential distribution. 
Consider now a time horizon that has been divided into unit time 
intervals as i I l~strated in Figure 6. I. 
Figure 6. I. Poisson distributed events on a .time scale. 
Events are assumed along the time horizon and are denoted by a symbol 
(A). The time interval t between events is assumed to have an 
exponential distribution with mean equal to I/A.. This imp I ies that 
the number of events x occuring during a unit time interval fol lows 
a Poisson distribution with mean equal to A. So we generate 
exponentially distributed time intervals t1,tz, ... with expected value 
to equal to I. These random time intervals are accumulated as they 












This can be described mathematically as follows: 
x x+ I 
( 3) l: t. ~ A. < l: t. x = 0,1,2, ..... (x Poisson variate) 
i=O I i=O I 
The exponential variates t. are generated by the formula t. = logr. 
I I I 
where ri are uniformly distributed between 0 and I (see page 123) 
with unit mean. 
x -A. x+ I. From (3) we have II r. ~ e > II r. (4). 
i=O I i .;o I 




-A. Set p = e x ~ 0, q 
Step 2 
Generate a random variable U, uniformly distributed between zero and one. 
Step 3 
Set q = qU 
Step 4 
If q ~ p set x = x+I and return to step 2. Otherwise the algorithm 
· termi nateswith output x. 
Subroutine POISSN 
Purpose: 
This subroutine generates _a sequence of random numbers having the 
Poisson distribution. 
Entry 
POISSN has two entries: 
I) The first is for normal usage. 















CALL POISSN CP,IX,N,MS) 
Description 
is the desired mean of the Poisson 
variates. 




is the size of the array IX. 
is the starting value of the generator 







CALL POISSF CP, IX,N,MS) 
Type 
Rea I C I NPUT) 
Integer (OUTPUT) 
Integer ( INPUT) 
Integer .(INPUT ,OUTPUT) 
The arguments of the entry point POISSF have the same meaning as above. 
Other Subprograms Required 
IRAND generator. 
Comments 
























7. I INTRODUCTION. 
In the preceding chapter we have been concerned with 
techniques for generating stochastic processes on a binary computer. 
In this chapter two of these generators, the EXPR and RANDNR wi I I be 
tested in two simulation problems with excel lent results. 
Eventually the behaviour of the generator IRAND is examined, since 
the good perfor.mance of the generators of the preceding chapter 
depends on the randomness of the !RAND generator. 
7.2 SINGLE-STATION QUEUING PROBLEM. 
The length of a waiting line depends primarily on time; 
i.e., under fixed conditions of customer arrivals and service 
faci I ities, queue length is a function of time. 
Hence the process of waiting formation is sometimes referred to as 
a stochastic process. 
Both arrival time and service time are assumed to be stochastic 
variates (fol lowing the exponential distribution) with known parameters. 
The variables of our model of a sir;igle channel queui.ng system are 
defined below. 
AT.= the time interval between the arrival of the ith unit and the 
I 
(i+l)th unit, i=l,2, .. ,m. 
ST.= the service time for the ith arrival unit i=l,2, .. ,m. 
I 
WT.= Nie amount of time the ith arrival unit spends waiting to enter 
I 
the service station, i=l,2, .. ,m. 
IDT.= the amount of time the service station remains idle while 
I 
waiting for the ith arrival unit to arrive i=l,2, .. ,m. 














TIDT.= total idle time when the i arrival unit enters the service 
. I 
station. 
When the first input unit arrives at the. service station - that is 







Figure 7.1 contains a computer flowchart of the single-channel ·queuing 
system. 
In block I AT,WT,IDT,TWT,TIDT are set equal to zero, indicating that 
the first unit has arrived at the service station. 
A second unit is assumed to arrive at the system and the arrival time 
is generated in Box 2. 
Waiting time, WT, is subtracted from arrival time in block 3. If 
service time exceeds arrival time, the second or (i+l)th Input unit 
arrives before service is completed on the first or ith unit. 
Therefore waiting time occurs and idle time is set equal to zero. 
Waiting time is set equal to the difference between service and 
arrival time and accumulated in blocks (7),(8) respectively. On the 
other hand, if service time is less thah arrival time, idle time 
results, and waiting time is equal to zero. Idle time is then set 
equal to the difference between arrival and service time and accumulated. 
If service time and arrival time are equal, neither waiting or idle 
time occur. 
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or for as long a period of time as necessary. 
At the end of the simulation run, statistics such as expected waiting 
time, expected idle time, etc., can be computed and compared with 
known theoretical values of these parameters. 
For examp I e it can be shown [ 17] that for the case in which 
arrival time and service time , both have exponential distributions 
with expected values equal to I/A and I/µ respectively that the fol-
lowing relationships hold when µ>A. 
( I ) µ(µ-A) =expected waiting time. 
(2) = expected time an arrival spends in the system. 
Program MODEL (see pageC69) based on the flowchart on page 149 
simulates the situation for 10,000 arrivals. The mean arrival time 
is taken to be 50 and service time 35. 
I · I 
So A=50 and µ= 35 and 
taking into account formulas Cl), (2) we find, expected ~aiting time 
= 81.6; expected tim.e an arrival spends in the system= 116;6. 
Since the mean arrival time is 50 and service time 35, the mean idle 
is expected to be 15. 
The output results of this program are presented on page C70. 
We found that, 
expected waiting time= 78.88· 
expected time\an arrival = I 13.86 
spends in the system. 
expected idle time = 15.30. 
The simulated values are very close to theoretical ones. 













7.3 A MULTICHANNEL PROBLEM. 
Consider a system consisting of n service stations operating 
i n para I I e I . Input units arrive atthe system and are admitted to 
the first vacant service station on a first come first served basis.· 
The time interval between arrivals is a stochastic variate fol lowfng 
the exponential distribution. The service time for each of the n 
stations also fol lows the exponential distribution. 
When an input system arrives at the system the n service stations are 
checked to determine whether any one of them is vacant at the moment. 
If al I n are occupied, then waiting time occurs unti I one station 
becomes vacant. When a service station becomes vacant befo~e another 
unit arrives, idle time occurs until a unit arrives and enters the 
vacant service station. 
The variables of our multichannel model (which are required to be 
integers) are defined below: 
AT, ST and IDT denote the arrival, service and idle time respectively. 
(I) TAT. =total arrival time when the ith arrival unit arrives at the 
I 
system, i=l,2, ... 
( 2 ) T . . - ST. . + I OT . . 
I j I j I j 
= the time interval between the departure of the Ci-I )th unit 
and the ith unit from the j station, i=I .2.,, j=I ,2, .. ,n 
(3) TT .. =total time that has elapsed at the jth service sta.tion when t.he 
I j 
(4) 
ith arrival unit departs from the jth station, i=l,2, •. ,n . 
.. 
SM IN = the minimum TT. 1 . over a II j (j= I, 2, .. , n) . 1- ,j 


















j=l,2, .• ,n 
( 5) WT I .=0 
,j 







j=2, .. ,n 
CWT denotes the waiting time). 
For al I subsequent arrivals the fol lowing relationships describe the 





(7) IDT .. =TAT.-SMIN i=l,2, .. , j=l,2, .. ,n 
I j I 
and 
(8) WT .. =O · 
lj 





(I 0) WT .. =SMIN-T AT. 
I j I 
and 
(I I) IDT .. =O 
lj 
Figure 7. 2 contains a flowchart for simulating a multichannef queuing 
system. 
The variable M denotes the total number of arrivals, while N denotes 
the total number of service stations. 
In Box 10 of figure 7. 2 subroutine MINIM (see page C31 for a program) 
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7.4 AN APPLICATION OF THE MULTICHANNEL MODEL IN THE AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY. 
In the aircraft industry usually arises the problem of the 
opt.i mum number of c I erks that shou Id be p I aced in t·he company 1 s 
factory tool cribs. 
For one particular tool crib, the average time between arrivals of 
mechanics was found to be 35 seconds. Also, for this same crib the 
average serving time for the individual· mechanics 1-Jas found to be 
·50 seconds. 
We use A to stand for the average arrival rate, ~nd µ to stand for 
the average service rate over a fixed length of time~ If we select 
the average serving time as this fixed unit, it fol lows that: 
I 
35 
A =-1- = 
50 
mechanics arr1v1ng per second = I .43 mechanics 
average serving time per second 
arriving per average serving time, i.e. the ~verage time of arriva~s 
per 50 seconds is 1.43 mechanics. 
The average serving rate for 50~second time intervals is of course, 
µ=I. 
To find the average waiting time T (in average serving time units . w 
of 50 seconds) we use the fol lowing equations [15], 
(I) T = 
w 
po · ·)._ s 
s µ < s ! ) [I - < I s) ]2 · < µ) 
where P0= the probabi I ity that there are no units in the system at a 
particular time= 
= s-1 
E (A/~)n/n! + [(A/µ)s/[s!Cl-A/µs)]] 
n=O 












Table I below i I lustrates tha cal~u)ations made for two, three and 
four clerks. 
Since on the average one caller arrives every 35 seconds, in a working 























I • 3 
For this number of arrivals there would be required at the rate of 
50 seconds service for each a total of 
77o< 50) = 10.7 hours 
3600 
of service on the part of the clerks in one working day. 
So it is apparent that at least two clerks must exist to handle the 
tool crib. 
If there were two clerks furnishing 15 hours of service (working 
day= 7.5 hours), there would be 15-10.7 or 4.3 hours of idle time on 
the part of these clerki. 
But for two clerks we have seen (see above Table) that the expected 
waiting time for each mechanic is 52 seconds .. Hence for an expected 
number of 770 arrivals per day, the expected waiting time would be 












If we let 2 rand per hour represent the labour cost of clerks and 
5 rand per hour the cost of a mechanic, then the total cost would be 
64.10 rand. 
For three clerks the cost can be similarly computed. rt turns out 
to be 31 rand. However, for four clerks, the total cost rises to 
40 rand, and the cost continues to rise for ~ddittonal clerks. 
Hence the optimum number of clerks 'is three. 
Apparently this problem can be solved using simulation based on the 
flowchart of page 153. 




This subroutine simulates the multichannel queuing model, and given 
the labour cost of a clerk per hour and the cost per customer Cmechanic1 
this subroutine computes the total cost of the waiting time on the 
part of clerks and mechanics. 
Entry: 
MULCHA has one entry: 





is the total number of customers 
(mechanics). 















MS The user must set MS equal to a 
. 35 
number in the range [0,2 ). This 
number is used by the sub. EXPR 
which is contained into the sub-
routine MULCHA. 
is the mean arrival time. 
is the mean service time. 
PR I CCL is the labour cost of a clerk per 
hour. 
PRICME is the labour cost of a mechanic 
per hour. 
TCOST is the total labour cost on the 
part of clerks and mechanics. 
TvJT is the total ~aiting time in hours. 
TIDT is the total idle time in hours. 
COSTC is the total labour cost on the 
part of clerks. 
COS TM is the total labour cost on the 







Rea I • ( I NPUT) 
Real. (INPUT) 
Real. (INPUT) 
Rea I. (INPUT) 
Rea I • (OUTPUT) 
Rea I <OUTPUT) 
Rea I <OUTPUT) 
Rea I . (OUTPUT) 












Other subprograms required. 
I. Subroutine EXPR (page 123)which generates the arrival and service 
time. 
2. Subroutine MINIM. This is analogous to subroutine MAXIM (see 
page C30). 
MINIM finds the position of the minimum TT. 1 . over al I J, 1- ,j 
j=l,2, .. ,n. (page 15.1 re I at ion' 4) . 
For a coding of subroutine MULCHA see page C71,. 
Program MULCHAPROG (see page C56) cal Is subroutine MULCHA which outputs 
the total cost when the number of. clerks N equals to 2. We increase 
"<. 
N by I and again MULCHA is cal led to calculate the new total cost which 
is compared with the previous one. The iteration scheme stops when 
a total cost is greater than the previous one. 
Detai Is of the output of the program MULCHAPROG can be found on 
page C59. 
Th~ simulation results agree with the theoretical ones; ln fact when 
we use 3 clerks, the tofal cost is 31.943 rand which is less than 
53.649 or 38.864 where 2 or 4 clerks were used respectively. There-
fore, the optimum number of clerks is three. 
7.5 AN APPLICATION OF NORMAL DEVIATES. 
Problem: 
The length of I ife of 100 vacuum tubes contained in a digital computer 
is normally distributed with expected value equal to 180 days and 
standard deviation equal to 14 days. If al I the tubes are replaced 
at one time the cost of replacing them is $2 per tube. 













per tube plus the cost of computer down-time. On the average, the 
cost per tube for down-time is $50 during the day and $100 at night 
The probabi I ity of a failure during the day is 0.7 and the probabi I ity 
of a failure at night is 0.3. Use computer simulation to compare .the 
cost of the fol lowing two policies: (I) Replace the tubes individually 
as they fai I, and (2) replace al I 100 tubes every five months and 
replace the tubes that fai I during the interim period individually. 
Determine an optimum replacement pol icy for the firm. 
Figure 7.3 present a flow-chart which offers an answer to the first 
question of the above problem. 
In Box I initialization takes place. The total cost, COST, of re-
placing individual tubes is set equal to zero. Similarly FDAY and 
FNIGHT. FDAY is a storage location which wil I contain at the ehd of 
the computation, the number of tubes which failed during the day and 
FNIGHT the number of tubes failed at night. 
In Box 2 we genefate N normal deviates W(k) with given mean and 
standard deviation and assign these variates to each of the N tubes. 
These variates represent the length of I ife of N vacuum tubes. 
In Box 3 we sort them into ascending order. The decision Box 5 asks 
if W(k) is less or equal to TIME. 
TIME denotes the total simulation time of the experiment. 
If yes, a random number u is generated and it is compared with the 
probabi I ity P CP denotes the probabi I ity to have a failure during the 
day). If u<P, FDAY is increased by one and the cost is calculated, 
but if u~P then FNIGHT is increased by one and the COST CBox I) is 
computed. In either case, we ~o to Box 12 where a new normel variate 












of a particular tube. 
The counter k is increased by one - we examine a new tube - and the 
action is sent to Box 5 if k~N or to Box 16 if k>N. 
If now the answer is no CBox 5) we sort W( k) into ascending order 
(BOx 16) and we ask (Box 17) if W(I-) is less or equal to TIME. If 
yes, we go +o Box 6 and the whole process is repeated again, but if 
W(I) is greater than TIME, the process terminates. 
In the f(gure 7.3, DOWND represents the cost of computer down-time 
during the day and DOWNN the cost during the night. 
PRICE denotes the cost of an individual tube. 
Subroutine below puts in action the flowchart of figure 7.3. 
Subroutine Tube 
Entry: 
This subroutine has one entry: 
CALL TUBECN,TIME,EX,STDX,DOWND,DOWNN,P,PRICE,FDAY,FNlGHT,COST,MS) 
EX;STDX are the mean and standard deviation which are required by the 
.. 
subroutine RANDNR which is incorporated into sub. TUBE~RANDNR 
generates normal variates. (See page I 2 t). 
I 
The argument MS is required by the sub. RANDNR. 
The user must set MS equal to an arbitrary integer from the range · 
[0,235). 
The meaning of the other arguments have been previously explained. 
The output arguments of the sub. TUBE are, FDAY,FNIGHT, and COST. 
The arguments FDAY and FNIGHT are considered to be FORTRAN integers. 
Program TUBEPROG (see page C73)calculates first the total cost when 
the tubes are replaced individually as they fail. The total cost in 
this case is R26
1 












second case is computed, that is, when the tubes are replaced every 
5 months. This cost is found to be RI 070. Apparently the optimum 
rep I acement po I icy for the firm is, .to rep I ace a I I I 00 tubes every 
5 months and replace the tubes that fai I during the interim period 
individually. 
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IRAND generator was succesful ly tested with a wide variety 
of statistical tests and simulation problems. 
In chapter 2 was proved that IRAND is faster than the original 
Marsag Ii a-Maclaren generator. In chapter 3 both generators were 
subjected to a series of thirteen statistfcal tests. It was shown 
there that I RAND improves the randomness of the orig i na 1. generator. 
Chapters 4 and 5 were devoted in testing IRAND generator in some 
practical applications. 
The produced results were close enough to the theoretical ones. 
In chapter 6 generator tRAND was used as a base of generating some 
of the most known probability distributions, discrete and continuous. 
Two of these generators, the RANDNR and EXPR - they generate normal and 
exponential variates respectively where tested in chapter 7 in one 
Monte-Carlo problem the first and in two queuing models the second. 
The results were excel lent compared with the theoretical ones. 
Even in this chapter the effectiveness of the IRAND generator is proved, 
since the good performance of the above generators depends on the 
randomness of the IRAND generator which produces random numbers 
uniformly distributed in the range [0,1 ). 
Concluding we can say that generator IRAND has a high probabi I ity of 
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.SELECTED VALUES OF THE CHI-SQUARE DISTRIBUTION 
•,. 
p=99% p=95% p=75% p=50% p=25% p=5% p=I% 
v= I 0.00016 0.'00393 0.1015 0.4549 1.323 3.841 6.653 
\!= 2 0.00201 0.1026 0.5753 I .386 2. 773 5.991 9.210 
v= 3 0.1148 0.3518 I .213 2.366 4. I 08 7.815 I I . 34 
v= 4 0.2971 0.7107 I. 923 3.357 5,385 9.488 13.28 
v= 5 0.5543 I. 1455 2.675 4.351 6.626 11.07 15.09 
v= 6 0.8720 1.635 3.455 5.348 7.841 12.59 16.81 
v= 7 I .239 2.167 4.255 6.346 9.037 14.07 18.48 
v= 8 I .646 2.733 5.071 7.344 10.22 15.51 20.09 
.. 
v= 9 2.088 3.325 5.899 8.343 11 .39 16.92 21 .67 
v=IO 2.558 3.940 6.737 9.342 12.55 18.31 23.21 
v= I I 3.053 4.575 7.584 10.34· I 13.70 19.68 24.73 
v=l2 3.571 5.226 8.438 11.34 14.84 21.03 26.22 
v=l5 5.229 7.261 I I .04 14.34 18,25 25.00 30.58 
v=20 8.260 10.85 15.45 19.34 23.83 31 .41 37.57 
v=30 - 14.95 18.49 24.48 29.34 34.80 43.77 50.89 
v=50 29.71 34.76 i 42.94 49.33 56.33 67.50 76.15 
v=30 approximate I y v + 21vx + ;x2 - ~ p . p 














SELECTED VALUES OF THE DISTRfBUTION OF K AND K . n n 
The approximations for n > 30 are only conjectures which have not 
been proved, except when n = 00 
p=99% p=95% p=75% p=50% p=25% p=5% p=I% 
n= I 0.01000 0.05000 0.2500 0.5000 0.7500 0.9500 0.9900 
n= 2 0.01400 0.06749 0.2929 0.5176 0.7071 1.0980 1.2728 
n= 3 0.01699 0.07919 0.3112 0.5147 0.7539 I .1017 I .3589 
n= 4 0.01943 0.08789 0.3202 0.5110 0.7642 1.1304 1.3777 
n= 5 0.02152 0.09471 0.3249 0.5245 0.7674 I .1392 I .4024 
n= 6 0.02336 0.1002 0.3272 0.5319 0. 7703 I .1463 1.4144 
n= 7 0.02501 0.1048 0.3280 0.5364 o. 7755 I • 1537 I .4246 
n= 8 0.02650 0.1086 0.3280 0.5392 o. 7797 1.1586 I .4327 
n= 9 0.02786 0.1119 0.3274 0.5411 0.7825 1.1624 I .4388 
n= 10 0.029,12 0.1147 0.3297 0.5426 0.7845 I .1658 I .4440 
n= 11 0.03028 0.1172 0.3330 0.5439 0.7863 1.1688 I .4484 
n=l2 0.03137 0.1193 0.3357 0.5453 0.7880 I. 1714 I .4521 
n=l5 0.03424 0.1244 0.3412 0.5500 0.7926 1.1773 I .4606 
n=20 0.03807 0.1298 0.346J 0.5547 0.7975 I. 1839 I .4698 
n=30 0.04354 0.1351 , 0.3509 0.5605 0.8036 I. 1916 1.4801 
n>30 0.07080 0.1601 0.3793 0.5887 0.8326 1.2239 I .5174 














.SAMPLE RESULTS.OF THE.SPECTRAL TEST 
a m c2 c3 c4 
23 108 + 0.000017 0.00051 0.014 
,2 27 + 235 0.000002 0.00026 0.040 
3 218 + I 235 3. 14 0.000000002 0.000000003 
4 3141592653 235 0.27 0."13 0.11 
5 3141592221 1010 I ~35 0.06 4.67 
6 3141592421 1010 2.69 0.35 0.54 
7 3141592621 10 10 I .44 0.43 I . 91 
8 3141592821 1010 0.16 2.90 0.34 
9 3141592221 235 1.24 I .69 I . I I 
10 3141592621 235 3.02 0.17 I .25 
11 2718281821 235 2.59 1.15 I. 75 
12 223 + 212 + 5 235 0.015 2.78 0.066 
13 223 + 213 + 5 235 0.015 1.48 0.066 
14 i3 + 214 + 5 235 1.12 I .66 0.066 
15 222 + 2.13 + 5 235 0.75 0.30 0.066 
16 224 + 21,3 + 5 235 0.0008 2.92 0.066 
17 513 235\ 3.03 0;61 I .84 
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x l ~· 
SETP• 
A ti A I tJ 
[IJIJ I~; 
t_,, 1\1, .. o.x11 .ACC1=11ULTJPLIER. 
S i1 ,, I , ii L HJ , t1 L T N = A C C 1 • 
I. i1 A I , ~ I • X I 1 • AC C I = I NC I? EM DJT • 
'.> f, fl I , I I l C t·I fl • t I l CM A= AC C l • 
.J 31:\\J .RETURN. 
'.>X X l , ~~p, V XI -----·--- __ ----- _______ .. _ ---
Lf? , "'. U R I , l 2 7 • S [ T L U 0 P C O IJ f J T T 0 l 2 7 , 
1_x,xu ~.1,0 .t=n. 
I. 1\ I\ 1 • .t O , X. 1 1 , A C C 1 = X ( 0 l , 
t11 t.t,'1LTM ------ . .<ACC!•_ACC2J=llLTN*X<I)_, ___ ------------------
Df1 A!,JHCM ,(ACC!•ACC2J=MLTN*X(l)+INCN. 
tdlD !)?. , < O 3_77,_7]7_7_7_7_7771. ! /1C_C_3= < MLJ!.J_!XJI ).!J.NCtJ l_MOD_2!~3S,, __ _ 
C.f\ JIJ,V,XI .\f(I+ll=X<I+l), 
LA ___ A I , t. 3 ____ --------•A.CC l .=~_( I+ U .• --------···----··- ---····--·--~--
A X , X U X 1 , 1 • I = I + l • 
---- - - --- _ _.JG D _____ fl l_, AGAJJI _.5.T .. OP __ L_o_o_e...J!HEN __ l.2.a._.NOS_, __ GE tJE.R AT.ED_. ____ _ 
SA Al1tn1Xll .STORE X(127l IN lST PAR. Or CALL. 5EQ, 
----·---- _______ LX. __ )<.I 1S.1\.VX1 •--
J 2•Xl1 .R(TURN. 
·-- . .I llAr1n~---LA ··---~J .I •.O t)U.1_ ______ • ACCL'?.x.u L, ____________________ _ 
LA AS,fll ,f\CCS=X(IJ, 
. _________ r1 L ____ AJ •. :1LJ.i4 _•.(AC CJ.•. A CC 2-1-=1·1LT14~..X.Ll.l .• _ --· ---------------
DA A 1 , 1 ;JC N • ( AC C l • AC C 2 l =ML TN• X ( I l + I NC t.: • 
. ·----- .. AftD------A2 .•. (.0 3.7.7-7.7_7.J_7.7.77..7.l.--.• ACC~1= ( BL.TJ.L~X.LU.+.l.NCN.1MOD2-~ .. •.35-·---
. SA AJ,•Q1Xll .ACCJ:X(l+1J • 
. -- - ---··- ·---- --LA _____ A3..,.A5- .ACC3:X.(.l.)., ___________ .:_ __ . -----·----·----
SSL .1~3,28 .XlS=K WHERE K=ttJT,PART Y DEV.BY 2••28, 
·-------LA ---AO.,.'J.,.X..1-5----•-I RA NO ---F-U NC-T-l-ON--...VA.LUE.:.V..(.K.+.1 l ·• 
l.A A 1 '•O Ix l l • ACC l :X (I+ l). 
- --·· __ s A _______ fLJ ••. v .• .x.1s .• V.UC+.1J.~JLLI..+-l-l-· 
.J 2•Xll ,RETURN.· 
- - ---- ---- ----------- -----·----------------·----------
• 
;,(QJ RES O 
.. t1L TfJ. -------•---.------27-1-fl28-I S2-1---• 
JNCN + 0 
____ lJ'iCJJA ___ +__ 7.2.b 1.Q.6.7.265 __ , 
V RES 120 




' ______ ,) ____ ------------------·-
-------··------·------ ----------------------- -------
..... -·- ------------------- ---------·---·-.. --~ -- . - .... __ ·-- -- -
--- ----- ___ .. ______ ·--------------------------- - ----· 












Jl: DIMENSION JX(3Q000) 
n2: ~RITEC5ell) 
13: 11 F0Rf1AT( lHl, •OUTPUT FROM IRANO•/) 
oq: f1S:ll3 
1s: CALL PINAXIMS) 
J6: DO 1 I=t,30000 
J7: 1 IXII>=IRANDIMS) 
-1 0 : WR I TE I 5 • l 0 I I X < 3 0 0 0 0 ) 
~1! JO FORMAT(tQX,•THE LAST NUMBER GENERATED IS•tl121 
112: ENO 
OUTPUT FROM IRANo 
THE LAST NUMBER GENERATED IS 96228150'+0 


















WR t TE I 5 t 11 l 




DO 1 I=J ,30000 
IX(IJ=HRANDIHS,NTI 
WRJTEIStlOI IX130000) 
FORMATClOX,•THE LAST NUMBER GENERATED IS•;ll2l 
END 
---·~~ ·------- --·-------·---
OUTPUT FROM MRANO 
THE LAST NUMBER GENERATED IS 22668~7q579 
-----·----·-...._,-... . .,,.. -- ... - ·- ----


























7 fCH~AT!lHl,12X•'TEST1CFIRST TEST OF IRA~D> TESTS WHETHER 
lOUTPUT FROM'/l.SXt'RAND BEHAVES AS IF DRAWN FROM A UNIFORMLY 
2DISTl~UTED POPULATlON.'/13X,'RESULTS OBTAINED FROM EXECUTING 





11 FORMAT!lHlt'OUTPUT FROM IRANO•//) 





C RlAU TH!:. INPUT VALUES. ••NN•• IS THE-NUMBER CF RANDOt-! NU?-'.BERs-------~ 






IH. A 0 < a , 10 J N N , MS , N G - - --- - - • - - - -
10 FORMAT(4XrI4tI12tI2> 
MSTART=MS 





!3 UC l7I=ltNG 
'.4 17 LlI>=O 
!5 DC 20 K=ltNN-·· ·-·----·-·-------·- -- -· -- ----
:b J=lRANOtMS> 
---------
'.7 C INTEGER J IN THE RANGE Ot2••3S-1··1s CONVERTED· TO AN INTEGER 
.8 C BETW~EN l ANU NG. 
'.Y I=(J/t2•N8J)+l 
;o 20. LtI>=L<I>+l 
il K=O 
i2 C CALCULATION OF THE CHI SQUARE STATISTIC. 
;3 DO 30!=1,NG 
4 30 K=K+L<I>**2 
;5 v=K•NG 
b U=NN 
7 ----v=CV/UJ-U . - - .. - --------- - --·--- --- --·--- - ----- . --
8 VAR=CHIIVtNFt$75) 
'::! . -- ····- . . -- - - V AR= V A R * 1 0 0 
0 VAH=lOO.-VAR 
1 WRlT£(5,lfO> NTS.,NN.,NGtMSTARTtVtNFtVt.R ---- ---- ---- -- -· -··--
2 40 FOHMAT(8Xr'TEST'tlXtI3t'NO. IN•.1x.r4,•GROUPS'lx.r2.1ox,•sTART. 
3 - --lt\Utv.t:lER='!l2/8Xr 'CHI SGUARE' STATISTIC!:'iF13".3·,2x.-·oEG". -cF·-·rREEc=··-
4 21lXtllf•'J '/8Xr'STATISTIC SHOULD SE GREATER THAN THE ABOVE VALUE', 
5 --- .. -- --31x.Fa.2, 'PER-CENT CF-THE-TINE"•'/)'___ -·--,-
b GO TO 150 
7-- --- - -75 -· WRlTE<S ,ao·i .. - ------- --------------------- ---·- ----- -- -
8 . ~O FORMATClHlt'OVERFLOW IN CHI~> 
9 -- -150- -cor-:TINUE -----. -- ··-·------·----- --·---- - --- --------···--
0 END 











~---·--· -- - - ._ -- ~ 
0 UTT>-U-T-FTI 0 Pi-TRXN D 
_..:. __ S:5 ------·------ ~---··-
TE 5 T l rm • I r I l 0 0 G rm ups s s TA HT I NG I~ u MB ER= l l 1 I 
c1-11· SQUAl\E STATISTIC= 9.200· DEG~ oF FREEDOM= .. tt ) - -- - ·- . 
ST AT I ST IC SH 0 UL D 13 E GP.EATER TH A i·J THE AB 0 VE VALUE S.63PER CENT OF THE TINE, 
T E S T 2 i~ 0 • I tJ 1 0 0 G R 0 IJ P S 5 S T A k T I NG NU M t3 E R = l l 1 2 
-··c111 SQUARE· STATISTIC= 1.600 DEG. oF FREEDOM= tt) -··- - --·--- ------·--------· ---. --------
STATISTIC SHOllLD GE GREATER THAN THE ABOVE VALUE 80 0 88PER CENT Of THE TINE~ -----------· ------- - -· . - --- ·-
TEST 3N0 0 I~ lOOGROUPS 5 STARTJNGNUMBER= 1113 
-----.----cffl-SQUft.RE-5TA1 ISTlC=. -------- lf;60o--oEG•- oF "FREEOOf~= - -·'f) ------· 
STATISTIC S!iOULD BE GREATER THAN THE ABOVE VALUE 33.09PER CENT OF THE TINE, 
TEST 'fNO. JN lOOGROUPS 5 STARTINGNUH3ER= 2'f6813'f327 
-·-c H'I-sQ u AR F: s TAT I'S TI c-=- ----- --- -s.-3 oo. •1)£G. - of- FREED OM= -----q 1-· 
STATISTIC SHOULD BE GREATER THAN THE ABOVE VALUE 2S.79PER CEIJT OF THE TINE. 
·---------------------- -- - .. --------------------------------------------· 
TEST SNO. JN lOOGROUPS S STARTINGNUMBER= 2q68135790 
----------cH1--sQUARt: - STA l1 ST I:C= -- ---- . s .-sou--· DE_G. of-·fREED011= --- -i+r----------
STAT I ST IC SHOULD BE GREATER THAN THE ABOVE VALUE 21.lf6PER CENT OF THE TINE. 
·------ ------------------------·----
TEST 6NO. JN lJOOGRGUPS 50 STARTING~UMBER= 928 
-cffl -5;:jt; {,"RE-ST ATTSTTc·=· ··--·--rpr-;-soa ··-nEG ' - of. FREEDOM=---- "'fi:n-------- ·-------------------· 
5 TATIS Tl C SHOULD BE GREATER THAN THE ABOVE VALUE 6'i,lf0PEH CENT OF THE TINE. 
--------·---------- ---·-----· -----~ 
TEST 7!i0. JIJ IOOOGRQUPS SO STARTINGNUMBER= 929 
--CHI Sl.:.tU/1RE STATISTlc=--·----55;·600-- DE·G.-Of' FREEDuM=--"19) 
STATISTIC SHOULD 8E GREATER THAN THE ABOVE VALUE 2'f.02PER CENT OF THE TINE. 
TEST 8NO.· ItJ lOOOGRQUPS SO STARTitJGNUMBER= 930 
c H r-s·~ ij ;; r. E s r Ar 1 s n c·=------ 'i 6 .-1u-o-o E-6-;--or-v Rt nro11=·--tfcn -
STATISTIC SHOULD BE GR[ATER TliAN THE ABOVE VALUE S6.69PER CENT OF THE TINE, 
TEST 9NO. IN lDOOGROUPS SO STARTJNGNUMBER= 931 
u:n-s-t;-CfAT{ t-5 r A-T 1 s T 1 c·= s6-:-o-oo--n-Et-.-o rrRt E-o·o 11-=--'f 9 > 
S T t. T I S T I C S H 0 U L D 5 E G R E /, T E P. T Ii A !~ T rl E A B O V E V A LU E 2 2 , 8 9 P ER CENT OF THE TINE, 
TEST lCl.JO. It' J;JOOGROLlPS SG STARTINGrWMBER= 2'i6813'f325 
-------cH r-·sQUAllE · s·rAT·1 sr·re:=-----ss-;-300--0-E·G-:- ·or- FRttoo·r-1:-1f9 ,·---·-----------------------· 
STAT I ST IC SHOlJi..D FE GR[ATER THAM THE /\BOVE VALLIE 2'f 0 90PE.R CEIH OF THE TINE. 
--------------------~--------------------· 
/> 











---·ouTrur--rRow-·MR!d·JD·--.------·---C-6--- ---·---·--- ----- - -----·- - ----------- --.---
-- -· -·- ··- -·--- --·-------~------- _ ... __ --~- - --- --- ·------ -- ··----- ... - ... ------:---------- ------ ---- ·-- -·----·- ---- -
TEST lNO. 1r1 lOOGROLIPS 5 STARTiflGIJLIM3ER= 1111 
-------cH1--s~UARE STATISTIC=- --- - ----3, 100 DEG, oF FREEDOM=·-- - 'i)---- -------· --. -------
STATISTit SHOULD BE GREATEn THAN THE ABOVE VALUE 5q 0 12PER CENT OF THE TINE, 
--------·"·------ ·------·------·------- - -· - ·- - ---- --- ----------·-------
TEST 2NQ~ IN JOOGROUPS 5 STARTJNGNUMBER= 1112 
-------cHt"SQUARE STATIST'J"C= - - - 6.200 DEG. oF FREEDOM= - q1·---- ------------· -------
STATISTIC SHOULD BE GREATER THAN THE ABOVE VALUE 18 0 q7PER CENT OF THE TINE, 
- - - -- . - --- - . ---· -- ---- --- -·--------------------------
TEST 3NO. IN 108GROUPS 5 STARTJNGNUMBER= 1113 
------cHl SQUARE STATISTIC=----. ·- 1.100 DEG. oF FREEDOM=- . q,-- ----------------
STATISTIC SHOULD BE GRCATER THAN THE ABQVE VALUE 89,qJPER CENT OF THE TINE. 
·------- ------ ·-------- - --- - - ------ ------
lEST qr-JO. JfJ _lOOGROUPS 5 STARTINGtJUMGER= 2'i6813c+327 
--cHl .. SQUf~RE STf,TJSTlC=-----· - -1.100 DEG, oF FREEDOM= q,-... ·--·------- -------------------·---
STATISTIC SHOULD BE GREATER THAil THE ABOVE VALUE 79,07PER CENT OF THE TINE, 
·--------------~----- ----·-- ---- - - - - ---·- - -- ·-. - ----- ------ ------- --·---·-- --- ------------------------------
TEST SNO. JN !OOGROUPS 5 STARTJNGNUMBER= . 2q6&135790 
o:ri--s"QU"ARE .. STATISTrc=- ----- q-.300· DEG. oF fREEOON'=·--· ,..,---
STATISTIC SHOULD BE GREATE~ THAI~ THE ABOVE VALUE 36,69PER CENT Of THE TINE, 
·--------·------
TEST 6NO. IN lOOOGROUPS 50 STARTINGNUMBER= 928 
·cH1--s·QUARE-STATISTIC=·------· 57-;200· """DEG, oF FREEDON"=--··q91 -------------·-------------
STATISTIC SHOULD BE GR[ATER THAN THE ABOVE VALUE 19,69PER CENT OF THE TINE, 
TEST 7NO, IN lOOOGROUPS 50 STARTJNGNUMBER= 929 
-------ci=n-Si§lJARE--STATTSTTc=----s·o:-aoo-oE·G-;-oF "fRt:ED"OH=----q9·,-- ----
STAT !ST IC SHOULD BE GREATER THAN THE ABOVE VALUE q0.25PER CENT OF THE TINE. 
TEST 8NO. JN iOODGROUfS SO STARTINGNUHBER; 930 
--------,cin-s-w1J"A RE-ST'ATfSTTC = 3 9 ;-3ua-·· DEG-.-or-F~ EED1JW=---•r9·1 
STATISTIC SHOULD 6E GREATER THAN THE ABOVE VALUE B3.76PER CENT OF THE TINE, 
TEST 9NO~ I~ lOOQGROUPS 50 STARTJNGNUMBER= 931 
·-tm-s-Giu7fR"E-5TAI rs1Tc= 2s--;-ooa--D'E-"G-.-or--rR("ED"OM=--tt 91 --- ---
STAT IS T JC SHOULD EE GREATER THAN THE ABOVE VALUE 99,JlPER CENT OF THE TINE, 
TEST IGNO. JN JOOOGRQUPS 50 STARTINGNUMBER= 2q6813qJ25 
--------,C;:-,H...,.-.1-SQUXR-ES_T_AITS-T~ic= 63,J"Db--o·[-G-;--or·-rRt-[o·o-r{=---. q9·, -----------------------















3 5 ., 
n T :··1 E I J S I 0 : I L ( 6 If l 
REf10(R,5l MTEST 
r 0 r"1 f1 1\ T ( I 5 ) 
\IRITE<5•7l r!TEST 
C .."~ 




1 0 I J T PI IT FI~ n '1 • I l J X , • RAND A EH AVE 5 AS I F DRAW i'J FR 0 M A UN 1 F 0 RM LY 
2 D J r, T t fJ UTE 11 p 0 F' II LAT I 0 iJ • ' I l 3 X , • RESULTS 0 RT A I NED FI-~ 0 N EXEC UT I NG 
:1 T H I S T E S T • , I 'I ' ' T J i l E S A R E G I V E N ii EL 0 'II ~ • ) 
'ii r. T T E < 5 , 1 I l 
J n l 1 FORl1ATcIH11•0UTP\JT FROM MRANO•//) 
I J MJ=72!1l0/,7.2b5 
l? CALL SET~l271R?~i8211Nlt3ltf15926S3,Nll 
l :-i C THF T TEf? /1 TI OIJ $C:lEfl::: BEG I NS. 
1 '* n 0 1 5 n ;,ir s :: I • M T F. s T 
l '.l C RE AD THE I i JP tJT VALUES • • •· i·HJ U· I S THE NU M ii ER 0 F RAND 0 M N lJ M 8 ER S 
I 6 C I N TH F (; f~ O lJ P • • • i I Cs •H I S THE N lJ M 8 ER 0 F GR 0 lJ P $ , 
l 7 fff. J\ D < a , 1 (J l ti rl , 1.1 S , MS l • NG 
Jq 10 Fn~MATcqx,1q.21121J2) 
I 9 11STAtn=11 S 
? 11 C • • l·J f:' " it () E N 0 T F. S . THE NI Jt'iB E R 0 F D E G R E E S 0 F FR E ED 0 M • 
21 NF='.lr;-1 





N8 =r!B /~JG 
Of) 171=1,NG 
17 1.Cll=O 
no 20 K=l•tll-·l 
J = 11 H A !·J D ( I i S , M S I l 
c li-!TrGF~ .J ItJ THE IHNGE 0•2••:3S ... .l rs CONVERiED TO AN INTEGE~ 




c Cl\L(UL:\Tlf)N OF THE CHI snuARE STfl.TtsTtc. 





VAR= CH I I \I • ~J F • S 7 5 ) 
VJ\ R =I/ AR* ·1 n () 
Vfl'?::itoo.-V.l\R 
.• 1 1·rn I Tr.: ( 5 ' 11 f) ) rJ Ts • ~HJ • 1 l r, • M 5 TART ' v • r~ f • v /IR 
'f '• '+ 0 F ()I~ i 1 AT ( I) x ' • TE s T ' • l x • I 3 ' • N 0 • I ~J • ' 1 x • I q I • (:j R 0 ups • l x ' I 2 I l 0 x •• s T f\ RT I NG 
l'.1 1Nt1:1\1ER::tlt'-/9Xt•CHI SfllJJ\l~E STATtSTtC=••Fl3.3,zX,•DEG. OF FREEDOM=• 
lb 2•!Xtltf1•l 1/AX••STATISTIC SHOULD UE ~REATER THAN THE ABOVE VALUE'• 
17 .11X1FR.2,'PER CE!JT OF THE TINE,•/} 
1'3 GO To 150 
I? 75 UHITE!5•BOI 
·, '.J P, () F O R i1 A T < 1 t I 1 , ' 0 V E RF L 0 \'-! I N C H I • ) 











.'AO. T['.; T?. 
[)I '1E'l:i I 0·1 '!fl! 1 f, tJ. I,) 
~\!7 r, () ( n , S .) ~ J T 
S Fn~l'1\T(.f!',l 
"' 17 J T r:: < S • 3 ? l 
3 2 F 0 :-:' '111 T < l 11 I , ' () :n" tJ T F P 0 Ii I R MID ' I I l 
"i"?ITi;:<S•7l :n 
7 rn·~1l/1T(ll\•l?.)\,tTEST?. ISF:COJ\jf) TEST OF IR/1NDl TESTS ~'IHETHER 
,\iJ.J,\CEIH f'/\Irl'.:; rir•113:(,•i.itl~WERS GEi.lERATED By RAND BEHAVE AS 
?.·Til("\1,J;:;'l Dr:r1··1:: F~o;1 f\•/11X·'IHIIFOf~MLY PJSTRifiUTED POPULATION 
1 () F r 1\ I r~ s • I 1 .I x • • I' E s u L T s Ml T A I N [ D F R 0 M ' • I lf • ' E x E c lJ T I 0 N s . 0 F T H I s 
4 T F: S i A ii [ r, J V r: : I :-., F: L 0 :J • ' l 
!Jn 911TT=l1iJT 
C P E i\ D T l I f. Jr.I r lJ T V 1i L U E S • ..,. • i .J P i1H1r D E I l 0 T E S T H E N U M 3 E R 0 F P A I R S , 
. C .,, w· q G * • 0 E I l Cl T F. S T i I E rt IJ M R F.:f~ 0 F G R 0 U P 5 • 
'Ii;: f1 f) I fl • I P l NP , ~.l G , , il S 
10 F02i11iT!2J~,,Il2) 
IJ n I 5 I :: 1 , t.J r, 
D 0. 1 s .) = 1 I N G 
.JS Hf\!l,Jl=O 
C • ~ f J F • -.. n Er~ 0 TES T ll E . DEGREES 0 F FREE P 0 M • 
i1J F = i I G ,.. if ?. - l 
i-1 5 T I\ f~ T ::: M S 
C 1i L l P I M AX I 11 S ) 
MP.= 2 • • 3 'f 
flG=NO/i~G 
DO 20 K=I•:JP 
L = r r~ .I\ rlD 1 Ms 1 
J=IL/<2*MP.l 1+1 
LA=IHMJD(l!SI 
.J = ( L II I ( 2 ... rm ) ) + 1 
?.0 H1\(l,Jl=N1\(I,JJ+l 
C C/\LCUU1TE TllE CHI SQUARE STATISTIC. 
k=O 
0 n 3 n I = 1 ' I~ G 
0 0 3 O ,J = 1 , I J G 
30 K=~+MA(l,JJ••2 
V=K •i1G ... r~G 
U:tJP 
V:::IV/Ul-U 
VAR=CllI IV1NF1$7Sl• lOQ, 
VJ\R=lno.-VM? 
V~R=lOO.-VAR 
M C1 S (~ = r.1 G 111 • .?. 
~·! n I T E ( 5 • 't n ) I T ' ''I p • M G s Q • I 'I s T A R T • v • N F • v i1 P. 
qo FnRMAT112x.'TEsr•.?.x.I3,3x.1s.2x.•pt,JRS QF NIJMBERS IN'I't13X••GROU 
rs•1112x.•5TARTJNG NUMBER=••lX·It2//13Xt•CHI SQUARE STATISTIC='•F 
213.3•2X.'Dt=::GRF:E f)F FREEDOM=•.1s.•1.•13x.'"•STl\JISTIC SHOULD BE GREATE 
3 R TH /1 i~ Ti IE AD 0 VE VALUE ' • 1 X , F 8 • 2 • ' 0 F T I ME • ' I I ) . 
GO T·J 90 
75 ~RITE (5,Rol 













(11! St,ifJ/\f~C STilflSTlc_· lll.720 D[GREL OF FREEDOn=· ·1s> -c. --- ~ ··········)·-·· -·· 
STATISTIC SHOULD GE GREATE R THArJ TH[ ABOVE VALUE 22,780F TIME, ~u"""-4-'!\i\~42.."' 
--~----------------- ___________________________________________________________ ,. ___________ _ 
-ri:·s-c /:, ·-;rm:)-· r A-1 f\ s ·-cn:·- -no 1Tffrr:rs-·-rN---· 1 6-----GRti u- ·p s---- -. -------· · 
-----5 r1i-1n nn:;-rmH-BER =---------- --· ·---------------------------- - ·--
-----------------{ffi--sou .r.Jfl~ s TAT!s-rr C= . ·-a. 6W---15·r"Gl~fl~·- CfF -·r.-R"tE!5bi'1= --1-S ,---· 
STATISTIC SHOULCi GE GREATE r, THAfJ THE ABOVE VALUE 10,tt'tOf TIME, 
------------· ---- --·---------------
--·-·r-e:s·r- 7 2 oo-P):l-RS-OF-ffU i1B-E-RS--(N--n,-·-G R()"U-P 5 
------------------- -·- ----------------------· --·---·----------·-----------
- - ·- -- -- -· --·~-- - .. ·--~·--· -·- -- ------- ~- -~ ---- . ~-.~-- _....-~-----~ -- - ---- ·------·--·----~-,-------· 
--· -- - - - .. ---··- --- -· ------- ----- , _____ ,,____ --- .. --------· ----· - ---- -·' ----------·----------· ------ -·--- ----·-----· ----------
·----------- ... ------·-- -- ··-- ------ -- ·-··--·· -· ---- - ' ... -- - --- -·--·-- -·-- ---------------· ----------·- ------·---------------· - -----------· 
STARTING NUMBER= 31£tl592 
. - .... -- -·--·- ----·- --- --- ---------, ---- ---- ----------------------------· 
CHI SQUAR[ STATISTIC: 21.120 DEGREE OF FREEDOM= 15) 
-------- -sr-:, f I ST! c SHOULD RE G:~EATE R TH;..r~ THE ABOVE v .~LUE - . 86 .700F TI ME··.---------------------------·-·-··---
TEST a 2 !J :J r A Ir'. s D F Nu MB ER s I l-l 1 6 GROU PS 
ST A f~ T I i'l G NU~~ o ER= 12207031'+ 
Ciil SuiUi·RE STATISTIC: 9.920 OEGREE OF FREEDOM: 15) 
---·--·--ST/l.TJSTIC SHOULD p[ GREAT[ R THA"' THE ABOVE VALUE. 17.S30f Tl11E•--· - ---------------------------------·-
---- - ..... ~ .... - . - -- -- --- - --- - ~ -~---------------
TEST 9 2 0 0 0 PA I h: S 0 F I~ L' M 8 ER S 1 N 1 0 0 GROU PS 
STARTJt·JG ,JUHBER= 11 7 
CHI S~U~RE STATISTIC: 106.900 DEGREE OF FREEDOM= 99) 












TEST 10 2000 PArr~s OF IJUMBERS IN 100 GROU PS -~~"-'\ {. \ M LI_ e_JJ 
ST ART ING f\! U '13 E f\ = 1 3 l 
CHI S~UARE STATISTIC= toq.soo- DEGREE OF-FREEDOM= 99) 
------·-----srAT 1 s TI c 5 HOULi) --5 [ GRE A TE R THAW TH!:..~ AG OVE--v J\t:UE ·- 6 b. 680v-- TI ME-• _._ ______________________________________ ~_ - --------- -- -
TEST 1 1 2000 PAir~s OF IJUMSERS IN 100 GROU PS 
------'----------~--~--~---------------~--
STARTING NUMBER= 892Lt681 
·---· _,,,_ ____ -------
CHI SQUARE STATISTIC= 98.100 DEGREE OF FREEciOM= 99) 
ST7'1TSTl'C""-S110lJt:rr--sE---GRI:AT-C-f< ··r11A-r-l-THE"" ___ A'B'O-Vt-.. VALU£"-----·-qr~·-330v--TH1t:·-.-------------------------------
--------------------- --------------·-----------------· 
TEST 12 2000 P'AIRS OF NUMBERS IN 100 GROU PS 
---------------------~-·--~ ---~~---- -- ·---------~·-··---~------- -·----- . ·--~-------- -------
STARTING NUMBER= 1591917152 ------------- --- --~--~ ~--- - . --·~-- - . --- -·· ~··--· .... -. -~ . . --- ----------- ·---·-- .. ~ ~--
CHI SQUARE STATISTIC: 98.700 DEGREE OF FREEDOM= 99) 
-----·s-T ATT5TTC-SHDU[1J. c E -GR E fl TE'' R -TfHd-r-THE-·AsUVE ·v At:-V_E ______ sr~·ottOF ___ T t·n-e-; 
--------------------
-------------------------------------'-~- -~----------~------·-------------·-----~-------.,._ ______ _ 
____ ,, ____________________ _ 
------------------------- - ~·----- -~·-~------·._,. _____ ------- --------~----"·---.--~--~ ... ~, ~ ·-· 
-- -------------- ------------~··- -----
~-
-------~------











. . . -- . ---a._ ~ 0. 
OUTpuT FROM HRAND 
---~---··--~-~~-~~--------,.__- ··~-,·-- -~-- ·---~~ 
-- ----- -··- ·- --- ... _. ·- H: A IH! 2 ( 5 E c 0 rm T Es T 0 F R A N D ) T E 5 T s t'/H E THE R 
NU H BERS GE I~ ER ATE D BY RAND !1 EH AVE AS TH 0 UGH 
------ - u1nFORHLY DlSTRI!JUTEo POPULATIOH ..... OF PAIRS 
ADJACENT PAIRS -o'F·· ·-- ····--··· ,,--··· 
D R A 1 ~1 N F R 0 M A 
RESULTS ObTAINED FROM 12EXECUTIONS oF THIS TEST ARE GIVEN BELOW, 
--------------------·---TEST"". r··-·-- 60 PAif\S OF NUMRERS IN'" --··xi ---GROUPS 
--- ---·-·-.. -- --- ---·- ·-- ... ST ART I NG . NUtlB ER"= ---· ... - ....... -· . 1 9 - . -·-· - - . . .. -- -------- --- -·-· 
-----:-·----------~--cHr·s0u7'RE STAT"ISTJC::: ·------ -- 3.333·. DEGREE OF FREEDOM= "'""'""3) -·--------·-~-~-------~~-----------------------·---·-
STATISTIC SHOULD BE GREATE R THAN THE ABOVE VALUE 65,700F TIME, 
·------------------~-~------~----·----- -- ---- ---~~- _.,.,. -· ----- -~--- -------· - ·---------~-- ... 
- ~-------·-·· ... TEsr-- -· 2·· -·--- . 60 - p AIRS OF llUMBERS lN- q ·- GROU p5- _____ , .. - ----------:- ,.. ---·---------------·---------· -·-------~-----
-------------sr ART l HG. ·:nm BER;:-"'-·•••>-· --- ... ·---i 3--·· ---- -- - -------------~~-- ·---·----: 
--------------- "CHT" SQUARE. ST AT IS TIC:·- --'- ---- -- .• BOO , DEGREE. OF FREEDOM:--- --- Jr-------------. --~~--------~~--- ----·---------
ST AT l ST l C SHOULD P.E GREATE R TH/-.N. THE ABOVE VALUE 15,QSOF TIME. 
-----------~----- -----·--·--·- -------·-·--·--···--- -------··-·--~ ~ ----·--- ··--- ___ ,. _____ __ 
----rESI 3 60- -PKrR"s-·crr···nuMBE"R_S_ - I N--ir--GROU""P"S 
s ·r·i'--R ffl~ G--N UT~s E-R;;--··-· -~--- .. -r2 3 1rs- ·-:---· ------· -·-·-- ·- -. ---·------ -----· -----~-- --
---.--------.. ---c-i-n·--s-0-u-:~nE ·~TAT I sT n:;;. --.,.-·-·.,·~---.. ;·9"3,3"- . DEGREE ·-oF---FREEDOf·f=-----· 3·1-------·--------
STAT I ST i C SHOULD RE GREATE R THAI~ THE ABOVE VALUE 82.330F TIME, 
----rEST ________ Lf ____ .~-·· --60 ·-··r A"I RS ·or· ·nunBERS-TN-----q----·GRou-·p.s-·---·-·-· ------~-----· ·-----·-----·-----x-......... 
sfA-kTTffG-l"fiJffsE:"ff=~-·- ·- ·---5if32T2 __ _ ...... -·--------------"- ----- . --·---- -.~------- .- ---··---
--CRT ··s"(iff,fRE--s ·r AT rs rrc =----- ..... . -- -.- b 6 7-·--0 E GREE .. 0 F ""FR-CED 0 ;.,-::---· - ·3--,---··------------·------------
S TATIS Tl C SliOULO BE GREATE R THAN THE ABOVE VALUE ll,900F TIME. 
-~,.~- ~ .......... --·--·---·- ... _._ -~-.--------- -- ----~---- ~·-- -----~ ... --- . --- ....... - ------
- -TEs-r---5----·-· ;rnc-· ·--p A nrs-OF""NOl-\BEffs···-n~ ·- n,---·-G"ROU"-PS __ _ 
-sl"AliTYffcr--wurreE R=------ ·-·5----· ------· -··--------------~-- ·-· ------------· --------











Mt·; ...... " r~tiWe&d?kS@&&a •~1:~;%1. ~;; . .:·.;.;,)-'""::~.,,..,.,,:_,, ... ~.- <t""'-~: ~ ... ~ ''fttlSiflt"&ftM#t''i';;,1d; 1 o{,#2t;~l*Ft'-e !iaf:ti·1'M;e:\a(y,.~t:tr'.Sfj£-s;,,i,.;;~;s;«i"ielf1ivk 1t~Nti#W%9it*?t4W4rh-:fj;.f;:'.r#W@4i14hfitifte4 
. CH I S '-'" U {\f: I:: ST i, T 1 S l 1 C = 1 3 • 7 6 fJ Li LG F. Et 0 F FREEDOM= l 5 l . . . - --- .. - ... --
• STATISTIC SHOULD RE GREATE fl TH/IN THE AGOVE V1\LlJE 't5.e,20f Tl11E. ~<!:i.'IA.t-.'.vuA~ot..1 
~--------·--'-·-·------·-----~·· .,_ ·-·-···-- -··-----·""·--- ·-·-- --~-'·····--· ·------·--- .•. ,.,. ····------------~-------·--.-----~- .. ,.. -~-----------------------~-- .. -~------------------··· ----------- ~-----------
~-----------·---rcsT·---·z;·-------2-c10--·p A. r rrs·-·or-·NoHB ERs·-·1 rr·--ro ---GR ou ps-·--·----··----------
·:-sTA1':;-TTiTt---i:JlfH s tl"F,;·---------~- ----------·--
) 
--------·-------------cl1T·-5-c,-f(fi\RE"-stA'n-51rc;------·--16-;T61J--DcGREE:'"OF"'-FREEDOff=---r51----· 





5 TARTING NUMEER= 31'11592 
·----------- -----·---·--------··--· 
--------·--·--·---------------------------
CHI SQUARE STATISTIC= 20,320 DEGREE OF FREEDOM= 15) 
----~Tf.'T'1 s r1·-c-· 'SH 0 U1:1) GC. GR £"A' T-£·- R. TH Arr- THE , A [3 0 v E -v AL u E. .. - 13 11·;00 0 r-- TTn£.------·---'----------------------·--
~--------------·--------------·-.---------.,-···--··---·-- -·--------··--·----·---··· .. ·-·-----. .. ---------·----------------------------------------·-··-·--------
TEST B 200 PAIRS -OF 14UMBERS IN 16 GROU PS 
• S T A R T I r~ G NU f·'. S ER = l220703l't __________________________ ,, _____________ ·-·-·------- -·---· - ·------·---·----·---------·--------- -·------------------·--------·------------------·---·--· 
CHI SQUARE STATISTIC= 19.520 DEGREE OF FREEDOM= 15) 
'ST71 nsT1r· sriuuto·- B'E'-GRE A. TE' R ... THAH" THE-- ABO\/£. VALUE _____ .. :so. S90r' T1MC: ·-·-·------- --------------------~-·----
----------·------·---------------------------·· ---···------------·-···- --------·---------------------·---·----
TEST 9 2ooa PAIRS OF NUMBERS IN 100 GROU PS r. ______ ..,, _________ ,,... _____ ,,, __ ~·-">·--· .. ----... ._. ____________ ... -. .. ·---·""-- ·----~··-··-·------, ________________________________ _...;. ______ _ 











___________ :_:..:..::.:::~~::...::-.:::::-::._-:::..::...~- --==--==:... .. ----- - --·- ---- -·-::::-.::: .. :· __ :.::...:..::-:=::..:.==--_:._::-_--:_-:-..:= .. ~~-6~~-~):=:..:= --==-==.::-::::-.=-:-
CHI SC..•UARE STATISTIC= 86.500 DEGREE Of FREEDOM= . 991 
-5Ti\TTSTTC- SHOULD- r-E· GREi1TF. R Tl!All THE-A.f30VE" VALUE • 18.920F TIME;----------_----------------------
______________________________ ._ .. _____ --·----·------- .... -- -· ---- ..... ... ----- -..------· - -- .. -------------·-.. ------·--·-· ---
TEST 10 2000 PAJRS OF NUMRERS IN 100 GROU PS 
.. - . -- ·- - - - - -·- ·-.. - - ------- - ,._ ----- - - - -- -- ----·- ----·· ----------- --.. --- --- ------- - ~ - -
S T A R T I I~ G NU f-16 E R = l 3 1 
CHI S~UARE STATISTIC: 67.300 DEGREE OF FREEDOM= 991 
---- --STATTSTIC SfiOULu" BE GREATE R TllAN THE fd::lOVE VALUE -- ,620f TIME.-----:---------------· ·----- --·------- --- ' 
-------- ----------
TEST 1 1 2000 PAJi<S OF NUllRERS IN 100 GROU PS - -------------- ---------------------
STARTING r-:urrnER= B92't681 ------------- . ---- ---- ------ --
CHI SQUARE STATISTIC: 109.JOO DEGREE OF FREEDOM= 991 
-----·s·n~Tf~)"'y· rc-·sH OULD - p,E -GREi~ TE R TH ,,,r THE-ABOVE°" V"A"lU_E ___ 7 7: q 90f-T rME. ---
TES r 1 2 2000 PAIRS Of NUH~ERS IN 100 GROU PS 
ST ART I NG r JU I' fl ER= 1591917152 
CHI SG.-UA~E. STATISTIC= lO't.100 uEGREE OF FREEDOM= 991 












G 0 I r • l , , ' 1\ 0 , T [ '~ T 'f 
OI'.1f11i';JON r~X<Jsl 
/ c i~11Mr; TEST :JF r~sEllOO-!?J' 'li)(J;1 GFNEf?/\ TOR I r<11!1D. I IJ E/\CH Trs1 :JANY 
:~ c [1;·lJ.t\I. 1.Efl<JTHfl) sU:tJE~lcf<; OF !JLJ11BFRS 'd:f~E GENERATE!J. TriE MUMflER OF 
'f l. L /\ P. ':i F P IJ H S ( U P .I\ r J 11 () O • ,; J I I N F.: I\ CH G R 0 IJ P \• /', S C 0 M P U T [ D , t.i.JD T rl t: 
r·, C TOT/\L Fnk ALL Gi\0'JPS \•l\S C0~1PARED l'llTH THE TOT/\L ON[ '"OiJLD 







F n ~ i·l . \ T ( l H I , '0 IJ T PUT F H 0 !'1 I RAND•)'/ ) 
rn: l\l• ( n , ·1 1 i 1 
F I) '< 11 ;\ r ( I ~; ) 





I . ~ 
Fn•itl1\T(8X.•c<P iWti 0F RUi'JS'12X1•ACTU/\L NUM OF RUNS'12X•'Pf-\0f3'1 





f?FAD (fl. 1 t1 I ;Jc:, t LG I MS 
r () rn I ,, T { 2 I s I I l 2 ) 
C l\ L L F' I I~ I\ X ( ! 1 S l 
~~fl'l=(LG+l 1/2 
tJCOU;n:n 
l'> DO l(JO I:},IH:i . 
/fl C GrlJFR/\TIOtJ OF A GROIJP OF LG CONSECUTIVF. NUMBERS• 
71 DO lS J=l1LG 
? :• 1 S t I X. C J l = I R A N 11 I M S l 
:> .1 Nll=O 
;'I! [j I): 0 
?~ J=O 
;> (, 2 fl J = J + I . .. 
/'7 yr(tlX(Jl.LT.HXc .. 1+111 Go TO 25 




') ') _, ' 
22 
I F C l'l U • E Q , n l <i 0 . T O 3 11 
IF I NU.GE.MI fJ l r, 0 Tu 1t 0 
i·.lll=O 
IF!J.LT,CLG-ll> GO TO 20 
:l 'I G 0 TO l 0 0 











1r<No.EQ.01 Go TQ JS 
r F' c r~ D • GE • 1•1 I M > r, o r o 11 o 
.1m==O 
liil .To 2''* 
IF<J.LT.ILr,-ll l Gn TO 20 
q2 GO To 2a 
q3 35 If(J.LT.<LG-ll l GO TO 20 
'f 'f GO TU 22 
't'j c I1JCPEi1ElH OF HCOUiH nv DIJ[. IJCOUNT cO~lTAINS THE TOTAL NUMOF.:R 
'+A C Oi- r1UtJS Gr.:Et,TEf? TH/\iJ Of? E~}UAL TO LG/2, 
•t 7 LI J IJCOU!l T dJC OUN T + 1 
11 n 1 on CMJT PJIJE 
I{ 9 c c ()Mp u T ll. T I CHJ 0 F Tm: f' I? 0 DI\ B I L I Ty p::: 2"" ( LG. ( i'i I N + 1 ) ... ( M r rh>. 2 + f1 I N - I ) l 
' ' 
r; n C D E V I D F-' i1 fl Y I M l H + 2 l ! 
~; l u::t1cn1J1JT 
c;? ;! =1·! G 
SJ J=l 
i<=l1l1J+2 
C C /IL! ll L 1\ T I n N 0 F C fl I iJ + :) l ! 

















I 1 :: ,J==-l*I . 
P=2*1l.Ci•l!1Irt+11-<Mlrl•~?.+MIN-l l l 
\I= J 
Pdl /I/ 
C "'e PL Cl"' IS TH[ f'fMn111Hl.ITY UF OfJT/lll~INr, RUNS F.:01.Jl\L OR Lt55 TO NC!"lUIH. 
;:> I. = B I t.J ( ~.J C Cl tJ !l l t r J (j , P l ii> J i) 0 • 
C H V ~ ~· fl E ''! 0 H~ S T 1-J C f. X P [CT F. [) i·l lJ M ~ER 0 F R ll MS 
""" r "'"·' 
"~ R I Ti:" ( 5 I 1 3 5 ) v ' ii c I) I J?l T • p L 
135 rnRMAT(l2X,F6.1.11x.1s.9x,FR.~l 
2~JG . cqrJT I [JUE 
F. 1·1 D 














1 /, (, • 7 
I f, (, • 7 
_166.7_ .. _ 
1 s r; 
1 r, U 




l If 0 If 7 1 7 
-· ----· 6.2551 ___ ----- -----' 
56.9(138 
_____ .Jn. 1? Jo____________ _ __ _ 
SJ.1~;01> 
67.l71'1 _______ --· ----· 
166.7 ISA 2J,92'fl 
166. 7 l 59 - . -----· 2'f. 8287 _ ---- -- ------- ---- -- . 
16~.7 17n 6'f.l9'fS 
161,.7 ISi., .. ______ lt,.7J9'1 _ ----. ------- -
Jt.6.7 162 3'f.6316 
1 6 (, • 7 1 'I 7 . - :~ • 'f S I) Fl - - - . -
I (, {, , 7 I 6 (] 2'7 • 9 2 6 7 
__ ----·. _ 1so.n ______ -------·· 161 -------- B 11.s110 ____ _ 
150.0 157 7tt.b72~ 
_______ 1 sn.n __ ------- 17.1- ---- ____ 9f:. 1292------· .. 
1so.o 1~9 17.6213 
_ ---· J sn. n- ---·----1r.o.----;-si.1660----- --------- . -- - - ----- .... --
1 so. n lS'f As,'fe7? 
. -- ---- 1 s n. n-- -- -------1 3 ?-------- I 1. '' 2 1 J ----- -.... - . _ ,.. -
l S Q o () l 5 'f 6 5 0 If [l 7 9 
l :-.o. 0-· --156. ---- 7 1. 7~-; 7 1L----------· - --
1 so. n l'fA 37.P29'f 
---- - ----·150.0-------·---1 '17---------'f I. ?.389-------- --· - --- -- ---
1 Sn.~ l~S J'f,5121 
------1-50,-0 1-J9 -17. f.?.13---------
36. 9 31 lA.5338 
-----36,-Q 37 !'.i.'h 9268 
36,9 )/, 'f7.3?.7'f 
36·.. ?·'+ 1-.-995 7------
36, 9 Ji 18,SJJH 
-------~. 6.-9 'f :3 A 6-,-2 6 6-'l----
36,9 28 · !Ll9'iS 
---------:3-b-.-9--------5--2------9 9.-5J-0 11-------~-------
36. Y q6 9'-l,'-1002 
----------~- 6-.-9 ·?. -fl-2-.-29-7-:1----------------
36.9 qo 12,q2q2 
----------d-b--. '13 --fl. 6-.-2" 6-'1-----
36. 9 3'-1 3q~s202 
·-----------------------.. ------
- --------------------
---------------·- -----·----- -- -----
___ , _____ ,,.. ___ ------ ~- --- ~ ~ 
---------











E x P r ' u : 1 o r f: 1 J ' 1 s 11 c T t 1 1\ L · 1 • 1 , 1 o F r: u 'J s r P o n 
li16.7 
l l,IJ. 7 
I 11 I • 7 
lf,A.7 
11, 1, • ' 
l 1. 1, • 7 
1 '.i /, •. , 
166.7 
I ,) {, • 7 
l (', 6. 7 
1 /, 6 • 7 
I 6 IJ. 7 
I I:, 1, , 7 
l SJ. J 
1 '". n 
I Su. :J 
t :.n. o 
15J,O 





______ l 5 0 • :L _. 
150.:1 
.. - .- -- -
Ir;, I 
l 7 l 
167 
l "7 ,. 
• l 
I 6 fl 
1 I •) 
) ·-
I r -1 
) ' 
1 ;, !l 
t 1 n 
l 6 11 
l 611 
173 
l A ~ 
l 'l 2 
I 't 'I 
l:; 2 
1 {, 't 
.1 'Ll 
l 'I l 
- 1 '11 
1 5 l 
152 
157 
1 'I J 
l 4 l 
_ _ __ l S 0 • D - _ l !. 1 
36,9 q7 
.. - __ - - . J 6 e 9 -- . -- - --- _ -- 3 1t 
J6,9 32 








.1 ii - --
4 ') 







7?. r;? n 1, 
St,. 9D38 
3 If • 6 3 l /, 
19.2252 
s1,.?n.v1 
9 n. s 2 9 11 
'I I • H ~' 7 2 
Lf 1. H57_2 
. 7 'I • I r) 'l 't 
3 'I. 6 3 1 6 
25,3;_;7;l 
31.30'/fl 
s n. 7 1, 1 1 
90.n'fS'+ 
'{ 'I , 7 1 S 9 - -
22.5793 
2 2. S7 9 J_ - -
55. 2fl I./ I 
58.7611 
7 'I • 6 7 2?. 
'1 11, 7 I 5 9 -
?.-2. s 7 9 3 
_8 11, S770 
96.D.163 
3 11. s 2 n 2_ 
23,2A26 




6 0. 111? 6 
72,'t21./2 


















") "') 3 17 <. 
J S\10 J :rn 
't s (J 0 .?- 39 
s soo 3 11n 
A soo 3 If I 
7 sen 3 J 7 7 il 
" sno 3 I 7 J '1.1?. J " 
9 '.""·on .'.\ 1711-1,t,~:,ss 
I n snn 3 ~ fi 7 (, ~. 1+ 3 /. I 2 
I 1 500 3 1 cin.nnnn:in~1f"J 
I 2 sno 1 t oounco:rr:if') t 
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K 0 P. DER= K 0 Rf) ER• ~1 
IFIK.EQ.ll GO TO 3 
GO To 2 














c THIS SUl'IRouTINF: SORTS /\ SET OF REAL NUMBERS IN To ASCHEMOING ORDER. 
C••••••••••w•••••••~•***************••****************~***********~***** 
C A IS THf'. ARRAY OF Tl-ff. REAL NIJMBERS TO BE SORTED•<IMPUT ANf') OUTPUT), 
C N IS THE SIZF. OF THE ARRAY A, I INPUT> 
SIJBROUTINE SO'?Tr~L(''J•Al 
fl I '-1 E N S I 0 N A I N l 
I= 1 
Kd~-1 
S ,J =I+ l 




2 co:H 1 ~1uE 
IF<J.EQ.N) GO TO 3 
,J:J+1 
GO To 6 
3 rr<I.EO.K) GO To If. 
I = 1 + I 
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C••••••••*~~••*••••*•*•******************************************•*•**** 
c MIS!\ PllSITll/F. I~JT'::(j[F~ Of? n:rrn.<INPUTI 
c i~ Is A ros1Tivi:: tr~Tr::GER OR ZERO.(!tJpUT) 
C THE RF:TUR 1 1rD VALUF:: Ef')UALS TO <M,Nl 
F u 11 c T I o t J I s T I R < , i , r~ I 
r s1m=1 
Ir CI~. SO. 0 l c;o T () 3 
IF<M.EO.Ol GO T n 5 
Il="fl!~E:0.ll GO Tn 6 
IF<M.LT.N) GO TO 7 
I F C fi • E Q • iJ > GO TO 8 
r,o To q 




R F.Tll~ f·I 
s IST1R=O 
RETUP.!l 
6 I ST I:\= 1 









I SU fl: I SUM+L 
K =I<+ l 
JFCK.GT.Nl GO TO 11 
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11 Ir:>IV:(-ll••M 
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I ST I r~ = I SU!~ I I D I 'J 
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/\(I• I+~l=n. 
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C L = I ~ fW D ! I I l l S T H E V ,\ L U [ 0 F '~ F A C T 0 H I AL • 
r II iJC T J 0 tJ IPR 0 () I t,l l 
2 
3 
I F ! I l • F. Q • 1 • 0 l\ • i: • E Q • 0 l G D T 0 Lf 
IF '\Of): 1 
J = 1 
I = I + l 
IFll->Jl 2•2•3 
trROn:IPROD*l 
GO T 0 1 
co:n1~1uE 
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}'. I r l = I 
C();!T I i'1l!E 
i ~ '; = '.. !:'. s 11 :~ b 7 fl Ll 
;:=;?C!Qf}IJ 
r~,1111 1 =::i 
1c;~Ji'2=1 
r: I!• J t: T = I 
c ~ ! } : :"'{ n l 1 T I : I F s Ht I r F I . s !·i u F F L [ s T 11 E D E c K 0 F T h 1 R T E. E N c A R 0 s 
C1,t_l. SHllrFL!X•ll•MSl 
Lf I\= 1 
;J = l 
r: : li: s ~. ~ : r: r T ~ r : r, p E c 1,1 () c c u F? [ f) 
J l l 7 : . I J r ( x ( l l • E ri • !'. ) () n T 0 .) 
~i 1 ~ ri : 
~ l? 1 : 
c1;:-.?: 
G!?3: 
·r1 ~ / 1-i : 
:~1 ?r;: 
<JI?I,: 
f;' ? 7: 
f J 1 .., !1 : 
;J l ."i I ! 
0 l Cl? : 
r =:·;+I 
I = t + 1 
t F ( I • G T • t.J l G 0 T 0 2 
(i () T 0 I 
c I I! (' ;: E /\ '.-1 E T ii [ r J ll n b E I~ 0 F s u <: c E s s [ s 0 F p L A y E R B B y 0 N E ' 
2 I SU' i ~ = I 5 \J t·1? + l 
GO TO l~» 
C 1 : I ( RE /1 '=',;:.: T H i-: i•J I J ~: t) ER 0 F SUCCESSES 0 F PLAY E. R A BY 0 NE , 
3 l51Ji11=1Stl111+1 
l r, I~ 0 I I H T = K ("\ ll r lT + 1 
IF<~OUNT.~T.Ml GO TO 5 
c I\ LL r F:I~ n l IT ( x ' f·J • 115 ) 
C. 0 TO '+ 
C C ,U. C U L P. T [ T 11 r: P R 0 l3 A P I L t T Y P fl A N D P B • 
U l 1 .1 : S PA=:~. 0 /\ T ! I <:, U '.·l 1 l IF l 0 1'\ T ( ti ) 
t 1 1 < :r : 
L• J ·~Ci; 
~! l 1 {, : 
f'. l 3 7: 
P ~':: r- l n 1\ T I J S :J: 1 2 l IF LU A i I : ! l 
·'?JT[l~••lOI PA,PR 
F () ~ r; ,\ T I 1 1 X , ' f' R 0 GA p. I L I TY T fl E GA MC T 0 tl E 1'J 0 N Ll Y A= • ' F 7 , 4 I 1 0 X , ' PR 0 BA 
JRILTTY THE GAME TO BE ~ON av B='·F?.q) 
c !j ') 
10 1 ''"' TH I S Fl Jt IC T I 0 N F I ;.JD 5 THE C 0 t1 !J I MAT I 0 NS K TH I NG S TAKEN FR 0 M tJ 0 BJ EC TS • 
. ········~·-······························~········-~~···~············· 
. N 15 A POSITIVE T~TE~ER !INPUT} 
K I s A p (is I T I v [ I tl TE G FR ( I rw lJ T I 
FU'ICTIOM JCOM~(:l,Kl 














C COlJPOiJ COLLCCTORS T[~;T. 
I f·I T E r, F. r. () , R • 5 • 0 i , T M I r J l • C> , T , T 1 , C 0 lJ N T ( 1 0 0 l , 0 C C \J R S ( 1 0 0 l 
P.F./\D(R,lll tlrJ 
l 1 F 0 rm I\ T ( I 3 ) 
1·1 R I T r.: ( 5 I s 0 2 l 
SD?. FORii1\T!lH1,•ourplJT FROM IRAND•///) 
D 0 1 0 0 0 lJT E $ T,,; 1 • rm 
RE~Dca.101 N.D.T,MS 






C I i•J I T I i\ L I Z E 
S=O 
no 1 R=l.Tl 
cnUNT(Rl=O 
C/\LL Pir·JAXtMS> 
C SET Q,R EQUAL TO 1. · 
100 0= 1 
R=l 
DO 2 K=l,D 
2 OCCUHS(Kl=D 
3 R=~+J 
C G F. tl E iH TE 1\ P Ar JD 011 M lJ M 3 ER U UM I F 0 RM LY D I ST R I BUTE D BETWEEN 0 AND 1 • 
U=l~AND!H5l/(2.e*351 
C THE Ri\iJr101·1 NU11f\ER UIS CONVERTED INTO AN INTEGER BEHJEEN 
IF!OCCllRS<Ll•~JE.01 GO TO 3 
C IS THE SET C~NPLETE 
O.C CUR 5 ( L > = 1 
• Q ::)+ 1 
IFtQ.GT.Dl Gn Tn q 
r,o T 0 3 
q IF<R.GE.Tll G~ TO 5 
C R E C 0 R f) T 11 F.: L [ f~ G T 11 • 
coUNTtR>=COUNTtRl+l 
GO Tb h 
S CO.UIH!Tl l=COU~JT(TJ l+l 
6 S:S+1 
c HAVE 1-J LENGTliS FOLl°:.10. 
IFIS.LT.WJ GO TO ·100 
C COMPUTE CirI-SQIJl\RC STATISTIC._ 
NF=T-0+1 
DO 200 l=DI •Tl 
200 CO'JNT <I -1 l :COUi!T (I l 
DO 300 I:O,T 
300 CQ(JNT (I l =COUf~T (I),,_ "'2 
THTl'll=T-I 
D 0 '+ 0 0 R = D , TM I !1J 1 
V=FLOATIN~)/n••R. 
IJ=V·•ISTIRIR-l •0-1 l 
·'!Ou C0lHlT (RI =CQUIJT (RI /V 
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'/10. Tt:'.> T.'~ 
c '( o L • 1 o (,I);: ·1 '' - --:; ·; r -:-: 11 n r T ~ s T • 
c T•!IS Trc;T ff.!\i·1l'il: 0~ T'Ir: r-rn:1f1,)f;HESS OF n:E r~AMDSUl12 SlJbROUT!NE 
c (f)J·ISl!)~l"J!l(j T:tr :u.:11~1:·, qq·.1r:.r:r?S l\S RF.AL H~Jii0Ei<S uET'iJEEN 0 1'\'tW 1 • 
. I ilT r~ (, c~ : J r, T :i j~ T ( ~ ! l ) 
f·: [ 1\ L r: P L lJ S " ( ? '."I ) , ''. :1 I ' I i l ! 2 'l l , X X I 9 l , Y Y ( q l 
'..I I ; : t~ I JS I (l I J Y ! l n D !l I , •'."! ( l fl L1 () l , ~ 1 I l 0 0 ll l • R ( 2 0 l • R 1 ( 2 0 l • R K S ( 2 l 
!) I t ! [ r • S I 0 ~ J Y [ I ? ;-1 I , Y F. l ! ? (] I 
C Dt\TA Fn? SllPi?(1!'TI!1F. IilTF.F?. , . 
o 11, r ·"- c xx 1 I > , I ~ 1 , ti > / • o?. · • • n 6 6 1 •• 1 s 5 7 • • 3 7 '+ 6 , • S·B if •• 827s1 
D 1\T A ( X X ! I I , I = 7 , 9 I I I • 2 l 3 5 , l • S l 1 l • 2 • I 
Dt\TI\ (YY(I) ,I=l.9)/99.921?9 •• 9S.•7S •• so •• 2s •• s •• 1 ••• ono3/ 
S!.?:';l;~T ( l '.10fl. I 
S f< l = S 'J n T ( :~ u • I 
·.~; i'\ I T E I 5 • l 3 l 
1 3 F OF' '1 AT ( 1111 • '0 · ti T P U T F R 0 11 I R A i~ D ' / / ) 
.Dr) isn HTEST=l•20 
R E 1\ ') ( 8 , 1 0 ) ;•1 S 
10 FOR~AT(Il21 
c S[EO FCIP TflE r;r:;.1cr~,\TOR IRAND. 
;~ s T I\ R T ( rn [ s T l = : 1 s 
C/\LL f' I MAX ( ;iS l 
c HIIS [)0 Loop (i[iJ[RATF.S iono UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED NUMBERS BEh1EEN 0.1 
Dil llI:::l•lnlO 
11 X<Il=JRA~JD.!"!5l/(2.ll<*3Sl 
C THE NUllflERS ARE S02TCD IN ASCEND I MG 0RDEr~, 
CALL SORTRL(lC881>:l 
C C /1 L C U L /\ T I 0 :·J 0 F T 11 E + :< l 0 0 0 , -1< 1 0 0 O S T A T I S T I C • 
Uo 12 J=l.IrJ80 
1 2 
Q(Jl=(FLOAT(Jl/1000.J-X(Jl 




1 7 R ''1 f1 X 1 =A f'1 J\ X 1 ! R tl AX I , Q ( J + l l ) 
R11AX2=AMAX1 (RMAX?,,Ql (J+l l I 
J=J+l 
lF(J.[p.lonoi GO TO lo 
Gu TO l 7 
18 co:-.ITINUE 
KPLUSH(NTESTl=SP•RMl\Xl 
K M I r HI ( rn Es T I = s R •Ill 1 A x 2 
1 5 0 CO :H I tW E 
C WE IillTERPOL.l\TE THE K0L-Sr1IRtJOV TAGLE TO FIND THE PERCENTAGE OF TI11E T 
C THE STATISTIC +KlOOO OR -KlOOO IS GREATEH THAN THE KS STATISTIC, 
CALL I~T[RCXX1YY,KPLUSN,YE•9•20•$5,%6I 
CALL INTER<XX1YY1KMINN•YE1•9•20•$5,56l 
GO TO 20 . . 
S ~RITE(S,9All 
981 FORl1AT!lX,•t:RR[!R. INPUT VALUE X LESS THAN SMALLEST X ON ClJRVE•l 
~o ro.20 
6 ~RITEcs.9821 
9 8 2 F o R r1 1\T I 1 X , ' E R 11 0 R • I ;.JP U T V A L lJ E I S L A R G ER TH A N L A R G E S T X 0 N C U RV E ' I 
20 CO!Hlt~lJE 
WRITEcS,19) 
l 9 FOR r1 AT ( 1 X , • 5 TAR JI ~I G NU i1 ~ER ' , S X , •KP L LIS r~ ST AT I ST IC • , l 0 X , 'PR 0 BAB IL I T 
lY THAT STl\TJSTIC 8[ GREATER THAN KPLUSN VALUE•//) 











'.i r~ T TE ( 5 • ?. ?. ) ( r ! s T J\ r~ T ( I ) • :-( p Lu s l~ ( I ) • y E ( I l • I= l • 2 0 l 
22 FOPMAT( 1~.r1?.17XoFlJ.6•~0X•Fl0.31) 
v~ f~ T T E t 5 , 'f 2 l 
11 2 f 0:? :i 1' T ( 1 x • ' s TA r~ T I r·J G fJ u f·1 n F: R ' • 5 x •• KM I N 1~ s TAT 1 s T r c ' • l 0 x •• p R 0 8 A 8 I L I Ty 
I Tfl1\T '.:>TATio:;TIC f1E GREATER THAN KMIIJN VALUE'//) 
'!1 R I T E t 5 , b :l l ( M 5 T /1 R T ( ! l • !( f 1 I N N I I ) , Y E l ( J ) • I = 1 • 2 0 l 
6 3 FOR!·~ 1\ T < 1 X , I I 2 • I 0 X , F l 0,. 6 , 2 0 X , F 1 0 • 3 l 
C PHOCEDUi?E TO FJf.lf.l TllF. KS STAT .. ISTIC QF THE VALUES +Kl00.0,-KlOOO. 
c f1LI. snRTRL ( 20. KPLUSJ-l) 
2 1 
113 
.. - lj 't 
CALL sriRTRL ( 20 d~n INN I 
DO ?.I I=l.~D 
(J < I l = t FL 0 11 T < I l I?. r. • ·-· 1 • +EXP ( - ?. • •I< PI~ US! l < I l • • 2 l l 
0 1 ( I l = ( 1 • - r: X P I .- 2 • '* K.r L U 5 N ( I l • • 2 l - F L 0 A T ( I - 1 l I 2 0 • l 
R<Il=tFL0AT<ll/20.-l.+EXP<-2.•KM1NN<Jl~•2l) 
fl! (I l=C 1.-EXP<-2.• .. KF11NH< I 1••7.)-FLOAT( 1-1 l/20. l 
J= l 
R 1·111 X 1 = 0 I J I 
R i': fo. X 2:: 0 1 < ,J l 
R fl A X 1 = /\[1 A X I ( Im A X J , i1 ( ,J + 1 l l 
. R f-1 A X 2 = AM A X l < !\t-1 A X 2 , Q 1 < J + l l l 
,J::J+l 
IF(J.[0.201 G6 TO q~-­
GO TO If 3 
co:·JT 1 rJUE 
RKS Ill :SR l .;.R!lAX 1 
RKS(2J:SHl~Rl1AX2 
CALL INTERCXXtYY1RKS1YE1912,$5,$6J 
~·: r~ I T E < s , b Lf 1 1 
61f FOR'11'TCJX,•11ALIJE OF f(+7.o•.3x.•pR0B. THAT STAT. AE GREATEI'.\ THAN K+2 
I I) \f/1Lllf',3X•'VALUE OF K-20 1 3X••PROB THAT STAT. BE.GREATER THANK-
?. 2 O \I A l. U E ' I I l 
WR!TEcs.lfSl <Rl<SCiltYEilltl=lt2l 
'f 5 FOR t 1 t~ T I l X , F l 0 • 6 , l 'I X , F 1 0 • 3 , 3 0 X , F l D • 6 , 1 7 X , F 1 0 • 3 l 
i( = l
RMAXl='R<Kl 
Rr:/IX2=Rl CK l 
5 7 H i1 !\ X l =AM AX l I r\ t11i X l , R C I\+ l l ) 
R 1·u~ x 2 =A:·: Ax r 1 rrn Ax 2 , R l < K + 1 > 1 
K=K+l 
IF!K.£Q.20l GO TO 58 
GO TO 57 
58 CO!JTINUE 
HKS Cl I =Sf~ i •Rt:A.X 1 
R K 5 ( 2 l =Sr< 1 *' R i1 AX 2 
CALL INTERCXX1YY1RKS1Y[,9,2,s5,$6) 
)1 RITE(S,fl81 
88 FQRMAT(l~•'VALUE OF K+l-20l 1 •2X•'PROB THAT STAT BE GREATER THANK+ 
ll-20)•JX•~VALUE OF K-c-201•.ax.•PROR TAAT STAT. BE GREATER THANK-
2(-201•//) 

















0 ~ T P U T F R 0 M I R A N D 






















































































29 3 1! 








V/,LUE OF i,+20 
.370793 
_VALUE OF K+C-20) 
·• c6H209 






• '15 22 7 8 
.510357 













• 't 3 2 0 s l 






















VALUE VALUE Of K-20 
f' ~ 0 G T H h T S T /, T ~· [ G f~ t-: A T E R T H A !J K + ( ... 2 O ) 
,768't33 
VALUE OF K-(-20) 
2 2 • 9 1 r. ,53223! 
PROB THAT STAT. 5E GREATER THAN ~ 
~-~o 
31 .. oo't 













0 ~ T P U T F R 0 M M R A N D . (.,3~ 
ST ART I r~ G f~ UMBER". Kl'LUS!J STs"\TJSTIC PROl!/\BILIT Y THAT STATISTIC uE GREATER THAM l<PLUSN VALUE 
. 2390 .li37100 67.538 
12905'1783 .86'1976 23.083 
765 .771790 30.720 
9998tt567 l.Q2'i276 l .... 9 35 
2000000001 .797697 28.060 
9153 .IS1l'f9 95.203 
2 .691f112 38,695 
7 1.027913 1'1,7'f9 
2900 .136559 95,SS't 
20816 • 'tS'i l 'f6 65,503 
5tt09J .St690'f ss.011 
293G 1.292888 3,983 
19850D 1·L3 .219'!85 89 .172 
723 .852282 23.732 
223 1 97 l.j .563627 52.'+32 
56 .JS0823 95,218 
2983330917 I •'-I 96133 1,205 
'fOCJOO .6729Cl 't0,873 
6{,6666666 .7}"1385 36,613 


































__ _ _ _ _ _ ___ --~-- _ ~ONT I "'v ~ ~ 






1 • 7 3 l 9 (,5 • 5'-18 
• 'i 7 5 5 U 'I 62.953 
• 2 1Pi 6 9 8 86,869 
,603211 '-I 8. 028 
.758'+38 - 32.091 
,621263 't6.l7'! 
.188801 91.976 
, 52 'i '+Ob 57,115 
,256701 85.772 
i. 1tsa393 1 • 3 1 0 
• 6 8 7 f:.l·9 39.356 




Vt.LUE OF K+20 PR03• THAT STAT, r,E. Gf~EATER THAI~ K +7 C VALUE VALUE OF K-20 PROB THAT STAT, BE GREATER 
,'-13365Lf 61·900 
VhLUE OF K+t-28) PROG THAT ST/..T GE GREATER THAN K+<-20) 
l,IS385S 8.3(16 
,87518'i 




















) A 0 • I r J T F: r~ 1 
c LINEAR llJTEHPOLJ\TION. 
C•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~•••••••••••••••••••••o••••••••••• 
c x AND y AR[ ARRAYS or THE PAIRS (X(Nl,Y(Nll WHICH REPRESENT POINTS 
CON THE CURVE F(Xlo (JNPUTl 
C X E I S A t ~ A R R A Y 0 F P 0 I I~ T S 'ti H E R E X E I S l. A R G E R T H A N X < N • l ) A N D 
C SMALLER THAN XINI FOR N=2,J •••• ,N !INPUT) 
c y E I s A N i'\11R A y 0 F TH [ c 0 R n Es p 0 ND I NG I rH ER p 0 L A T E D v AL u E s 0 F T Ht 
c POirJTS XE.coUTPUTl 
C N I:. THE SIZC OF THE /1RRAY X OR Yt ( INPURl 
c rn Is T fl E s I z E 0 F TH F. ARR A y x E 0 R y E. ( IN p lJ T) 
SUOROUTINE INTER(X1Y1XEtYE,N,Nl•$•$) 
D Jl1 E tJ S J O tJ X <N l , Y { N l • XE Ctl 1 I , YE ( N 1 I 
I = 1 
C THIS STATF.:MEtlT ClffKS FOR X VALUES LESS THAN SMALLEST X 
C OM CUP.VE. 
100 IFIXE(Il.LT.Xllll RETURN 7 
J=2 
C THE FOLL0i1!ING If STATEt1F.rH COMPARES THE GIVEN X VALUE 
C. ~ITH SUCCESSIVE VALUES ON THE CURVE LOOKING FOR AN X 
C VALUE TllAT JS l.REATER THAN THE GIVEN VALUE. 
2 IFIXE(ll-X(J}) 112dlltl10 
C MOT FOUND YET. 
110 J=J+t 
C CHE K \'' 11 E T 1 l C R G I VEN X V A L U E I S L A R G E R TH AN L A R G E S T 
C X 014· CURVE.- --·-- -· -- ----- -- - - ------ ----· -------- - -· 
IF<J.GT.N> RETURN B 
·GO TO. 2 - -- --- . --------- ----- -
C EQUAL 
I 11 YF.<I l=Y(J) 
Gl1 TO 200 
C lN T FR P 0 LATE . • -· - -- - - - -- --- . .. . - - - - ---- - ... 
112 - YEIIl=YIJ-1l+IY<Jl•Y(J•lll/(X(Jl•XIJ-lll•IXEIIl•XCJ·lll 
200 ---·- I= I+ I - - - - - -- - -- -- ------·- - ... -···- -- - ----- - - ---- - -·-· 
1so 
,AO.N0RMAL1 
IF<l.GT,Nll GO TO ISO 
c;o To 1 on_ --- ---- __ 
CDNTINUE 
- RETURN -- - -- -
n1:> 
C GENER A T I 0 ti 0 F f J 0 RM ALY D I ST R IR UTE D R Al~ D 0 M - NU M £3 F, RS 11 AV I NG Sp EC I F I ED 
C MEAN AHO STANDARD DEVIATION, 
C•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~•****•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C X IS THE f\R~AY OF RAllOOM NUMRERS I OUTPUT) 
0 
C f~ IS T 1~ E ~JU MB ER 0 F RAND Ol--1 NU M fl ER S o ES IRED ( IN p UT l 
0 
c EX rs THE MEAN OF RANDOM NlJMBERSIINPUTI 
c STDX IS THE sr. DEVJATION OF THE RANDQM.NUM8ER5(INPUTI. 
CMS TS TllE STARTING VALUE(JNTEGERI OF THE SURROUTJNE PlNAX, 
CMS SHOULD BE CHOSEN IN THE INTERVAL <0•2••35·Il•DIFFERENT 
C VAL 1JES OF MS ~ILL ~E;uLT JN DIFFERENT OUTPUT RA~DOM SEQUENCES, 
C A T T H E 0 F TH E C 0 f1 PU TA T I 0 N '1 5 C 0 N T A I N S T Ii E L A S T NUMB ER G E NE R A -
c TED BY fRAIJD (JNPllT,ouTPUTl. 
SU 8 I~ 0 lJ T I NE RA~ l f'lf·l R I X , H • EX t STD X , MS l 
flIMEMSIOM Rf12l 
() I t·1E11 S I 0 M X ( ~J I 
CALL P I r~ I\ X (MS I 
-F:flTRY FASThJRIX;IJoEX1STDX1MSI. ______ _ 
DO I l=I,N 
SUi1=n 0 
DO 2 J=lol2 
RCJl=IRAND(MS)/(2.••JSJ 
2 SUM=SUM+RiJI 














FO"'·PAO. TF:ST 11 
1 C MAXIMUi1 OF T T[ST• 
2 I) I Mr. f-J s I 0 tJ LI ( 1 () l • \/ ( l 0 0 n ) ' C:! i 1 () () n ) • R ( 1 () 0 0 ) • y F.: ( 1 0 0 ) • y E l ( 1 0 0 ) t xx ( 9 ) ' 
3 lYY!9l 
If r~ EI\ L KP L lJ S t·l ( 1 0 Q l , KM I ii :·J ! 1 D 0 l 
5 INTEGER T 
6 OATA cxx<r1,1=1.611.ono1 •• 066l•·1ss7,,37q6••SB'f,,827s1 
7 UATA 1xx<r1.I=7,?)/l,2185tl.5111'2./ 
R DATA (YY(Il~I=l19)/l00 •• 99,,9S •• 7s •• so •• 2s •• s •• 1 ••• aoo~/ 
9 r~ E A f) ( ~ , l l M • II , T 
1 o F o 1~ r1 AT < r '• , r n • r 3 i 
11 IJRITF.(5,lOQOl T 
12 1000 FoR'lAT11H1.~ilAXIHUM OF'13X•I312x••TEsT•//) 
1 3 'ii ~ I T E ( 5 , 1 J l . 
Pf 1 I F cm :1 Al ( 1 X , '0 UT P lJ T FR 0 M IR AND' I/ I l 
15 SQ:S0RT(FL0AT1rill 
lb Do 2no NTEST=l·~ 
1 7 R [ 1\ [\ ( 8 • 2 l Ii S 
l 8 2 FOR ~1 AT ! I 1 2 l 
19 CALL PINAl1!!1Sl 
?Cl C THE IMPllT SEQUEMCE IS DIVIDED INTO N GROUPS OF T ELEMENTS EACH 
21 DO .1 I=l•f.J 
22 Do t.t J=l•T 
23 U(Jl=tRAND!MSl/2.•*35 
2q q CONTINUE 
~ s c ~v E F 1 !·JD THE MA x I Mu i1 EL E r1 E:~ T 0 F EA c H GR 0 up • 
?6 L=l 
27 Rt!AXl:::U(LJ 






























IF!l.[Q,Tl GO TO 6 
.Go TO 5. 
b CotlTINUE 
C • V • DFNOTES THE MAXIMUM ELEMENT OF A GROUP. 
V < I ) = H !·1 AX l 
3 cor.JT I NUE 
C THE NUMf1ERS V /\RE SORTED INTO ASCENDING ORDER. 
CALL SORTRL(NtVl 
C COMPUTl\TIO:·J OF TllE KS STATISTIC. 
DO 7 I=l•N 
Q( I l=FLQAT( I l/:~-V! I l•*T 
RI I l=VI I 1 .... -.r-FLOJ\T( 1-1 l/FLOAT<Nl 
7 Cn!!TINUE 
I = 1 
RHi\Xl=OCll 
RMAX 2=R I I l 
8 RMAXl=AMAX11RMAX1,QCI+l) l 
RP A X 2 = A i1 A X 1 ( R ~1 A X 2 , R ( I + 1 J l 
I = I + l 
IF!l.EQ.NJ C,0 TO 9 
Go TO n 
q corJT I NUE 
KPLUSN(NTCSTl=SO•RMAXl 
K M l N 1-J I t~ T E S T l = S Q * RI~ A X 2 
200 coNTIIJUF. 













Cf\ LL I '-1 TE R I XX • Y Y • KM 1 N iJ • YE 1 • 9 • NT EST• :F 2 S • $ 7 5 l 
GO TO !Ou 
25 ~RTT[(S,9Bll 
9Bl FoR:1/1Tc1X,•F.RROR. INPUT VALUE x LESS THAN SMALLEST x OM CURVE•) 
GO TO 201 
75 WRITE(S,9021 . 
982 FOR~AT<IX,•ERROR. INPUT VALUE X LARGER THAN LARGEST X ON CURVE'! 
GO TO 201 
100 COilTI1JUE 
WHITEC51lSOl 
I 5 0 F O r M /, T ( 11 X , ' K P L LI S N ' 2 0 X 1 • P R O B A R I L I T Y T H A T K P L U S N I S G R E A T E R T H A 
IN KS•//I 
i1 R I TE C S , 1 S l J C KP L LIS N ( I l • YE ( I l , I = l • IJ TEST l 
I 5 1 FOR ~1 AT { I X , F 9 • 11 , ?. S X , F 9 • l ) 
·v;~1rc1s.2so1· 
2 5 a F 0 R ~l J\ T ( 'f x • 'K r1 I N N •• .?. 0 x • 'p R 0 ~AB IL I Ty THAT KM INN Is GREATER THAN 
JKS•//) 
WRITE(S125II IKM.INNIIl•YEJ lll1I=l,NTESTI 
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fl ti 
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n n. '? 
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'i 1 0 
I~ E ,\ L 1_1 I 2 ~1 C fl :l l , ! ~ l , i JU M [ R , f1 () 
~ [ ,\ D ( ~ t ·1 O i :' 
r 0 f:' f·l i1 T ( I 't I 
··; n J Tc: t 5 • l ? l .033 s 
{, I 2 F ~ R H f\ T C I 11 I , ' 0 :Fr p U T F f~ Cl ;.1 I R td·JD t I I I l 






K 01 J! l T '.; = Cl 
KOll!lTF=ll 
no isn nrr:sT=1.n 
R E !\ D ( 3 , 1 1 l ti • :-1 5 
F 0 :~ !·I 1\ T < I /, , I l ?. l 
[_:'.!-1 
; I J :: { - I ) I n n t1 T (!J - 1 ) .1 
if 
s 
s 1 = ( l • IF L n ;, T ( N- 1 l ) • s cl? 1 ( j.J ~ ( r-1- 3 • l I ( ti+ 1 • ) l 








sn=M i +2. ,.51 
CALL rIN.l\ii(rlS) 
00 2 I=l,14 
?. !I C I I = 1 f? A : );"' ( M S ) I 2 • "' v 3 5 




PROl;:::UC I J.>7U! 1+1 J 
' S lJ N = S U ;~ + ,"' r: 0 0 
I= I +1 
J f I I , G i , L l G O T r1 3 
GO ro '+ 
PROP:UI I ).,.lJ( 11 
SU~1=StJM+PPOD 
) PR 0 D 1 = N *SU i~ 
.. 
I=l•••••·'tJ 




f10 5 I=l,;11 
S tr: i = S !,lf·i + U < I l 
SUMSQ:SU!l,..11t2 
i, Ht111ER=PROD r -S'.Ji·1SQ 
7 SLll1=0. 
1 C CAL<:ULi\TlO:J OF THC SUM OF HIE SqUARES OF THE NUMBERS U< 1 l 
? DO i, T:l,[-.! 
) tJ(!l:U!Il,,...,.2 
6 sutl=sur1+u 1r1 
? p P. 0 () 2 = fl!'~ s l. 1 ;1 
? • 
1 
DE !·J 0 i-i =PR 0 D 2 - S l1 i·i S :J 
C C AL CU Ll\ T I 0 :-J 0 F T 11 [ 5 [ r, l /, L C 0 R i~ EL A T I 0 IJ C 0 E FF I C I EM T • 
C = '_1lJ1·1F.RI0 E!J (; M 
ff(C,G[,i!!')./\N:).C,LE,SDl GO TO 7 
. I~ Q U t l T F =I< Q Ii f·l Tr + l 
GfJ TO 150 
7 t~ 0 U I< T S = K 0 lJ ;.1 T ::; + 1 
1 s J c o rn I r 1l1 c 
.C33 








P ~j = I< Cl tl ~ JT <j I r=' l. () ;, T ! ! 1 ) 
c ~ PF - rs THE PROnABILITY THE COR •. (OEFFJCIENT To aE OUTS! I 
r F-= K () u i~ Tr IF u~ f, T ( ;j ) 
---------·--- -· ----·----- ·--- ----· I 
11'11IT[(t;,lt3) il•f'S•PF I 
LI 3 F O i~: 1 AT ! 1111 , 3 LI'/ • ' '; tJ M 8 r:: 1,' 0 F TESTS PREF 0 RM ED ' • I 'f I I 5 X • '~ 
1 E s r.: r-< r AL co R • c 8 [ r . To L. I r. I t.J THC r? AH~ E < MD • so l I s ' • . t 
2 8 I L I T y T 11 E S E f-\ I I• L C 0 f~ • C 0 E F • T 0 L I [ (J lJ T S 1 ~; E T l l E R A N G 8 . 
·3Fl .• 3l L 











' () • Ci .I'. !I s ~) l 
c T It l r-, s 1. ! I"\ I\ n : ' T I I I r 'j a L II r: s A s y s T E M 0 F L I N E A R f. 0 u A T I 0 N s u s I I~ G T H E 
C G /1 t J •: S - S F I P r l.. 1 I r: T : IO ') • 
C••••••••••~•·•-••••••~••••••-••••••••*••••••••••*•••••••••••••••••••*••/ 
c A I 5 1\ "I ArU' A y } I [l [_I) I r I r, T II E c n r F F I c I [ N T s () r T H E E Q ll A T I 0 N s ( I fJ p u T ) 
c 0 IS Till'.: /\f?l~Ay 0r- TllF: cor.isT1,IJT Tl::fH1S OF Tiff EQUATIONS.(INPUTl 
C '1 IS THC SJ7'.[ 0F THE ;\Rf?l\Y A,IINPUTI 
c r-:pc; Is Tiff"." cot1•,1r::~(1EtJC[ CRITERION. (I Nf'UT) 
C i•! A X J M I S T H L M A X I M U 11 M U M 8 F. I? 0 F I T E R A T I 0 M S 0 E S I R E D , ( I N P U T> 
C X l S THE S~)LlJT T Ofl VFC:T0f(, I OUTPUT) 
c ITE<i IS THE nt1Xt'.lUM f!(lf10.Ef~ OF THE ITRATioNS AT THE END 
c OF TrlE conruT AT I Otl. (OUTPUT) 
S 11 O f? o \I T I NE Ci A lJ S S < A , B , ti , E P S , M A X 11'1 , X , I TE R l 
DI '1E:15 I 0 N A ( f'J, Ml , B ( N l • X I N l 
D n 1 0 L = l • !J 
ID Xlll=l"J, 
c \";i F. r·. E G I tl TH f. I n: I~ AT I 0 tJ s c HE 11 F.: • 
I rr::R: I 
99 n1r,=1.1. 
C I M D ;:: X I S ;:: I. E C T S A R () '.~' , 
!" O ltlO I = 1 , ~J 
51.11'1=0. 
C SEG 1:E 1JT Fl!fJ11 HERE THr.OUGH STATEMENT 107 GETS THE SUM OF 
c THE T F. n n s t N A R 0 ;·; • r. x c L u 0 I NG T H E . MA 1 N D I A G 0 t~ A L T E R M • 
JF(l,E~.11 GO TO 105 
L.AST=I-1 
00 ln6 J:t,Ll'.ST 
I 0 6 S II ~1 =SUM+ A I I • J J * X I J ) . 
IFll,E~.NJ GO TO 103 
!OS J:JITL=I+l 
on ln7 J=t11ITL,:1 
1 U 7 SU 11=3U11 + J\ ( t • .J l t< X ( J I 
c c 0 M r u T i: f") f. '";! v t. Li I E 0 r A N v A R I A B L E • 
103 TCl1f'=(i"'\I I l-S'H1l/AI I 1 l I 
C A T E r~ 0 0 F S :;1 E F. P , T H I S S T 1\ T E t-1 E N T H A S P U T L A R G ES T R E S I DU A L I N B I G , 
IFIAnscT[Pp-X( I I) ,GT.BIG>. BIG=ABS(TEMP-XC 1 J) 
1 IJ Ll X I I l = T n1 P 
C IF LAPr;EST RESJDllAL IS LESS THAM EPSILON, PROCESS HAS CONVERGtD. 
JFCOJ~.LT,EPSj GO TO BS 
C IF JTCRf.,TJOll C0 1JfJTER EXCEEDS MAXIMUM, GIVE UP• 
IFC1TER.GE 1 11AXIM1 GO TO 85 
JTER=ITEP.+1 
GC' To 99 
85 cn!JT I NUE 
Rf:"TUF:r~ 











R A I JI; ~ 11 I 2 
- I l 1 ~ r; 'I \l l n 3 l 2 u ., 
S Y S '• "' " I I f1 ,. l F V F. l 
E:1P "'~ ·ctH'i.:-crrri·i 
ii1X 11 T f' •\ O , ; 1 E r: T 
F'R0~~AHIL1Ty T11F.: Ci(1"[ T o ~r:: \'! 0; I r, y /\: • 6 33'f 
Pf70Bf1DILlTY T ;-1 F. r1 /\;:E TO nE \'JO f4 :1 y B= .3666 
2 -- O~'l605 0'ltJ61 l 
Ir.~~. LEIJEL 6:1-~ 
C 0 L L [ C T I n !I - T l I 1 F. 3 • 'f P. l S E C 0 f·JO S 
o.cCSl\HO 
T i 1 r: i I U 11 H Er~ 0 F P A l R S "HI I C f-1 A R E R E L A T J V E L Y P R I M E Jf'J T f-1 E S A l'I P L E I S 1, ?. 0 6 7 
' p :rn fl ,, n I L I T y T II A T r, c D I lJ ' \f ) = l I 5 ,b033 
- - -·---- _.,_. - ~--- ··---- - ___ ,. --- _ .. _ - - ----- ~ ~···-~ ----· ------~ .w -- ...---~--- ~--
----------- ------------ ---
S$•RLl8$. LlVlL 68-2 
-m· oF -c-otcr:-cr·r·ow-- ·r·IME-3.-011-sECONJs------
-- ---------·--------------
----- --------------------------- ------------- --
CH PAO.MAINl 
---NUMBER-OF- ITERATIONS PERFCR~Eo---·-·20 ------ - ·- - ----
-----------~--- ------- - ---- --·----- ---------- ----l:----- ----·-
-SOLUT-ICN· OF;-TH£---SYSTEM ----------
--------x ( -1) ~ ------. 0 714 3. -·-------------- - - ------ - - -- -- ·-
X ( 2>= .0'::1821 · l 
----x < 3>= ·-.on.43 ------- ·------------------ --------
x< 4>= .1875G 
-------------·----'X ( 5 l = ·-- ---·-. 25000 -·- - ----- · --- ---··- ---- -------·-- -- -
X< Gl= .1875C 
------------------- - x <--7 >= --------.42357--·- -- -· ·- ---- - - ------·-- -··-- -
X< 8>= .52G79 

















. - ··-5- - - ·--
6 c 
-·7-- -- . 
r>IllE~ISIO!J P<3t3l 
f(K=2r•3J 
r 1 S = 2 2 2 8 7 9 'f S 0 9 
CALL PI~J/\K(MSl 
THESF: OOS CONTHOL THE 
r>O 9 If-IITJ=l•3 
8 D 0 9 I_ I! I T J = 1 • .1 
I r~ I T I A L p 0 I N T • 
9- --- ·c INITif\LIZE FOR A rtAtJD0~1 WAL.Ko 
1 0 ; lllM s u c = 0 
1 1 -- - ··· C TH I 5 DO PROV t DES F n R 3 0 0 0 0 WALK 5 • - --- · 
12 no 7 K=1.30000 
1 3·- -- - I= I IJ I TI 
ILf ,J=IMIT.J 
-J5-----C - GEMEr.ATltJG l ,7,3,'f AT RAND0!'1 
l (, l tJ U M = I R A r.J 0 ( M 5 l 
-· l 7--- -- - · -- - I t.JD E X = < t t I JM I K K l + 1 
. JR C TAKE APPROPRIATE STEP, SEE IF WALK JS OVER, 
- 1 9----- ·· --------GO ·T IJ · I 2 • 3 • 'f • 5 l , IN 0 EX - -- - - -
20 2 I=I-J 
- ?.1-------··· -- IF I I l l • 7 • l 
2?. 3 J=J+t 
-·2 3--·- ----- ------ I F I .J - If l 1 t 7 .-1 - -- -- - -- --
2 Lf If I=l+J 
-2s IF ( I-'f l ·· h 6·1 I---- ----- ------ - ----------- - ···--· -
2t. 5 .J=J- J 
. 2 7------- ·:- - IF ( J l - l t 7, 1----- -· ---- --- -----· ·- -- -- -- ----- - ---- - · - -
28 b ~!IHiSUC=tJl.JMSllC+ 1 
-29----7· c n tJ r r r-1 u c - · --· - -· · - -:-. - - - -- --- -- --- - - - - - -- · -- - --




--- ---,rn r n::·t s. a> ~-nn rr,-r fl IT~J·.-r·1-1·Nt r·r-, IN I TJ 1 ·• Nu1-1suc-- - - .. _____ ·- -- ---
B. 
9 
. FORMAT(////SX.•rROBARICITY p(t,12•'•'•121'>=•1F6.q,sx.•NUMBER 




















(,Jxr.1 1 !"'r10.nt1LK cs<t 
----------·---l'lWBAUlLI.TY Pl l• ll= .C715 MUf18ER OF .SUCCESSES __ . 
r R 0 HA I~ T L I Ty ;> ( I , / I = • fj 9 7 'I tllJ ii 2 r:: f( OF .SUCCESSES 2921 ___ _ 
-·------------Pl-<ORAllIL-l·TY Pl J, JI= ,1J7(IO - - -!WMflE;:R OF·- SUCCESSES 2 1 00 - . 
----·------ ·-
... ...: __ , ___ ·PROBAHIL·l-TY· f'(-J.•--1 l=· .1R70--·- . ·fHJMGER OF--·suCcESSES 561 1 ·--
--------------· - ----·-- __ ,. __ - ·--- ----- ---- .. --
-----·----- --------- ---------- ·-·--





--·...:::::..-----P-.R4~·A IH·L--I-l-Y-f1.(-3·t -·H :s-e-4-2-9-9---1.!U Mfl E-R-OF--S.U C GI: SS E-5-----1-2-8 9 b---
·------------------ ·----
c I 
-----r~il8-/d3-I·t:-I ·T-y-p-(--3·r--7- ·)-:--.·S--2 9-9 ·--NU !+A E·R- 0 F--s-u c CES Sf 5---·-. --- J 5 8 9 8--
--(_)----:-· . -
;:>ROAAUJLITy f'( 3, 3l= .Ll262 NUMGER OF SUCCESSES 12786 












c THIS PROGRAM .rr:rns ~rr~OXJMATELY THE PROsABJ(JTY THAT A RANDOM NUMBER 
c It~ Tllr r~A;·J(;[ O•?.H35-l ~E PRIME,AND ALSO THE APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF 
C PH I ti ES I rJ THE SA!1[ '~Ar!GE • 
C PR0GRAt1 HEADS T!iE N!JIH1ER OF TESTS THAT WILL PERFORMED. 
C • • S A M S T Z • • I 5 T 'I E S Al-I P L E S I Z E • 
Il!TEGER SAMSIZ 
RE AD I H • l 0 fl l IH CST , SA ti S I Z 
1 0 0 F O R '1 A T ( I 'l , I 6 l 
C ••SuMPP•• IS HIE SUi1 OF EAC!l PROBABILITY IN EACH TEST. 
SlJ'1PP=O. 
C THE I TERA T I 0 I~ S <: H CME BEG I l·J S • . 
0 0 q 0 J = 1 I ;·IT Es T 
C COMPUTER READS AN INTEGER NUMBER ••MS•• ~HICH JS THE SEED FOR THE 
C GENfRATOR IRANO. 
READCB1201 t1S 
20 FORM,\Tlll21 
C ••ISUMP•• DENOTES THE NUMBER OF PAIRS,WHICH ARE. IN THIS RANDOM SAMPLE, 
tSIJMP=O 
CALL P IM AX ( 11 SI 
I = 1 
C \'JE 
1 
GENERATE A RANDOM NUMDER1IN THE RANGE 0•2••35-1 
N=IHANDIHSl 
c EX Ml I N f:: N 0 ~·1 I F T Ii I S N 0 • I S PR I ME • THE FUN CT I 0 N I PR IM E W I LL DEC I DE TH I S , 
C If. THE NO. IS PRIME THE OUTPUT VALUE OF THE FUNCTION ~~ILL. BE l • 
C OTHERWISE Do 
K = I P r~ t t1 E ( N ) 
IFIK.EQ.1) GO T0"2 
3 I=I+l 
IFII.GT.SAMSIZ) GO TO q 
GO TO l 
C W E I CR E A S E N 0 ~·1 T II E N 0 S , 0 F PR IM ES B Y 0 NE • 
2 I S U 11 P = I S ti M P + l 
GO To 3 
C FIND THE PROnABIL1Ty OF A tJUMBER TO BE· PRIME IN THIS RANDOM SAMPLE. 
't PP=ISUMP/FLOAT<SAMSIZl 




FORMAT ( l X , • N 0 0 F p R IMES I N • , I 2·, ' SAM p LE' , 2 X 1 I .1 0 , 3 X • ' PR 0 BAB I L I TY ' • 
13X1Flo.3/I 
1t 3 C Q r.JT I tJ U E 
C ••POPPR•• DENOTES Tl~E PROBABILITY OF THE POPULATION. POPULATION IS 
-CALL THE NUMBERS BET~EEN o,2•~35-1,-







'IJ R I TE I 5 • 1 2 l 1\1 lJ !1 P 












il1X~T PAU • PtHMt:PROG 
NC OF PRIMES IN 1SAMFLE j5 PRCBA3ILITY .C3S 
NU OF PRIMES IN 2SAMPLE 46 PROBABILITY .04S 
.NO OF PR.LMES IN 3SAMPLE 52 PRG8ABILITY .CS2 
NU OF P RlMES IN 4SA,MPLE 4 7 PROBABE.ITY • G47 
NC OF PRIMES IN 5SAMFLE 43 PRCBABILITY .043 
NO OF PRIMES IN - 6SAMPL£ - .. ----- .. - 44 PROBA3I~ITY .C44 
-·---NO. OF PRIMES IN ?SAMPLE 41 PROBABILITY .C41 
-- __ :...__NO OF __ PRIMES IN 8 S A MP LE __ ---· .. - 40 PROBABILITY. • 040 ... -
_ -- NO .OF PRlMES IN. 9SAMPLE SS PRCBABILITY. .css 
------·-Nb OF PRlMES IN lOSAMPLE .42 PROBASILITY • 042 
·- - - - NO OF PRIMES IN 11SAMPLE 50 PROBABILITY • 0 £; 0 
- - -NO OF. PRIMES IN 12SAMPLE 52 PROBABILITY • 052 
- - -- NO OF FRlMES. IN 13SAMPLE 44 PROBABILITY • C4 ti 
-- NO OF PRlMES IN 14SAMPLE. 35 - PROBABILITY .. 035 
-- NC OF PiUMl.::S IN lSSAMPLE 35' PROBABILITY .03 ~ 
.NO OF PRIMES IN 16SAMPLE 50 PROBABILITY. .050 
NC . Of __ PRIMES IN 17SAMPLE --- .. . ___ 52 PROBABILITY .852 
~ 
___ NO_ OF .PRIME.S IN 18SAMPLE --- -- -· 50. PROBABILITY . - .050 
" 
NO OF __ P.Rl MES_ I.N _19 SAM p LE_. _________ 3 9 _ P_R 0 8 A BIL IT Y • C3 9 
______ NO OF PRIMES IN 20SAMPLE ____ 45 PROBABILITY • 045 - -
-- ___ .. POPULATION PROBABILITY IS .045 
NUMBER OF PRIMES BET~cEN G AND 2••35-1 IS 154~034160 
- . - . NORMAL EXIT. EXECUTION TIME! 2013943 MILLISECONDS. 
-- --«·~· - - -












ij o u ·. 1 , .'\ n , I : ' r: J i ! F l 
c F;J~~1Trnt.J !t>rd:1F: Df:Tf;>ft!!!t:~~ Ir f\i'J JNTCr.r-::~ n IS pnJHC (j!( ;.1or. 
?. c ii Is /\·'! I :HFGn: (I ::r>11r l 
1
































81/KPT PR I fH!t 
FIJ!!CTIOfl If>'Piilf::(!.il 
I F I ~ J , Efl , 1 • 0 i; • i J , r: 1.,. • 2 • OR • N • E Q • 3 , 0 I~ • N , [ n • 5 l 
r~ ; I = ~~ rl f~ T < r l . 0 /\ T < H l l 
1':Rt!+ J 
00 To 2 
IPR I ti E:::: I 
FTTllRM 
1:2 ' 
IF((('.J/ll""I-fl),llE.rJI GO TO 3 
J1"~lt1F::::O 
RETl.lf?H 
l = 3 ' 




JFl((~J/Il~I-tll.t.!E,Ol GO TO S 
I PR I MF.:=0 
h' ET U ·~ ~J \ 
J=I+2 
IF<T.LT.Ml GO TO 6 
IPPlM[::::l 
RF.TU;~ fl 
IF<<1N/l)(l.J-Hl,HE.O> GO TO 7 
I r R I ~; F. = 0 
R ET lJ r. f·J 
I= I +tt 
IF(l,LT.MI GO TOR 
IPR I ti E = l 
RETUrHJ . 
JF(l(!J/IJtiI-iJJ.~;.1.01 Go TO 9. 


















AO. cr::s A RO 
C TM l S PRO GR .1H1 F I ! J !Vi A '·I f\ PF' R 0 X I MATE S 0 LU T I ON T 0 CESAR 0 S THE 0 REM 
l'HC:GF.R U,V 
C I r I I T I .\ L I Z i1 T I 0 r.! · 
IS1Jf1l:IJ 
M S = b S 'I J 9 13 0 r. 
C A L L P I f-1/1 X ! 11 S I 
C THIS DO EXl\i1I!ffS 20000 PAIRS OF INTEGERS FINDING THEIR GCD,. 
DO llJOO I=t ,?.00!10 
c ';ff Cf /(1 n s E HJ 0 I rJT r:: Ci cf~ 5 I\ T r, A IW (') M 
U =I H 1, rJ D ( MS ) 
V = I RA t, D I ~1 S I 
C \J E F I r~ 11 T Ii E I R G CD • 
K=IGCD<U•VI 
c r;E CHECK IF THE FOIJr.10 GCD Is EQUAL TO 1 
IF(K,EQ.l) r,0 TO 2 
<: NUMHER OF PAIRS OF I!ITF.GERS WHICH HAVE AS GCD AN INTEGER DIFFE-
C ROlT Fr.Oil OME, 
Go ro 1non 
C tJUMf.\ER OF PAIRS OF INTEGERS WHICH HAVE AS GCO .. THE UNITY, 
2 lSU'.ll:JSUMl+l 
l 000 CO!JT I rJUf. 
WRJTE(S1lll lSUMl 
ll FORf1AT<I0Xt•Tl!E !JUMBER OF PAIRS WHICH ARE .RELATIVELY PRIME IN TH 
!E SAMPLE IS••2X,JS/I 
C WE FlND THE PRORADILITY THAT GCO IS EQUAL TO QNE, 
PSUCl=ISUMl/20000. 
~RITE1s.121 rsuc1 
1 2 r 0 R r1 A T ( 1 0 x ' • r R 0 B A A I L I T y T H A T G c D ~ u • v ) = 1 I s •• 2 x ' F 1 0 • '+ ) 
ENO 











1 COSH1 l 
TOTAL(lJ)=TcoST 
'IJ R I TE < 5 , 1 0 I 11 ' rJ , T WT , T I D T ' T 0 TA L < N I 
10 FOR~1~T(l//JOX••TOTAL NlJi1RER OF ARRIVALS=i,I3t!OX••NUMBER OF CLERKS 
1 lJ 5 E 0 = • .I 2./ 5 X • 'TOT AL '."1 A I T ING T IM E ,;_' , Fl>• 3 • 1 X • 'fl 0 URS• , 5 X • 'T 0 TA L IDLE 
2 TIME:•.F6.3•1X1•H()IJRS'1JX••TOTAI- COST='•F6•31 
NJ:H+i 




IFtTOT~LINl)oLE.TOTAL(N)) GO TO 1 
GO TO . I 2 
1 N=t~+ 1 
NJ:N+J 
GO TO 2 













C GF.tJ[Rfo.TIUd OF GAf11lA \/ARIAT[S. 
c•••••f••••••••••••••••••¥•~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C Rr. IS,\ REAL IJUtJl\ER (JNPUTI, 
C f> I S A R [ 1i L N W' ri E R • I T D E r~ 0 T E S T H E P A R A M E T E R A 0 F T H E G A Vi M A 
C DISTRlfWTtnN, ( li-!PUTl. 
C Y I S TI IE /\f~ !? A Y 0 F q P. A I~ D 0 fl NU MS ER S HA V I "I G THE GAMM A 
C DIST!-<JPUT!Oft (OIJTP!JTJ, 
C N IS ThE t!Ur1BER OF TllE RA~Jf)'.)M NUMBERS DESIRED (INPUT!, 
c t1l S I s T IJ E s TA r. T I ~.jf.J v AL u F. ( I rn E (j ER ) 0 F THE s l.J rm 0 u T I NE p I "J Ax • 
C MS 5 H 0 ti L D 13 E C il 0 S PJ l !J THE I NT ERV f\ L ( 0 • 2;; * 3 5- 1 l • 
c D I FF E p n IT v A LI J F s () F' i, s . \J'J I LL r~ Es \J L T I r~ D I FF ERE NT 0 u T p u T 
C S E Q U E M C ;.: S • A T T H F. E t·l {) 0 F T f tF: C 0 M F' U T A T I 0 N i-1 S C 0 N T A I N S T H E 
c LAST ~ 1 ur1i:;ER GEliERATEO ~y IRJUW< INPUT•OUTPUTl. 
st'~ Ro u T I r J F c /\ M 11 A 1 r~ K , f\ • y , M • M.S > 
D I '1 E rJ SI 0 r.1 Y <t1 l , X ( l l 
C J\ L L P I N A X ( ;--! S I 
E 1 1 r H y G MW A F 1 R K , A • v , r i • M s 1 




P 7= f,·K-1\ 
PI=l.-P2 
3 TF<U.LT.Pl> GO TO I 
CALL ERLANF'<L•A•X•l1MS> 
Y(ll:Xlll 




IF<I.GT.Nl GO TO~ 
U=IRAND(MS)/2,••35 











C T:/:O I MTEGEf~S U A1l0 v. 
c•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~••••••••••*•••••·•~·••••••••••••• 
C U IS ArJ I llTF.GF.~ (I MP\JT l 
C V I S I\ tf I •.JT E G F. P ! I tin UT l 
c AT THE r.r1n OF TH[ CO!lPUTAT!OiJ THE RETURNED VALUE !_!.fill Bf: THE. 
c G CD OF U , \I • U fl ! ! '.) \I ~ 11\ Y 6 E' P 0 S I T l V E 0 R N E G A T I V E' I tlT E'.(J E RS 0 R Z ER 0 • . 
2 
ru~JCTIOtl yr,CD(tl,\f) 
I tJ TE GER U • V • r~ • T r.1·1 P 
IFIU.LT.Ol U=-l.l 
IF!V,LT.rJ) ·v=-V 






















r· A 0 • I N T E G R A L 
C THIS PROGRAM USF.5 MrHJTE-CARLO TECHI~llES IN SOLVIMG A DETERMINISTIC 
C PR0[~LE!1• 
~ c IT FlNOS THE AREA OF THE FrRsT QUANDRANT OF A UNIT CIRCLE. 
f C ••KOUMT•:* WILL EVENTUALLY CONTAIN THE NUMOER OF RANDOM PAIRS WHICH 
C . VJ I L L [l E I f l S I 0 E T H E C I R C L E • 
KCllJiJT =0 
M=30000 
C \\IE START THE 
I = 1 
C 1/JE DEF I ME AN 
t~ S = B 7 2 l l 
ITERATION SCHEME. THE NUMBER OF ITERATIONS WILL BE 30000, 
. 
If'IITlAL VAL~JE FOR THE GEMERATOR. JRAND, 
C fl L L P I N A X ( t1 S. l 
~ . C GEl'fERATF. ;'\ RANDOM PAIR, 
a.a 
1 rn=Iru.ND(fJSl/(2,••35) 
R 2 =I I~ AND ( f1 S l / ( 2. • • 3 5 l 
S=l .-Rl•*?. 
t VJ E F I IH> THE FU IJ CT I 0 fl G ( R 1 l =SQRT ( l , - R 1 • • 2 l 
s:sr~rn 1 s > 
C T E S T. I F T H I S R MW 0 i1 p /\ I R I S I tJ S t DE T H E C I RC L E t 
IFIR?..LE.Sl GO TO 2 
3 I = I + 1 
IF<l.GT.Nl ~OTO~ 
GO To 1 
• 





K 0 U IJ T = K 0 IJ NT+ 1 
GO To 3 
WE FI ilO THE AREA OF THE CIRCLE. 
corn r rJUE 
AREA=FLDAT(KOUNT>IFLOAT!Nl 
WRITE<Stl2) AREA 
FORMATtlX••AREA OF THE FIRST QUAN, OF A uNIT CIRCLE IS'•3XtFJO•tt> 
. END 













T.) T 11 L i'' 1:-':1 r r1 '' ~- A:' r r ''1 t, L : °" 7 7 o 
T,.T/\L 'AITJflG TJn:::::- 9.3?7 1:·1 ""· 
T l"J T t. l C fJ S T :: ~ • .-, • f, ~~ 9 
T D T {\ I. 1111 ~ d; r: ? (I F 1\ f I p I v ii!_ <; :: 7 7 0 
T 1 T ,, L • 11 I T 1 r 1 {.; ,- i qr-= 1 • 3? J 1: 11 • ?: s 
T I) T f1 L Cl 1 S T = 2 1:, • 1 ~.; ?. 
T n r r. 1. r 1 1 ! :vi i • 1-: !~ '; F I\ a i? r v '' L c; :.: -, 7 o 
T•1Tfl1 ' 1 /1tT11Jr; r1:1c= ·2Ll3 ii'.1•1'·· 1-; 
T 0 T 1\ L C O <; ·r = 3 9 • " 7 '~ 
(' 
'-~ svss~RLIB$. LEVEL 68-~ 
I 
t JU i ! f\ ER Or CLE Pr-; S lJ 5 F: D = 2 
T n T l\ L I 0 L E T r ! : r ::: ti • s 1 .I ! lO u h s 
•' 
NUllBER OF ctEf~r-:s U'.iFD= 3 
T 0 T l\ L. I D LE T I ·1 E = l tJ • 7 6 8 H Cl U i? S 
Nlliist-:R OF Ci_EP.r:S USED::: 'f 
TUT /IL I DLF. T l ': [ = 1 H • 9 3 3 H 0 ! Jf~ S 
END OF COLLECT I (JM - TI rir 3. 391) SEcrHJDS 
c 
0 @X0T PAO.JNTEGR~L 






















G 0 L F C'l *PA 0. GA t1E1 
I C RECTAIJGlJLAR (T':JO-f'ERSON) ZERO SUM c;AilE. 
2 C ~ITHOUT SADDLE POINTS. 
3 . C SELECTI:!G THE EF.ST STRATEGY FOR PLAYER R. 
'f D I fl E f·J S I 0 J·J I \'J I fJ < 5 I 
5 MS=l 
6 KK=?.~•33 , 
7 C':ALL PI tl/\X (MS.) ... 
A L8F.STC=3 
9 c THIS on CONTROLS THE VARIOUS STRATEGIES 
JO OC'l l J=l,5 
l 1 I~~' I l·l < J l = 0 · · 














on 'f J=l.s 
L fl E S T R = J - 1. . · 
D 0 '1 I = 1 , 2 0 r) 0 0 
NU: 1H = I I RA fl 0 I t1 S I I K K I + 1 
ti! I 11 C = I I RAN 0 I ti S ) I K K l + l 
JF(NUMR.LE.LDESTRl GO TO 3 
IF'(IJUMC.LE.LRESTCI GO TO 'f 
I W I fl I J I = t t·: I I J ( J l + 1 
GO To q 
If(NUMC.LE.LBESTCl GO TO 2 
23 I~IN<Jl=InJMCJl-2 
2'f 'f CO!ITIMUE 
?. 5 C \'1 E F I H fl 11 0 \'J \"J H I C f I S T R A T E G Y 'iJ A 5 B E S T , _ 
2b H=l 
21 no s K=2.s 
2 fl I F < I \': I N I M l • G E • I W I N ( K l l G 0 T 0 5 
2 9 11 :I( 
3 0 ~ C 0 f lT I t·J U E 




















19 WRIT[(5•200l ItIWIN(Il 
200 FnHMAT(lOX,'l~IN<'•l2•'l='•15l 











FQRt11\T11x.•1 AM READY To PLAY•) 
i\I U 1·1 H = ( I R I\ ND I M S l I K K l + 1 
'.'iHJTEts,Al _ 
FOR '1 AT < 1 X t 'Y 0 UP. TURN' l 
1"? E fl n < e , 9 • EM D = 'f 'f o 1 t.JU ~, c o L 
F·or.Mti TI l 2 l 
IFCfJlJMR.LE.Ll3[SH:l GO TO 15 
lFCl!UMCOL.EQ.ll GO TO 13 













F o R r 1 A T c 1 x , 'I H A v E N o w ~J o N • • J 1 o 1 
GO TO 7 
YiRJTE(Stlill 













r:,;o TO 7 
):-. IF( 1!Ui1COL.F:Q.ll GO JO 17 
I 1'; 0 '. 1 = I •;.; 0 M - 2 
1 6 
':; F~ I T [ ( ~; , 1 A l 
FORH1\T1lx.•I CHOSE ROW. 1 You (HOS[ COL 2 so 
GO TO 11 
11 I~nN=r~oN+J 
,,, ~ J T [ ( 5 , J fl l 
PAY 2' l 
1 8 F 0 R i1 J\ T ( 1 x • ' I oms E R 0 I/! 1 y 0 u c i·l 0 s E c 0 L 1 5 0 y 0 u p A y l ' ) 
GO TO 11 
11 "+O Er.10 
' -· .... ~. - -·- .. ·-.-·~• .. -
... . _, - --------· . _,._ ··- ..... ~·. ~·· ,.~ .· ~-·· 
··~ ... ··---·- ..:.,~·· ._ ...... 
' - " ··-.. ....... ~. -·. ----.- ~--- > .......... - •• ~ ..... 
... 
' ·. - ~ 
.... -·· -· -·-··~-- .. ~ ..... -- ;.'.· . 












·-·-01-xrn ·r7; o·;-c;;, 1!r: 1 
i \'! I N I I l :: If 4 0 l 
-----I'."'TNI" 2i==-·r;n11,-· -
I \'' I N ( 3 I = Lt 9 Cl 3 
- .. '----------rr• I ~n-•n =-cr?s-6 ··· -· 
J \'J I N ( s ) = If 9 s 2 
·--------·--·------·-- ---------~------~ ---·----
I /1f1 HEADY TO PLAY ---·YTJl.rii-mR:r---------- --------------------·- -·------------- -- ---·-
I C ! f 0 S E R 0 l'l J Y 0 U C !i 0 S E C 0 L 1 5 0 Y 0 U P A Y 1 
----·-i-H-,\vCNcf~'JVfcm--------1-~·--·--- ·------------ .. ------ -·--·--,·· 
your TURN 
I (lf('ISE RO~; -Cvouc11os[-COL--S6-vou PAY l 
I HAVE NOW WON 2 
YOIJ i? T lJ RI~ ---- ·------ -------------
t c11nsr: ROW 2 you CHOSE COL. 2 so YOIJ PAY 1 
. ·--1-m, vi:. -~1o"·fi--t·10-r-----~-3-
y OU i~ TU Rt~ 
- --fCl1ns··c··-R--0-\'l_2_ YOU CllOSE·cr~z-~foy(f(Jp-Ay 
I H /1 V E: N 0 1"1 Ii' 0 M 'I 
YOU~ TURN 
I C ; IO 5 E R 0 \'! 1 Y 0 U C H 0 S E C 0 L 2 S 0 t P A Y 2 
----.-Hi\ITE"ll(fV;17J0 ll -----:2-----·-------------
Y 0 U"'! TURtJ 
I c H ('Is E R CJ ff-2y6 u c H 0 s E co-C?.--s 0-Y 0 u--p'lCy-1 
I 11,'\VE NO'IJ V'ON 3 
---rour? ruRrr 
t C !J Cl SE R 011~ 2 y 0 U CH 0 Sf: C 0 L • S 0 I~ 0 PAYMENT 
--_,.y om?-TO'Rr:i------------- ----·-----------------
! C ll 0 5 E R O ~! 2 Y 0 U C H 0 S E C 0 L • 2 S 0 y 0 IJ P A Y 1 --------------
YOU P T lJ R ~' 
----1-c11osE -Ho-t;1zvo1r cHosE'c6L.-2 so vou pAT-i 
I H A V E N o \'i W 0 N . :, 
---Y-0 u RT-UR rJ ' --------------------------------------------------
I c 't o s E R O ~·1 2 Y 0 U c H 0 S F. C O L • 2 S 0 Y 0 U P ft. Y 1 
I HftVE -NOW~-\\'ON 6 -------
YOUR TURN 












"rAO.SAt 1 PLE1 
l C SU81011TlNE SAr!PLE SFLECTS L RECORDS l\T RANDOM FROM A SET OF N WHERE 
7 c L GrE!IT[li TflAiJ zr::no tdlO L[SS THAI~ OR EQl.J/,L TO r~. 
3 c~••••••••~····~~··••••••••••~••••••••*••••••••••*•••••••••••••••••••••• 
'+ C X I c; A f·~ I ~IT EGER I\ RR f\ Y C () iH A I ~J ING N REC 0 RD 5 C I ii P lJ T l • 
c; c y I s 1\ 11 I 11 TE GE;.> r, RR I\ y ( THE s A tl p LE ) v.: H I c H c 0 NT A r Ms L RE c ()RD s 
6 c SELECTEn AT R~HoOM F~OM THE FILE WHICH CONTAINS N RECORDS(OUTPUTl 
7 C H I 5 T H r:: S I Z E 0 F T I ! E /1 R R A Y X • C I ~' F' U T l 
8 C L IS THE SI Z E r. F TH f. SA '1 PL E Y C Ir~ PUT l 
9 C 115 IS 1\'l JIHEG!!="R 'r!nc:H IS USED AS AN ItlITIAL NUMi.1ER FOR THE FUNCTION 
G C I R A N D ~·1 H I C H I S C 0 tq A T r i E 0 t N T H E S U B R 0 U T I ~l E S /\ M P L E ( I NP U T l 
C FOR DJFrEf\E!JT V/\LUEi:; OF MS 1;'JE WILL HAVE DIFFERENT OUTPUT SAMPLES, 
2 s u B rm I. IT t tl E s f\ i1 r L. E ( x ' y ' M • L ' Ms ) 
.3 I!!TEGEf~ XeY•T 
Lf 0 1 ~1 E tl S I 0 l·J X ( N l , y ! L > 
S CALL PINAX(tlS) 
A E!JTRy QUICKSCX,y,N,L,MS) 
7 T=D 
~ M=O 
~ 11 =In A '.JD ( 115 ) I ( 2. "'* 3 S l 




C SELECT A RECORr. 
2 
3 
Y I 11 + 1 l::: X ! T + l l 
''1:P+1 
T=T+I 
I F' ( 11 • E Q • L > G 0. T Cl 3 
Gr:l To 1 
T::T+l 
GO To 1 
.cotJT I NUE 
RC TUR t~ 
END ..... . 
l"'PAO,SHUFFLl 
I c 5 u 'i r· 0 u T I M E s I l l 1 F FL s ! I l 1 r F L E s A s E T 0 F I~ . N u t·) !.'.\ E R s • 
1 c••••••••••~••••~••*•••••••~•••••••••••••••••••••*•••••••·~··~·••••••••• 3 c x rs AM l!JTEGF.;'.' flRIHY OF M f\ltJMRERS TO RE SHUFFLED. ( INPUTtOUTPUTJ 
'f C I J J S T H E S I Z E 0 F T H E I N P lJ T ( 0 U T P U T l A R R A Y X , ( I N P 1 J T l . 
S c MS IS f\'I IilTEGF.R USED AS l\N INITIAL NUMBER TO THE FUNCTION IRAND 
6 C ~HICH IS CONTAJ~ED IN TJE SURROUTINE SHUFFL.IINPUTl 
7 C D I FF ER:: :H \I ALU CS 0 F q S t'i' I LL RE 5 ULT I M D I FF ERE NT V ALU ES 0 F THE 
P C INPUT SEQUENCE. 
9 sur:iR011TINE 5iilJFfL{X1M1MS) 
'l I tiTEGER X •TEMP 
i D I 'l E ~,l 5 I 0 r.! X ! N l 
2 tALL PINAX!MSl 





























RF.AL MEA'iJC60l tll!SI ,A(6l 
••RITEcs.201 




I I O X • ' ~1 E A f·I fl E I <i I I T • I I I 
R~AD(8,iOl IJ,L,MS 
10 FORMATC2IS,ll2l 
9 DO 1 J:.:l,M 
10 XCil=J-1 
1 1 C R E A L1 T fl E H F. I G I-IT S 0 F T fl E I 0 0 S ! lJ°D C N T S • 
1 2 
1 3 
RFAD<B•'tBl (H!K) •K=l •5> 





18 C A SAMPLC IS CHOSEN AT RANDOM. 
l? CALL SAMPLE<X•Y,N,LoMSl 
20 C ~E FifJD THE CORRESPONDING HEIGHT OF THE SAMPLE NUMBER OF A STUDENT 
21 c .DRA~N FROM THE pnruLATION OF 100 STUDENTS. 
22 21 J=l 
23 16 IF!Y(Jl.LE.41 GO TO 11 
. ~ 't I F C Y ( J l • LE • 2 2 l ,G 0 T 0 1 2 
25 IF!YIJl.LE.6'tl GO TO .3 




















GO TO 1 5 
K=l 
GO TO 1 5 
K=2 
GO TO l 5. 
I\= 3 
GO TO I S 
K='t 
A<Jl=H!Kl 
SU i·l 1 =SUM l +A ( J l . 
J:J+l 
I F ( J • G T • L l GO TO 
11 0 . G 0 T 0 I b 
l 7 
tfl C ;;. MEAi'! • DENOTES TliE MEt\M OF THE SAMPLE. 
11 2 1 7 11 E A ti ( K 0 U N T l =SU M 1 IF L 0 1\ T LJ - l ) 
If 3 . ''! R I T E ( 5 • 1 8 I ( Y C ,.J > • J = 1 • L ) , . ( A ( J ) • J = l , L l ~ M E A N < K 01J N T ) 
qq 18 FORMAT<lDX16I3.JOX•6F5.l•lOX1FS.2l 
1 5 KOUilT=KOUNT+l 
qb SUMl=O. 
4 7 I F ( K 0 urn • GT • 6 0 ) G 0 T.O 2 2 
lfA C /\MOTHER SAMPLE JS DRAWN• 
49 CALL QUICKSCX1Y1N1~1MSI 
50 GO TO 21 . 
51. 22 CONTINUE 
S.2 DO ?.3 I=l.60 
... 
S 3 2 3· · S U f1 = 5 U M + M E A ti C I ) 

















F or11 {\ T ( lf [J /. • 9 11 EA f'J () F THE s AMP L-'iNG·-·0·1 s TR°-I BUT I 0 t~O-r -ME.A.NS.-;) 
t:rnTE(5,25l SUM 
FOR~ATC60XtF6•2//l 
0 O 2 6 K Q U iH = l .• 6 n 
SI) EV l =ME A f-1 C K 0 UN T l - S tJi-J 
SDEV l:SDEV l_.,;..~2 
SDEV=Sf)f.:V+SDEV 1 
Co iH I i!U E 
SDF.V=SDEV/60. 
C.SDEV I~ THE STAND~RD DEVIAT.JO~ Qf tHE SAMPLING DJSTRIB, OF MEANS. 
SDEV=SQRT<SDEVl 
wrqrtts.211 
2J FORNAT(l.f0Xt•ST. DEVIATION OF THE SAMPLINGS oi~~RI~~rioNS OF 
28 




~ . ' 
- -·.... : -
-· , ~ .. ' ·' 
-- : '• .... .. 
·• ... -.- .. ,,.,_,_ .... ,. .......... ., ........ -·~-· ... ·- _ .. .;.,_ ..... _.,,._ .. ,_ .. ____ :_.~ ··-
- ••·•-·~ ... • • -· ·-·· ._,.. .. •• ''•''• .,.., ~..--••- , ...... -..,m ..... ~.",,. ,..,.. ·~ "'°" • ,,.- •• ~ ' -
. .- ~- - ~ ' 
·- - --











, ., • ST,-, T 
s I· r•? u: 1111. rn r. ·.i il MEAN HEIGHT 
? n . J 0 <I ?. '=· f:. "\ 'I ? J (,'I • n ,, 7 • (l 6 7 • 0 (, 7 • 0 7 0 • 0 7 r) • 0 6 7 • s 0 
:\ 1 l 1 11 •1 r, 1 7 b ~ J 1, 7 • ri 6 7 , n 0 7 • o • 6 7 • o 7 o • o 7 o • n 6 n • o o 
1 1 3 1 ~:. 7 ·1 P 'J ? 11 t· t • r 1 /, 'i • r 1 6 't • n 7 n • o 7 Cl • n 7 3 • o 6 7 • o a . 
3 :i ;. ,., 1 7 :i. 1 7 n 7 ti 1 • il r, 7 • n 6 l • o 7 1 • o 7 o • o 7 o • 11 6 7 • s b 
7 1,-; 1 •< -i " "' r, 9 l' t> 1 • n 1, 7 • n -, n • o 1 o • n 1 n • o 1 :J • n 6 a • o o 
1 :-· J 7 1 r. ., ,, /, 1 1 ~' 1, '' • iJ 6 7 • n ;., 7 • o 1) 7 • n 1 o • o 1 o • n 6 7 • so 
/, :1 7 6 J f, '! 11 I '} 11 .'.i 'f • i1 (, 7 • O 6 7 • (1 6 "l • 0 7 0 • 0 7 3 • 0 6 8 • 0 0 
1 7 ;> r, 3 1, C', !f 1. '.J 7 '.; " 1! • n 6 i+ • n 6 7 • o 6 7 • n h 7 • o 7 o • u 6 6 • so 
l 'i 2 .1 .1 7 7 f" 9 7 '> fl (, 'I , 0 6 7 • 0 6 7 • 0 7 0 • 0 7 3 • 0 7 3 • t) 6 9 • (I 0 
1 <t 1 r; :: 1 :- 1, -~ s 1 1 1, '' • n 1, 11 • o 1, 11 • o b 7 • o 6 1 • n 7 o • o 6 6 • o o 
:i 1 /, ?. 'I ;> _., 'I 'J 7 <) /, I • n 6 't • 0 h 7 • 0 . 6 7 • 0 6 7 • 0 7 n • fJ 6 6 • 0 0 ··-
"\ -~ 3 7 'J 'i :\ •1 ? ? 'f (, I • fJ b 7 • n /0 • 0 7 :l • 0 7 3 • 0 7 3 • 0 6 9 • 0 0 
'l r, :. ? I, I 7 2 7 7 ? '., 1, 7 .• n {, 7 • 0 I, 7 • 0 7 n • 0 7 0 • 0 7 :~ • u 6 9 • n 0 
l r, 2 ?. 1 3 '.1 'I 7 3 7 7 6 'f , i) 6 11 • 0 6 7 • 0 6 7 • 0 7 0 • 0 7 0 • 0 6 7 , 0 0 
1 n l t. :, 3 7 ~ n 11 9 3 b if • n 6 7 • o A 7 • o 7 o • o 7 n • n 7 3 • n 6 8 • so -· 
rJ /.1 ?. ?. 7 o ' 7 :'\ 1 t) 1 • o 6 11 • n 6 7 • o 7 o • n 7 o • o 7 o • o 6 7 • o o 
J 11 ?. I ?. S 3 fl r; S 7 r1 b 14 • O h q • [I 6 7 • n /, 7 • 0 A 7 .rJ 7 n • 0 6 6 • 5 0--
? 'I ;> r; r; ~. 7 ."\ 1111 3? 6 7 .• 0 6 7 , 0 6 7 • 0 7 (1 • 0 7 0 • 0 7 n • Ll 6 8 • 5 0 
1 7 :1 1 s 1, 1, 7 •1 ? ? 6 b it • o 6 7 • n 6 7 • o 7 il • o 7 o • o 7 3 • n 6 R • s o -- -
1 n =-, 9 6 ~1 r. 7 7 o n ~ 6 •• • n b 7 • o 6 7 • o 1 n • 11 7 o • o 7 8 • o 6 8 • o o 
'I r; h I, 7 I 8 i M 6 f\ 9 . b 7 , 0 7 Q • ll 7 l1 • 0 7 fl , n 7 0 • 0 7 n • rl 6 9 • 5 0 -
1q J9 46 st s1 ns 61t.o 1i1.o 6"1,o 67.n 1,1.0 1n.o 67.00 
1 9 :\ .3 s ri '.'."· Q ti 2 n 3 · - - :~ 1-1 • n · 6 7 ; n 6 1 , n - iJ 7 • n · 6 7 • n 1 f"l • n - - 6 7 • n o --
3 n ::; 1 ~ 7 s ll 1, R R (\ 6. 7 • 0 6 7 • (l 6 7 • 0 6 7 • ;") 7 0 • 0 7 n • 0 6 A • 0 0 
11 2 11 3.1 s'-t 1,c; -------61.11 6'4.o-67.::J 67.n 67•0 1n.u -- 66.oo.--· 
- ?? ?3 ~3 qO Sb 73 hit.a 67,0 67.n 67.0 67.J 70.0 67.DO 
? 1•.; 11,· 1 11 'lfl :-.1 ·bi-.o ·1, 1+.o .. <> 11.0-61,n ·67•0 67,n- - 6s.oo ·-
Q 26 29 7b RI ?q Aq.o 67,0 67.o 7D.O 70.n 73,0 6A.SO 
3 11 22 ;.,1, .<-l5 n~ ·----- - 61.o 6J .o- £.'f.o· 10.0 70•0 10.0 66,DO __ _ 
31 J9 72 n2 ~5 R9 67.0 67,0 70.0 70.0 70•0 70,0 69.00 
~ 2 :-'. 3 3 s ~.1 n 2 n tJ - · - · -. -- - - -6 l • o 6 1t • a· 6 7 • o 6 7 • o 1 o • o 7 o • o • - - · 6 6 • s o --
1 r.; .16 !=. l 1, ~ q 9 ,., 1 61l • o 61 • o 6 7 • o 6 7 • n 1 o. o 7 n. r1 6 7 • so 
!; 1s 116 6·1 '~9 91 · ---·---6'-+.t1-·6't.o-67.n~67.·o-=ro.o 10.n ·----- - 61.00 
21 23 33 hi 95 Qa 6~.o 67.o ;.,7,o 67.0 73•0 73.n 6s.so 
11<1 6i+ 17 1•) rj3·9R·----.-----1ir;rr61.o--1n;o--10.n--1.'.3 .• -0··13.o·---·------10.00 -
17 31 34 ~A 6J 62 bq.O 67,0 67~0 67,0 -67•0 67.0 66.50 
· 1 19 2s qr' S6 ·36 1;1.o-6it:-o- 67';0-·61.0--67•0 10.0 - ·--- - 66.DO 
3 1t 'IH 7ll 77 RO 92 67,Q 67.o 70.n 70.0 7010 73.0 69.50 


































,jN W0.l W .I: 
•..J -..J (,.l CJ >- 0 W -..J 0- t\.I <JJ CO ~ N ;fl '.J" 0 0- r..> (,.> 
W N :,.i ~~ ...;: W W ;" 0.l 0· O• ,_ Iv 
-ii -C ~ W •Jl 'J1 U1 .o W X> -.0 tfl "V til W W m -0 ·-0 -r. W 
.+: W 7· ~· ~c: W :.J ln :,,J N ..!.: W 'J1 ~ ~·) ..._, N W 
...t: C :l~ V1 ;•,1 W ~ W ..l: Ul ::U ...,. :"' J ~- U1 :-- U1 '° ~.o t..., ...t:. 
~ -1: 'J· ·..J c'l Ul .i:: '.J" t..i w \.'l 0- • ..,, I' -..J -..J '.J W ::.:> W W 
w ~ ·.') W -..J -l: -..J ...:> ..: r~ :J -- '.I :>· N .":l 'J 0-




' :...._ "../'· 'J~ ~ .. :--. c--. ;i-. o--. o-.. 'J' ~ .. D"" .J· -:, ... ~· v~ ;;·.. ,... <.. ...... C'"' '-'' 
~~~-.....,~--..J-..J.1:-..J-~~ -..J~-~--
:-T'I • • • • 
~00~8~000UOO~~COOOGLl~O 
z 
0- 0- 0- O' 0- 0- Cr- 0- O· 0- ·o- O· 0- O· :J• 0- 0- C-- -..J 0- Cl-
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C GE.tl[Rfl.TlON OF. Gr\1111/\ VARIATES. 
c•••••t•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~••••••••••••••••• 
c RK rs A REAL IWl!flER <INPUT). 
C A IS A REAL NUt1nER. IT OE NOTES THE PARAMETER A OF. THE GAMMA 
C DISTRJRUTJON.(lNPUTl, 
c y I s THE ARR A y 0 F i ~ n J\ 1..i D 0 t1 Nu Ma ER s H Av I MG T II E GAMM A 
C DISTRieUTJOM COijTPUT1, 
C N IS THE l!Uf1BER OF TllE RMJD~M MtJMBERS DESIRED (INPUT>• 
c M s I s T 11 E s T ArH p~ G v A L u E ( t M T E c; E R l 0 F T H E s u rm 0 lJ T I N E p I N A x ' 
c MS SHOl'LD GE OI05FN rn THE INTERVAL <o•?.l•35-1). 
C D I FF E R F t IT V .\ L ll F S 0 F M S W I L L HE S 'J L T I l·J D I F F E R E N T 0 U T P U T 
C SEQUEMCF.S.AT THE EMO OF Tilt: COMPUTATION MS CONTAINS THE 
c LA s T M Lt "1B En GENE n II TED By IR /UJD ( IM p u T • 0 u T p u T ) • 
3 
Sl•RROUTINI=: GAMMA(f~K•A•Y•N•MS) 
OP1EtJSION yltJl,Xcll __ 
CALL PINAX(MSl 
EHTRY GAMHAFIRK,A•Y•N•MS) 
I = 1 




JFCU.LT.Pll GO TO I 
CALL ERLANF(LtA•X•l1MSJ 
V<ll:Xcll 




-- I F I I • r, T • N l G 0 TO. lJ - --- -- . -
U=lRANO(MSJ/2.••35 ~ 
--- GO To 3----- - ·----. 
CONT I rwE 
RETURN 
ENO 















c GENERATIOH or F.RL/\tJ(i V/\Ril'\TES. 
c•••·~•·••••••••~·~~ •• ******••••••••••*••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CK IS Ml ltJT[G[P(INPUTI, 
C A I 5 I\ RE A L I~ U ri D E ~ , T 11 I S D ftJ 0 TE S HI E P I\ R A MET F. R A 0 F T HE E R L A NG 
C DISTRIBUTJON.CtHPUT>. 
C XIS i\fJ ARRAY OF tl R/\tlDOM NUMBERS HAVING THE ERLANG 
c DISTRI~UTIO~ couTrUT! 
c N Is THE rw l·i n Er? 0 F T II E R Ml D 0 M 11 u M HER s D F: s IRED ( IM p u T ) • 
CMS IS THE STAIHJfJG VALUF.(ItlTEGER) OF THE SlJIJROlJTINE PINAX. 
c MS SHOULD RE CHoSnJ 11'1 TllE li!TERVAL (Q•2••:1S-ll• 
C DI FFEREMT V /\LUES OF i1S l'J I t.L RESULT IN DI FFfRENT OUTPUT 
C SEOUEM<:ES. 1\T THE EIJI') OF THE C011PUT AT I ON MS CONT A I NS THE 
C L A S T ~l U M (1 E R G f fl E R A T ED l3 Y I R A N 0 C I N f' U T , 0 U T P U T l , 
? 
PAO,LOGNORl 
sun.Pour I NE EfH.f\!IG ( K 'A' x 'N t MS) 
n I ME tJ S I 0 N X < ~J l 
C ,\LL PI tJ AX < 11 S l 
r.:JTf\y ERLANFIKtAtXtN,MS) 
011 1 I=ltll 
RT= 1 • 




CMH I ~HIE 
RF:: TURN 
nin 
c THIS SUOROUTIMC GC:JErU1TF.S RMH>OM NUMt3~RS LOGMORMALLY o'IsTRlBUTEo.· 
c ·····~••¥••········••*•··············································· ( x Is Ari Al~RAY or LOCitJC'tfHiALLY DISTR!RUTEO RANDOM NUMBERS !OUTPUT>. 
c N Is THE SIZE or- THF ARRAY x (INPUT) 
C EX JS Tllf: DESIRED 1·1Efl.N OF THE RANDOM NllMnERS ( INpUT) 
C STDX IS THE DESIRCn ST, DEVIATION OF THt RANDOM NUMBERS.tINPUTl 
C M 5 I S THE ST J\ RT P·I r; VALUE < PJ TE GER l 0 F T Ii E SUB ROUT PJ E P I NA X • 
c MS SHQIJLD OE CHOSfM 1r1 THE IrlTERVAL (0•2•-.3S-Il• 
C DIFFERENT VALUFS OF ~S ~ILL RESULT IN DIFFERENT OUTPUT 
C SEQUENCES. AT THE ENn OF THE COMPUTATION, MS CONTAINS THE 
C LAST t.JU ! If\ CR GO! Er~/\ TED BY I RI\ IHI ( I NP UT • 0 UT pl l T l 
surrnour I NF.: l.Ot1NOR ( y 'rJ t EX' STDX. MS l 
RF.AL f1EANS~ 
DIME ~JS I 0 N R I 1 2 l 
DI 11 EMS I 0 M X ( fl l 
CALL PJMAX(HS) 
F.1lTl1Y LOCtJRF < x, N, EX, srox. MS 1 
ME A I~ SQ = EX • • 2 
VX=5T()X••2 
EV=ALOG<EX1-a,s~ALOG(STOX/MEANSQ+l) 
VY=ALOG ( VY./MEAMSq+ 1) 
DO l l=l,N 
SlH1= 0 • 
DO 2 J=lt12 
RC J l =I RAMl'l ( flS l I! 2, *•35 > 
















1 c TH I s sun r~ () u T I iH: _GE ti E [1{1 TE 5 R ,, i~ D 0 M GE 011 r: TR I c v fl R I ATE s • 
2 c·~~··~···-···~·••~*•••~**••·•~•••••••••••~••*****••••~··••••••••••••••• 
J c Q IS Tl![ rRol111nJLITY OF FAILURE CIMPUTl 
,. c I x I s A IJ A R R A y n r :~ A Ii [) 0 M r I ll im E R s H A v I M G T H E G E 0 M E T R I c 
!'.'.· C D 1 ST R I P, lJT I 0 f\I I Cl IJ T PUT ) 
6 c N Is THE 517.E OF TME l\HRAY Ix. 
7 c tlS IS TlfE STAr,'TJfJ<i V1\LUr-:: (lil!TF.GERI oF THE SUf:lROUTii~E PINAX. 
(\ c MS SH0 1.1LO RF. CllOSEr~ IIJ THE INTERVAL <n•211H!!·35-l) 
9 C DJFrE:ff'lT VALUES OF !?S RESULT Itl DIFfEHEt.JT OUTPUT SEQUEtl!CES• 
('1 c AT THE Er.JD OF THE coi·ruTATll')N Ms CoNTAI NS THE LAST NUMBER 
t l C G E N E !~ 1'\ T C D 11 Y I f' I\ ~ lD ( I :·J p U T • 0 U T P U T l 
2 sunnour 1 tJE P.i\SCAL <<~,Ix• !J. MS> 
3 OJMENSION IX<NJ 
q CALL PJNAX(MSl 
,t; E!JTRY PASCQ(~tlXd!1"1SI 
o· Ql=ALOG<Rl 






co~H I i-IU[ 
RETURN 
EMD 
---------- - ---~- - ~ ... -
I. c GEN FR AT I 0 :·J 0 F r J [ c; A T I \J F. n I j I 0 n I AL v A R I ATE s • 
2 C••••••••~*•••••••••••~••••~•~~•••••••••••~••••••*•••••••••••*•*•••••••• 
J c K D E N 0 T E s T H E r.1 u 11 n E r. 0 F 5 lJ c c E s s E s • ( I N p LI T ) 
11 c 0. I s THE r rm (l AP. I L I T y () F F A I L u p E ( I Np u T ) 
5 C IX JS A~I ARRAY OF !·IEG/1TIV[ !1If-.JOMIAL VARI/\TES.tOUT?UTl. 
6 C N IS THE SIZE OF THE ARRAY IX· 
.., c Ms I s THE s TA rn I r: G v f1 Lu E ( I MT Er, ER l 0 F THE s lJ 0 R 0 u T I r~ E p I NA x. 
B CMS Sl-fOULO 8E CllOSEN IM THE IMTE~VAL <0•2••35-ll 
0 c 0IFF£R[:JT VALUE<; OF ns RESULT IM DifFERErn· OUTPUT SE~UEllCES. 
t n C AT HIE Ei~D ()t Tlf[ Cor1plJTi\T I ON MS CONT A I NS THE LAST NUMBER 

















D 1 '·1 CNS I 0 l·J I X ( I~ l 
C/1LL PI Nf1X ! tiS l 
Er 1 r r~ v 1.1 e I r 1 F < 1~ • o , 1 x , N , Ms 1 _ 
~l=>\LOG<Ql 
0 0 l I= 1 , l·J 
T= l • 
0() 6 J=l,!< 















.,.p AO. HY P'1EQ 1 
l c GENr:Rt.TION OF Ri\tl!>Or1 tllltlRFr.s HAVING T11f. llYPERc;EOM[TRIC DISTRIBUTION· 
2 c•~••••••••·••••••£••••••••~•••••••••••••~•••••~•·•••••••••••••••••••••• 
3 c :..i p r s TH [ s J z [ () r T ll::: p 0pl1 LAT I () ~J ( I Np lJ T ) 
1t c '1 15 TH[ o:;pC OF THF.: SA'1PLE. ( rnruTJ 
:i C P I S T 11 r:: P R 0 P 0 :-;> T I 0 rl O F T lff T 0 T J\ L P 0 PU L A T I 0 N C 0 N S I S T I I~ G 0 F 
I, C CL A<; S - I EL E ~IF.MT 5 • ( I MP ii T l 
7 c I x I s TI IE AR r, ,, y 0 r ii f( !\ fJD 0 n M lJ t111 ER s F (l LL 0 ~·! I NG THE Hy p ERG E 0 MET R I c 
" C 0 I ST R I f\ UT I CHI < 0 If T P tJ T l 
~ C N IS THE SIZI:: OF THE ARRAY IX.CJMPUTl 
fl c HS rs T!I[ STl\RTttJG 'J/\LtlE ( lflTEGERl oF Tiff SlJfJROUTI!~E Pl!'JAX, 
I C MS SHOULD RE CllQS.['·I Iii THF. I!HF.RVAL <o•2H'·35-I) 
2 c OIFFEPr::tJT V/1Lur:s or r1s RF.SULT IN DIFFERErlT OUTPUT SEoUEllCES, 
J c AT THE [ r~ f) 0 F TH [ C'P1 r u T /\TI 0 ii I". s c 0 NT A I r-J s THE LA s T Nu ~1 BER 
11 c G E I J E R /\ T ~ [) [\ y I r:; A r I D ( I r I r u T • 0 u T p u T ) 
£°• S tJf1 ROUT I fl r:: 11 Y PG [ O ( f·J P • ~1 , P , I X • N , M 5 l 
t, D I ~1 E :·J S l 0 M I X I f I l 
7 CALL PI M/1~'. ( !15 l 
n Et l T R y H y p '" E r I N p • t1 • p t"l x • N • M s ) 




3 00 2 J=l,M 
'f R =IR Ar~ D I 11 S l / 2. • • 3 5 
















I X < I ) = I X < I ) + 1 
GO To 10 
S=O, 
PT= ( ~IT•PT-S l I ( NT-1 •) 
MT=NT-1 
COflT I NUE 
RE TllR!~ 
E'·!O 
C G E M C R /1 T I C N 0 F P 'I I 5 S 0 ti V I\ I~ I A T E S • 
2 c ··········••*••···¥·············~··•****••···························· 
3 C P IS Tl-IE DESlRF.f"l 11r:t'\!l OF THE POISSON VARI/l.TES,(lNPUTl 
'~ C I X 1 S 1\ t.J I\ I? R A Y () F I M T E G E P. S F 0 l L 0 ~i I N G T H E P 0 I S S 0 N 
S C DISTRIRlJTIOM.C8UH'UTl 
/., c N IS TllE SIZE or TllE ARRAY IX. 
7 c MS IS TflE ST/\f\TJIJG VALUE (ltJTEGERl oF THE SUBROUTINE Pl!~Ax. 
n c Ms s H 0 l,J L [) BE cf! 0 5 Er I I"' T 11 F I NT ER v AL ( 0 • 2 ;l "'3 s- 1 l 
Q C DIFFEP'::!IT Vl\LfJ('S OF !15 RESULT IN DIFFEREHT OUTPUT SEQUENCES, 
lo. C A. T THE OlD OF THE CO'•IPUT fl T t ON MS CONT A I t.JS THE LAST NUM!iER 
11 C CiENER.'\TCf) GY If'.A~!O(!f'PUTtl)UTPUTJ 
12 St.!RROllTllJE POIS;NIP1lX1N1MS> 
1.3 DI'1F.tJSl0i! IXl'J) 
11.f CALL P I l·J AX ( t1 S l 
IS ETJTRy pOJSSFIP,rx·t~tl!S) 
lb Pl=fXPl-Pl 







t t :::: I R f1 N D C !·l S l I 2 , • 111 3 5 
0=1*U 
IFC0.,LT.r1i Cio TO l 
IXCIJ=IX(l)+l 
CiO TO 2 
corn I NUE 
RF.TURN 












I C SI NGLF. CH:'\m!EL QUElJ I t!G tlOOEL·~ 
2 DJ'.1El'JS!0M X(l),Y(l) 
1 H[Al !OT 
lf 115=761209?.65 











































i_r1 T = o • 
r·::r=o. 
·.'·r1nr=o. 
C EXPECTED VALUE oF TH( t.rrnIVAL TIME •. 
EX=Sn, 













tFCST,GT.ATl GO TO 2 




IF(KOUNT.E~.1onoo1 GO TO so 
C- ANOTHER ';J(·JIT E·rHERS THE SYSTEM FOR. sERVICE•~· 
CALL EXPQ!X•EX1N1MSl 
GO TO l · 
2 IDT=O. 
VJT=5T-AT 
T\i T = n'JT +\H 




GO To lf5 
C CA l CUL I\ T I 0 :~ 0 F T ll [ F. X f> EC TED WA I T I NG T IM E , I D LE T I ME AN 0 T I ME 
C SPENT IM THC 5y5TE:1 C3Y A ClJS.TOMEf~. 
SO E~T=T~T/10000. 
EIOT:TIDT/10000 0 
sut1 s T = T'.'J T +SUMS T 
ESUHST=SUMST/tnooo. 
~RITE(5•10l E~T,ESUMSToEIDT 
10 FORMAT(lHt.lDX1'EXPECTED WAITING TIME='•F7•2//lOX••ExPECTED rIME 
1 SPEiJT JtJ THE SYSTEM AY A CUSTOMER=• tF7o2//lOX ••EXPECTED IDLE TIME 












C..7~ . , 
~rAO.M1lLCll/'.l 
-I c T_ttIS sunr~ouTiilr Sit111L1\T[S f\ 11ULTICHAi~HEL OIJEUJ.NG MOOEL. 
, c••••••••••••···~··••••••*•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*•• 
1 c 11 IS TH[ IJlJMnEn or TOTAL ARRIVALS.(INPlJT) 
C IJ IS THF. MUMrJF.~ OF CLERKS AT THE SERVJCE STl\TIONS.(INPUTl 
c MS IS 1\ 1'1 rnTEGF.R • ( liJPUT>. THIS NIJMO[R Is USEO By SU8ROUTJNE EXPR 
c '"/I! I c H J 5 c () rH I\ r NED I 11 THE s lJ B • Mu L c HA. ( IN p u T) 
c Ex l I s TH r t1 [Id J /\ n in v ,\ L T I ME • ( I Np u T ) 
c EX2 Is THE. MEArJ SEHVICE TJME.<INPlJTl 
C P R I C C L I S T H E U\!3 0 R C 0 S T 0 F I\ C L E R K P F. R II 0 U R • ( I tJ P U T l 
C PRICME 15 THE LAAOR COST OF f\ CUSTOMER PER HOUR\CINPUTJ 
c TCOST JS THE TOTAL COST ON THE PART OF cusTOMERSAND CLERKS.(OlJTPUT) 
C Hi T I S HI F: T 0 T fl L IN A 1 T I 1'J G T 1 M E I N H 0 U RS • I 0 U T P U T I 
C T I n T I 5 T iiF. T 0 T f\ I. I 0 L E T I M E I N H 0 lJ R S • ( 0 U T P IJ T I 
C COS TC IS THE TOTAL Lld30R COST ON THE Pl\RT OF CLERKS• (OUTPUT I 
c COSTM I~ THE TOTAL LAOOR COST ON THE PART OF cuSTOMERSIMECHANICSI 
C IOUTPlJTl. 
5 11011 Ou TINE MULCH fl ( M • N, MS' EX 1 , EX 2 •PR ICC L, PR ICM E •TC 0 5 T • TW T • TI D T , 
1cosrc,cosrH1 · 
RF.AL IDT 






C GENERATION OF THC ARRIVAL TlME, 
CALL EXPR<AT•EXl,ltMSI 
J=2 





IF(J.GT.N) GO TO 3 
C AM 0 THE R U tJ I T El'JT Er~ S THE S VS TE M 
CALL EXPQ(l\T•EX11l•MSI 
Go TO 2 
3 J = r~ 
Do 1t J=l•N 
C I.EM E f? •\ T I 0 I J 0 F HI F. 5 Er~ V I CE T IM E , 
· c A LL E x P Q < s r • F. x 2 , 1 , r1 s > 
TT(Jl:JOT(J)+ST(J) 
q coriTIIJUE 
c TH Is SUI) ROUTINE FINDS THE Po.s IT t ON QF _1HE MIN J.MUM ELEMENT l N THE 
C ARRAY TT. 
100 CALL ~INIM<TT•Ntll 
J =I + 1 
I F ( I • Gt: • 11 I G 0 T 0 1 S 0 
CALL EXPQ(AT•EX1,11MSl 
Tl\T=Tf\Tf-AT( 1 I 
DIF=TAT-TT<L> 
IFfDir.Gi.o.> Go TO 15 
IF(DIF 0 EQ.O.l GO TO 16 
1J T I L I = -D I F 
C COMPUTATION OF THE TOTAL WAITING.TIME, 
HJ T = TI/IT + ~·1 T ( L l 
IOT(Ll=O 













;-:, l I :1 '.! ~) U T I :J t'. TU r; F ( ; ! , T I MC • r:: X , STD X , D 0 \'! i'J D , D O:Jll M • F' • PR I CE • F 0 A Y • F N I G fl T • 
l COST• ;·:s I 
U I '1 [fl c; I O ~ J ;·· ( 1 '.1 iJ () l , ST ( l l 




C i1 LL ;~A f..: D .'J t'? < :·! • ;., , l~ X • Sir> X , MS l 
c ,. '- I_ s 0 '{ T ii L ( ~ j I I I l 
!<::: J 
'f l F" C "! < I< I • GT • TI•; E: I G 0 T () 1 
1 '+ U::: I :~ /1 '. ! D I : 1 S l I ?. • " " 3 5 
IFC'·'•LT.f'l GO Tq.?. 
i- :,! I G 11 T::: f tJ I G HT+ 1 
C 0 ST= C 0 ST+!) 0 '.: r;;i + !"" i? I C [ 
<in TO 1 
? F Ci .. ~ V =FD f1 Y + 1 
casT=C1ST+oo~·Nn+rRICE 
3 CALL F~STNR(ST.1.Ex.srox.~SJ 
.; I !\ l = ,., I K l +ST C 1 l 
I<::::(+ I 
I F ( K • GT , ~J l G 0 T Q 
G () TO 'I 
C ,\LL SO~ TF~ L ( tJ , '.'' l 
I r ( '.'! I l l • LE • T I r; E ) G 0 T () 5 
G() TO !S 
s r\ = 1 
Gn TO l 1f 















( r '·IP!tT T0 Ti-lE su~rrnur I Mf: ilJflF.. 
l N=tln 
















ST 0 X = l 'f. 
D (l ' •I '. .f D = '.; 0 • 
fl 0 ;'I ~I i'l = l 0 u • 
I-'=. 7 
Pf? l CE= r; • 
i·l s = 7 6 s 9 (1 3 '.j 
c Cf, s t-: 1 • R F r L /\ (. r T 11 E T u [) E s I j'J D I v I I) lj A L L y ,., s T H [ y r A I L • 
c 
c 
Cf\I_ L Tu:) E ( N' TIM [ • [ x ' s TD x ' D 0 rm D • l) 0 ~'JN N • p • p I( I c E ' FD A y 'F NI G HT • c 0 s T ' Ms l 
su:-1 =FD fl, y +F ~l I GHT 
·1• P I T f ( S , 1 0 l T I '1 r , SUM , FD 1\ Y , F N I G HT • C 0 ST 
ID F~lf1:1AT(l0Xo•HI /\TIME Pt:tnon oF•-IX1FS.UtlX••OAYSV•SX1'Tf--l[ TURES r; 
I 1-1 I C H r I\ I L E D ·:: E R E • , 1 X • I 'f I I 0 X , I 5 , 1 X , 'T lJ f) E S F A I L E D DU R I N G T H E D A Y A M D 
?•,1X•IS1lX1•F/\It.r;n AT NIGHT•/IOX••THE TOTAL COST OF RE?LACIMG THE 
3 T U f~ E 5 ·rJ A S • , 1 X ' F I) • I I I l 
C /I_ S !=: ;> • ~ E p L A C E A L L T 11 ti E S E V E I~ Y 5 M 0 N T HS A N D R E PL /\ CE T H E T U R E S T HA T 
F /\ I L [ii I~ I i I G T II R Ir! TE 11 I i-1 PER I 0 D IND I V ID lJ ALLY • 
C 0 11 :•! T = 1 S 0 • 
COSTl=D· 
TI~El=!SO. ·-
C JI.LL T !JF, E ( 1-1 ' T I ~-11· l • F. x ' s TD x • 0 MJ ND • D 0 w N ~J ' p ' r R I c E ' F' DA y ' F"' I \,HT ' c 0 s r ' M 5 ) 
coc;Tl::COST1+COST 
COST l =COST 1 +2 ••II 
CC1 ll ! H = C 0 U t .IT + 1 :-; 0 • 
IFtCOIJNT.Lt.TI:vi[) GO TO l 
C<JlJ~lT=COlltJT-150 • 
cou~JT:;T I i1[-C0Uil!T 
c i\ LL Tu nE ( r~ c 0 u ! IT t Ex ' s TD x • D () w ND • D 0 rm r~ • p ' p RI c E 'FD A y 'F j,J I G HT ' c 0 s T 'Ms } 
cosTl::COSTJ+COST 
~i R I T E < ~; , 1 l l T I M [ , c 0 S T l 
11 ::o"?M/\T(1Dx.•IM /\TIME PERIOD or••lX1FS.O•lX••DAYS•/lOX•'THE TOTA 
fl cOST oF REPLACING THE TUBES ~AS•11x.Fo.11 












GJLFn .... •A0:P,iS•~lG! --.. ·-·- - .. -·- -· .. ·-·-- -----·--
! c c t i I t ~\ ,\ T J 0 ~I 0 r n A ' J fl 0 ' ; r; F 0 i I r· T r.: I c \/ A R I A T E c; ' .. :-1 E i~ p ( p p (J r~ I\ 8 I L I T y 0 F 

















C ? I ,-; TH F. P ~ CJ fl fl r::. I L J T y O F S I ! C C b S ( I ~J P U T l 
c r ;: ! s fl H 1\ R. R fl v 0 F R ;\ ' If) 0 M I I u ~ n; F R s H r\ v I ~' G n: [ G E 0 r; [ T ~ I c 
c 1) I 5 T f\ r r~ '.IT r l) \J • ( 0 u T p lJ T ) 
C 'IS I S TH [ S 1 fllH I 'I G V f1 LU F i I ''IT E G f: R l 0 I- TH [ SUHR 0 UT I I l c PI ~1 AX • 
c ;~ ~HOl1U1 ~if 010SE!J It! Tt:r ItJTEf-?VAL IG•2 ... ~35-ll 
c ~n r r F. ;( r ~IT \j A Lu F. s \) F II s F? F. c; u l. T I t J D I FF ERE;; T 0 u T p u T s E f)LJ E ;I c Es • 
c 1\T Tiff [!ID or""fh[ Cri•TlJT;\TlOIJ MS-CONl/d i!S Ti·!E L./1ST. ilul·HC:R 
c GUlrRt.T[I! ;:y I~f1'·lll( r·:ruT.niJTptJT) 
2 
3 
.. -- 5 I J'\ ,-~ 0 I JT I :~ E --p I~ s Fl I (, ( p.. I x -• 1~·' M s -)- -- - . 
_ _J~ !_!~E.'..l.5) q;~_I_:~J.~!J--·-···- -------··--··-·-·-·---- - -
C~.LL Plt-!1\X(.1Sl 
r.tl_TliJ _? ~tl:lilLE_, .!J~~.."'l.~_;,S_1 __ .. ---·----- ·----· ___ -· __ 
DJ 1 I=l ,N 
:'<.= 1 
r~ :: I F: A , I D ( "I S l I 2 • .,. ·~ 3 5 
. _IF (f: .J. C..E:J_C)_Q_J. o__J__ ___ _ 
K::K+1 
__ ..GO .To _2 
JX<Il=I~ 
cn:ir r rwE ·--- __ _ 
r. [ T lJ r. .~ 
,Ell f)_-,,--_ 
---· . - ------ - -----
·----------··- --- ~ ~ -· 
G 0 L F I) ,, • I A 0 • r. '1 I • J l . 
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